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INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY* 

At a recent international meeting on manpower and economic develop- 
ment, a représentative from an African State south of the Sahara ohm-rveù 
that the only^hing the participants appeared to have in common was that 
they all came from developing countries. In a sense he was right. Although 
one heard the same set of currently popular expressions-brain drain, occu- 
pational projections, target shortfalls etc. -over and over again, a thorough 
discussion of the several problems revealed that all the States do not suffer 
from them in the same way or to the same degree. In other words, although 
there is a whole group of employment and manpower problems that are at 
present besetting the developing economies, thry varv in so many ways from 
one country to another that they challenge the efficacy of generalized sys- 
tems of manpower planning. The most critical hurdle the manpower plan- 
ner must overcome may well be the necessity of adapting his expertise to 
the special problems raised b\ the local political or cultural setting. 

The mari|K)wer planner, however, has other problems to solve and some 
of them are quite serious. The past few years have witnessed substantial 
improvements in the relevant analytical methodologies and we certainly 
know much more about manpower and employment matters than we did only 
a short time ago. Nevertheless, as noted in a report by the Secretary- 
General, deficiencies in planning methods and large gaps in critically im- 
portant data continue to plague the efforts of those who work in this field (1). 

The purpose of this volume is to provide information which, it ii hoped, 
will narrow the gap mentioned above and thus help those who are responsible 
for directing and stimulating the manpower planning efforts of developing 
countries,   particularly ai  the industry level. 

The following chapters deal with the problem of estimating managerial 
arid technical personnel requirements in j>articular industries. Although 
the various industry studies differ in approach and emphasis, most of them 
use the same basic methodology for arriving at manpower estimates. The 
method utilized can be described as that of "international analogy". In other 

words, estimates are based on occupational structures found in comparable 
industries in the mor«- industrialized nations. 

This type of information can be extremely useful,  but it has many limi 
tations that should not be ignored.    The remainder of this Introduction deals 
with both the application and the limitations of the material presented in 
the chapters that follow. 

MANPOWER PLANNING 

Manpower planning may be undertaken for short,   intermediate or long 
term periods,  and for a variety of objectives.    In the literature of economic 
development,  the expression has come to denote the efforts made to approach 
a particular set of problems in a systematic way and with specific  methods 

* Tttii chapter is biteâ on an u:ir>ubli«he<l paper prepared for UNIDO by Profesior Sanford Cohen, Univcnity 
of New Mexico,  Albuquerque, New Mexico. 



2 ESTIMATION OF MANAGMAL REQUIREMENTS 

of studying thorn These problems are: {•) the prt vailing and anticipated 
shortages of skilled labour; and (a) the prevailing and anticipated surpluses 
of unskilled labour. Since the various methods of analysis have been des- 
cribed exhaustively elsewhere, a brief discussion suffices at this point (2). 

As a matter of course, n manpower analysis begins with an assessment 
of the prevailing labour market situation. The assessment is essentially 
an inventory of existing manpower resources and a description of the exis- 
ting balance between labour supply and demand. Although the quality of the 
assessment will depend on the availability of data, some information can 
usually be obtained showing the occupational and industrial characteristics 
of the labour force, the labour fore, participation rates and the amount of 
unemployment and underemployment. Subsequent steps involve the deriva- 
tion of labour supply and demand estimates loi some future period. Gross 
lahour supply estimates are usua'ly di rived by applying estimated labour 
force participation rates to population projections, while estimates of supply 
by occupational class are generally based on an analysis of the output of 
formal trami'.g institutions and the amount of training that takes place within 
industrial establishments. Gross estimates of labour demand usually take 
the form of a quantification of 'ahour requirements implied by output tar- 
gets. More detailed estimates of employment and demand for particular 
occupational skills are made in a number of ways,   including the following: 

(a) Establishment of inquiries with a view to determining short-term 
requirements for intermediate and higher-level personnel in various in- 
dustrial branches; 

(b) Manpower forecasting which relates social and economic targets 
under a given plan to occupational requirements. 

The formulation of a training policv to rectify projected imbalances 
between labour skill supplies and requirements has come to be regarded 
as an it gral part of the manpower planning process, and descriptions of 
anal; tical m< thods relating to manpower planning usually incorporate pro- 
cedures for the determination of the numhers and type of personnel who must 
be trained if the skill stock is to be consistent with output targets. Thus, 
manpower forecasting which relates social and economic targets to occu- 
pational reqnn ements mav also involve the further step of relating occu- 
tiational needs to educational and training backgrounds so as to determine 
the educational and training requirements for the planning period. Othei 
methods for determining the latter requirements include the "education- 
output" approach, which omits the intermediate occupational step of the 
manpower forecasting method and attempts to derive educational and training 
requirements directly from social and economic targets, and the '"indicators" 

approarh, which utilizes a number of indicators of educational and training 
development in relation to indicators of economic growth. 

INTERl>EPENi>ENi E HKTWEKN MACHO AND PROJECT-LEVEL 

MANPOWER   PLANNING 

In Ins pi rci-ptive article on the interdependence between economic plan- 
ning arni  manpower planning,    Paukt rt  points out that to be consistent and 
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optimal, a pian must resolve the question of whether the general economie 
plan .should be modified to take account of the structure of skilled supplies 
or whether the latter should be modified to conform to the the former (:i) 

Experience with manpower planning in the underdeveloped countries 
has revealed the existente of other types of interdependence which are partlv 
related to the question raised by Paukert. Since we are here concerned 
with the determination of the skills required for industrial projects, the 
relevant interdependence is between macro-manpower planning and micro 
or project-level manpower management. 

A first observation in thus respect is that the link between the two has 
been slight. National efforts at manpower planning appear to have exercised 
little influence on any of the phases of industrial project programming. Th.s 
is due, in part, to the fact that many governments have not taken their own 
economic planning efforts very seriously. Within planning agencies them- 
selves, furthermore, manpower planning is often not taken verv seriously. 
Apart from this aspect of the problem, however, the existence of different 
conceptions of the planning process within and among the various levels of 
the planning hierarchy militate against the achievement of an optimal co- 
ordination among the units involved. Hilliard has noted, for example, that 
the Head of a State, the Minister of Planning, and the Finance Minister may 
have three divergent conceptions of planning and orientation for action and 
that, at the functional level, one is likely to find that conflicts of interest 
are intensified (4). At the project level of activity, little interest is mani- 
fested in the relationship between the project and the success of the national 
economic plan. 

The absence of any serious dialogue between manpower planners and 
those invested with authority over industrial projects has had important im- 
plications for overall development strategy. It has meant, for one thing, 
that vitally important investment decisions have been taken without refer- 
ence to the availability of the required skills or to the possibility of tailor- 
ing the form of the investment in order to obtain a maximum employment 
effect. To return to the question raised by Paukert is has meant, all too 
often, that economic development programmes have been neither consistent, 
that is, framed in terms of a balance of supply and demand of resources 
at a target level of activity, nor optimal, that is, conceived so that scarce 
resources are allocated to achieve plan targets at least cost. 

In selecting a particular technology, project technicians thereby define 
the occupational structure of the project's labour force. Once physical re- 
sources have been committed, a condition of irreversibility sets in and op- 
tions relating to the types of labour to be employed are severely curtailed. 
The result is that the project, instead of stimulating a national manpower 
policy, tends to restrict the degree of freedom that remains with those who 
are supposed to be the basic policy architects. Second, and even third- 
order consequences can be identified. The occupational structure of the 
project may be fed to the educational system in the form of a datum which 
describes future manpower requirements, and the training of persons along 
the lines indicated may further restrict the flexibility of the national planning 
unit. 
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Various factors hav •• !.• . n  i t ^¡*i! filili   1 « • i   'lit- admims* rat i ve tlisord» i 

described abov*       (Hit- of tm   H, ••- '  n ipoitant among them  ih (ht- fart thaï, 

in a  statista al scribi   a*   ¡east,    oianpowt r  planner, at t h*   global   1 *• v#* i and 

project   Uvei  |il't'Snriiii'l  lia>. i    t.ni   'iMa    to  sa \   lo oirh other        Manpower   an,o 

y ses   prepared   by national  planning unit s* hav*   often been of poor qualiU 

is a   )• suit of di fii'tiMKM s  in  -lafisticai data,   t;••• difficult«,   of making rea 

listic assumptions conci -rnitu' future la hour productivity,   and hence future 

labour requirements,   and the difficult'   of reiatmg occupational requirements 

to educational programmi s      Tb«   results have thus been too vague   to  be 

applicable to the specific t\pes of employment  problems that arise within 

projects.     Project author m« s,   on the otta r hand,   have not been abb' to pro- 

vide,   or have not been interested  «u providing,   national planning units with 

•he types of informât ion that would be helpful in the preparation of aggreg- 

ative  manpower  studies. 

With the accumulation of experience in economic planning, the conse- 

quences of the lack of co ordination have become apparent, and there are 

signs tha» indicate a growing interest in bridging the gap between global 

planning and project actnities. furthermore, manpower planning has come 

to be accepted as an essi ntlai dimension of economic planning, and the work 
being done in the manpower field has come to be much more sophisticated 

than it was cniy a short Time ago. The lack of solid data describing the skil- 

led labour requirements of indus, rial projects, however, has been and con- 

tarles to be an importarli factor winch inhibits the effectiveness of the efforts 

mad,   !>;,  tin   nianpowei   e\pert. 

Mtliough the need î i précision can ht overstressed, effective manpower 

plan ung requires a reasonably accurate assessment of the current skill 

sto« 1; and a;, estimate of u.e stock required at some future point in time. 

Whs ,e such an estimate (,")) raises» great technical difficulties, the problem 

may be mort manageable in practice than in theory, and for several rea- 

sons. In the first place, if the industrial sector is small and simple, the 

possibilities of unravelling the technical difficultés on a step-b\ stepbasis 

are much greater than when the sector is large and complex. In cases where 

tin industrial sector is primarily composed of two or three major industries, 

t is possible to attempt to relate output to occupations, and occupations 

*o training qualifications, in a detailed wav. Secondly, the options usually 

open to manpower planners in practice are considerably fewer than those 

that art technically possible While it might be possible to identify a wide 

range of capital - labour rat' « and ski lied- unski lied labour ratios that are 

technologica U\ applicable in a given industry, the real area of choice may, 

for politic." 1, cultural or economic reasons, be limited to a very few al- 

ternatives. This fact, incidentally, is an exampi.' of the special national 

problems mentioned in the opening paragraph. 

Intelligent economic planning requires that national planners be aware 

of ooth the technological and non-technological influences, that condition oc- 

cupational skill profiles at the project level. To promote this degree of 

awareness and to facilitate optimal choices even within a limited range of 

possibilities, two different sorts of data are required. These are: (i) the 

occupational skil1 profiles associated with possible technologies: and (ii) 

descriptions of non-techno logical influences on labour utilization. 
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International iruiustri.il studies, such as those to be found in Hu follow - 
mg chaptt rs, ar» perhaps the must promising sources of occupational pro- 
file information, and while data derived through international comparison 
Hia\ not be completely applicable in a given development setting, they can 
at least provide reference points for the guidance of manpower planners. 
Information about non-technological influences on labour utilization will help 
planners to identify sociological constraints on productivity and avoid the 
large degree of error that may characterize culture-free estimates of lab- 
our  supply. 

Armed with such data,   national manpower planners would be m a posi 
tum to express their preoccupations in a language which would be meaning 
ful to project personnel and at the same »irne to stimulate an interest in the 
relationship between project and national planning 

Viewed from th" standpoint of the industrial project,   the manpower pro 
hie m is,  of course,   quite different from what is seen at the national plan 
ning level.    Preoccupied as they are with the success of their proj  ct and 
very often unfamiliar with the economics of the labour market,   project per- 
sonnel tend to emphasize engineering or "technical" considerations in their 
approaches to manpower questions.    When occupational coefficients are 
not rigidly determined by technology,   a labour economist would prescribe 
a skill combination to minimise the supply price of the project's total labour 
force (unless of course special considerations influence his analysis).    I: 
the   initial   stages  of  project  operation,    however,   problems  of  plant co- 
ordination tend to dwarf those of minimizing costs through tine adjustment» 
inlabour-skill combinations.   What the project authorities are likelvtobe looking 
for is some general rule for determining the minimum number of skilled persons 
in different occupational grades necessary to insure the physical success 
of the project.    Even when the project is more "economic;-minded" than in 
the case suggested above,   highly imperfect  labour markets and institution- 
ally determined wages mav discourage first efforts to rely on market place 
signals as guides to occupational structure. 

For the industrial project, therefore, data showing occupational compo- 
sition patterns in other countries are extremely useful guideposts, partic- 
ularly when there is little or no relè, ant national experience to draw upon. 
For reasons to be discussed later, international experience can provide 
useful guidelines, but should not be relied upon mechanically. In the last 
analysis, each project must justify its own staffing pattern, which is likelv 
to be different from that found elsewhere because of production, supply, 
transportation, or marketing problems that are peculiar to the project. 
Skilled manpower profiles which are perfect replicas of those found elsi - 
where should be viewed with as much suspicion as those that show unusual- 
ly large deviations from prevailing patterns. 

The "engineering" orientation of project managers substantiates the 
argument in favour of closer co-operation between project and national plan- 
ners. In view of the scarcity of skilled labour and the weakness of the mar- 
ket as an allocating mechanism, the need for an arbiter to evaluate compe- 
ting claims for available skills and to recommend the direction to be given 
to training policy should be readily apparent. 
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Ki)K ATIONAl. PLAN NIM; 

As noted above, educational planning has come to be> regarded as an 
integral part of the manpower planning process. A basic assumption under- 
lying manpower planning is that deviations between projected skill require- 
ments and supplies can be dealt with effectively through systematic efforts 
to achieve a desired balance, (ine method of eliminating the deviation is 
to adapt the national educational system to the needs of the development 
effort. Other approaches include the change in development targets when 
they are clearly unwarranted in terms of the .skill potential of the society 
and the more effective utilization of available human resources. Even when 
the latter approaches are followed, it is not likeh that skill shortages will 
be entirely eliminated, and a residual burden of producing adequate numbers 
of trained persons will tin retore remain to be assumed by the educational 
system. 

It follows that educational planning is the last or one of the last steps 
in a manpower planning programme, since its dimensions are derived from 
a prior analysis designed to specify the set of skills most suitable to the 
national development ambition. The prior analysis may consist of simple 
linear or curvilinear projections of past employment trends, or it may invol- 
ve more sophisticated analytical methods, such as the manpower or educa- 
tion output approach. Except in the latter method, which attempts to denv? 
educational and training targets directly from economic and social targets, 
it is necessary, in order to specify educational targets, that data m occupa- 
tions be converted into educational requirements. 

Unfortunately, one encounters numerous pitfalls in attempting such a 
conversion. Anderson, for example, has argued that the conventional con- 
clusion that formal schooling and occupation are closely associated rests 

on an exaggeration of the connexion that exists for occupations at the ex- 
tremes (f¡). Parnés, whose name is closely associated with the i anpower 
approach, has noted the following difficrlties in making the conversion from 
occupation to educational requirements: 

(a) Educational structures vary among countries and there is no assur- 
ance that specified levels of education, even if expressed in terms of num- 
bers of sears of school, represent the same degree of education or of voc- 
ational  preparation from one country to another. 

(h) Typical methods of preparing for an occupation may differ as be- 
tween two countries. 

(c) Even within a given country, there is no single educational avenue 
to many occupations. 

(d) There are varying levels of required performance even among jobs 
with the same specific title. Since manpower data do not ordinarily dif- 
ferentiate among these levels, it is difficult to place many occupations un- 
ambiguously in a particular educational category (7). 

Indicators or education output approaches, though they by-pass the pro- 
blem of relating occupation to education, generally provide no more than 
very broad guidelines for appropriate educational policy. The translation 
of broad indicators into an operational educational programme requires that 
various types of data be disaggregated, and at this point problems not en- 
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tirt'ly unlike those of relating occupations to education requirements pre- 
sent themselves. 

In addition to the technical complications discussed above, educational 
planning raises such serious problems as that of co-ordinating the time 
span of an economic plan with the timing of educational programmes and 

that of shortages in the stock of qualified teachers. Unless adequate aï 
tention is paid to these problems, educational programmes might be mis- 
directed,   inappropriately timed    and qualitatively low. 

INTERDEPENDENCE BETWEEN EDUCATIONAL AND PROJECT 

MANPOWER   PLANNING 

While a good deal of concern has been expressed about the distance be- 
tween national manpower planning and the industrial project, relatively little 
attention nas been devoted to opening up avenues of communication between 
educators and project authorities. Yet constant contacts between those who 
train and those who employ labour will be necessary if significant progress 
is to be made towards unravelling the educational planning problems dis- 

cussed above and a host of others. By way of arguing the case for such co- 
operation,  a number of considerations are listed below. 

(a) Manpower forecasts in developing countries tend to be estimates 
of what must be done if certain goals are to be met (ti). Almost universale, 
however, such forecasts fall short as operational guides because of insuf- 
ficient disaggregation. Some parts of developing countries, for example, 
may be more developed than others. Other parts may, in fact, be highlv de 
veloped. From the standpoint of educational planning, the significance oi 
such variations is thai the types of training necessary to relieve skill short- 
ages in certain regions may be quite different from what is required else 
where, This is so not only because the types and quantities of skills needed 
may vary from region to region, but also because of variations in the social 
characteristics of the labour force. A vocational school modelled after 
those in the developed economies may be an effective approach for training 
tractor mechanics in the capital city oí an industrialized country, but to- 
tally ineffective in the rural hinterland. 

(b) "The frontier of manpower projections is regional and local" (9). 
Though made in reference to a highly industrialized country, this obser- 
vation is, perhaps, even more relevant to the underdeveloped nations. Va- 
rious questions of detail that may be skirted in national projections become 
critical considerations at regional and local levels. 

(c) Estimates of educational requirements for industrialization expres- 
sed in money terms almost always appear to be impossible burdens when 
measured against national resources available for development programmes. 
Detailed examinations of alternative ways of training workers for various 
occupations may uncover significant possibilities of economizing on train- 
ing expenditures. 

(d) Manpcwer projections generally suffer from a lack of detail about 
job content ard skill transferability, and are therefore imperfect guides 
for education and training programmes. 
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<«•) I'nU'BB manpower planners hav a profound knowledge of local work 
sociology, manpower projections and the educational programmes derived 
from them will not correspond to reality. 

Taken together, the points made above indrcate the necessitv to know 
much mor. about job technology and social characteristics of the work plac- 
ano to integrate such knowledge with the aggregative data derived fron, cur- 
rently popular manpower planning methodologies. In other words, man- 
power planning tends to fail because of a heavy reliance on abstract ions which 
break down at the point where specificity is required. In the mari|>ower lit- 
erature, for example, one reads constantly about scientists, engineers, 
technicians, secondary education, vocational institute*--, etc. All such terms. 
however, may have a different connotation if we are concerned with the rub- 
ber rather than, say, the glass industry. That is certainly the case if we 
are speaking of the glass industry in a heavily populated and partially in- 
dustrialized capital city as compared with rubber processing in a remote 
rural sotting. 

GENERAL REVIEW OF MANAGERIAL AND TECHNICAL PERSONNEL 
REQUIREMENTS IN SELECTED INDUSTRIES 

Much more will have to be known about the technical and social charac 
teristics of work if national manpower planning and project level manpower 
management are to move to more promising levels of performance. From 
whatever standpoint the manpower problem is examined--projections of 
requirements and supplies, organization of education and training program- 
mes, manning of industrial projects or others- it becomes ìeeessary at 
some point to have what might be described a "professional knowledge" of 
what personnel must be able to do in particular industries ?nd of the pre- 
cise character of prevailing social constraints on labour productivity. The 
studies presented in this volume have been conceived as first steps in build- 
in» up such ;i bods uf knowledge. Independently of that purpose, however, 
they are meant to provide valuable reference materials for developing coun- 
tries, [{atios of ski lied to unskilled employ ees or occupational structures tested 
by experience in other nations give the manpower planner or the industrial pro- 
ject manager "something to go on", and may, at the outset of a development 
effort, be the only available benchmarks for various empLivment decisions. 
Information of this nature is especially valuable in cases wher^ a contem- 
plated project is a novel industrial undertaking within a country or where the 
industrial scale involved ^presents a major change from pre-project scale. 

It is important, however, to stress the limitations inherent in data de- 
rived through international comparisons and to warn against a mechanical 
duplication of foreign employment practices. Skill utilization practices 
among nations are affected by the relative scarcities of particular skills, 
the relative wages of skilled and unskilled manpower, the scale of enter- 
prises, the number of research personnel employed within various establish- 
ments and other factors. Even among nations at similar stages of develop- 
ment, surprisingly large differences are found ¡n the proportionate use of 
managers,   supervisors or technicians in certain industries. 
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In addition to the inherent shortcomings of comparative data, si-vi-nil 
characteristics of the industry manpower studies presented in this volume 
should he kept in mind. 

(a)  The industry studies are essentially static,   in that they descriU 
occupational structure at a particular point of time.    Although some mat- 
erial  on the dynamics of occupational structure is presented in the textual 
and statistical materials,   the mam emphasis is on factors that condition 
structure at a single point of time rather than on those that have influenced 

structural evolution, 
(h)  None of the studies attempts to measure the influence of wage and 

salary levels on occupational structure.    The hasic orientation is thus tech 
nological rather than economic. 

While the limitations of data that are static and technologically orien- 
ted are evident, data that do not, in one way or another, reflect basic tech 
nological considerations are no less limited in value. In the cement in - 
dustry, for example, occupational structures differ according to whether 
wet or drv production processes are used. In the fertilizer industry r seems 
that plant size has relatively little effect on the engineering personnel re- 
quired. In other words, industrial technology and process constitute an 
order of variables that are relevant to both aggregative manpower analysis 
and micro' project employment patterns. This argument mav appear to 
belabour the obvious, but the fact remains that a large ¡»art of the manpower 
planning that ha« taken place has been technologic» tly nai-", partly because 
of a lack of data, and partly because the vital importance o, translating the 
language of planning into the language of the industrial project has not been 
sufficiently emphasized. 

While the general subject of this volume provides a common  theme for 
the industry studies,  each of these studies is organized somewhat different!'» 
Hv v.:iv of summarizing their major findings each nm   will be described brief 
1\- at this [Hunt. 

Cement industry 

On the basis of data reported by operating and programmed cernent fac- 
tories, a model staffing plan was established for different plant capacity 
levels. In the model plan, managerial and technical personnel, expressed 
as a percentage of total plant manpower, range from 20 per cent in the 
smaller plants to less than lü per cent in the largest. There is thus an 
inverse relationship between the scale of operations and the percentage of 
employees who require highly specialized experience or training. 

Data collected from plants in developing economies consistently show that 
cement producers employ two to four times as many workers in all phases oí 
their production as do their counterparts in developed economies. Even among 
the more developed nations, however, there are marked variations in the 
productivity of production and non-product ion workers. \ study made in 
Ui49, for example, showed that man-hour requirements per ton of cement 
output in Japan were less than those in the Soviet Union in the case of pro 
duction and related workers, but more in the case of non-production and 
supervisory employees.    International comparisons of productivity based 
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up',11 aggregate industry avinii'-f- should be read cautiously, luiwvi t , be 
causeo! wide plant to plant differences within countries. Various !a<tors 
;u count inn fot' deviations from the model staffine, patterns ¡ire described below. 

( Voient is manufactiir. deither in wet or drv process nulls TI.' , ¡ocess, 
the iquipmcnt and : ;\\\ material content ma' require murr tectnnca : person- 
nel m the case of dry process plants, although the difference will not he 
great if modern drv process enuipment is used. Mechanization and automatic 
equipment have eliminated much unskilled labour in modern plants and this 
has consequently reduced the amount of direct supervision needed. 

Compared with other industries, cement production requires fewer high 
iv trained engineers, chemists and technicians and vet provides potential 
employment for a relatively large number of semi skilled workers, office 
personnel and labourers. According to the conditions of supph and wage 
rates for the latter group, government employment policy, trade union près 
sure, and other factors, cement plants will emplov ¡arger or smaller mini- 

lem of the relatively unskilled group. 
The number of managers and supervisors employed tends to increase 

an output expands up to 20«, 000 tons per year. Beyond this level, further 
increase« do not seem to occur among these occupational classes, but an 
increase does occur in the number of office, clerical and miscellaneous 

non-production workers. 
The disparities between the number of workers employed in various 

. . m» »t factories located in developing countries and even in developed coun- 
tries cari be explained in part by the differing levels of worker product- 
ivity, on the one hand, and the plant management's concern with a, on the 
ou„ i . Data from various sources show that low productivity operations 
can achieve significant economies in the use of administrative, technical 
and clerical personnel when plant capacity exceeds 1 Üü, 0ÜÜ tons per   year. 

Fertilizer industry 

On account of the complicated processes involved in the production of 

fertilizer products, a large proportion of the industry's labour force must 
he composed of graduate engineers, chemists, skilled technicians and crafts- 
men. An estimate of the manpower requirements for a plant in a "medium 
industrialized country" producing annually 100,000 tons of nitrogen equi- 
valent as urea, for example, shows that 79 engineers and chemists, 212 
«killed technicians and 6R labourers are needed. Since thet>e categories 
of skilled personnel are usually in short supply in the developing countries, 
it is important that such countries have a reasonably accurate knowledge 
of what is required in the way of skilled manpower in order to ensure the 
successful operation of the processing plant«. 

Among the important factors affecting manpower requirements in the 
fertilizer industry aie the extent of industrialization of the economy, the 
tvpe of fertilizer process used, and the number of fertilizer compounds 
being produced. Plant capacity does not as a rule affect the number of grad- 
uate technical employees needed, but it does affect the requirements for 
skilled technician» and labourers. Moreover, neither plant capacity nor 
• he nature of the fertilizer complex,   has a significant effect on the distri- 
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liuhon ut engine« • i'injí and chemical personnel. Although the report dues 
not (leni in detail with labour requi remcnts for auxiliary services such as 
sales, purchasing ai:<l stores, accounting etc., available data indicate that 
these services account for about 1f> per cent of total plant personnel. 

To facilitate estimates of skilled manpower requirements, ¡» stuffing 
[•atterri is presented for a 'typical'' fertilizer plant in a semi - industria li, -ed 
country arni the effect of different factors on the typical pattern are noted. 

Data on personnel requirements for an ammonia-urea plant art- sum 
man/cd for countries at low,   medium and high levels of development.   Total 
manpower requirements are substantially higher for low as against medium 
level countries,   but the difference between the latter and high-level countries 
is relatively small.    Between the latter two groups,   however,   there   is a 
significant difference in the number of technical persons employed,    due 
primarily to the practice of using chemists,   engineers and technical per- 
sonnel in shift operations.     In the absence of large numbers of skilled wor- 
kers,   it mav be necessary for developing countries to employ graduate  tech- 
nical personnel in supervisory positions until such time as a reservoir of 
skilled workers is built up. 

Technical manpower requirements do not appear to be affected by chan 
ges in plant capacity.    The number- of production workers increases   with 
the size of the plant,   primarily on account of heavier labour requirements 
for packaging,  while some increase in the need for skilled craftsmen occurs 
as a result of the larger maintenance burden. 

Fertilizers containing nitrogen and phosphorous cover a wide variety 
of products and their selection depends on the requirements of the soil in 
the area to he served by the output of the plant. Thus, plants producing 
100, (100 tons of nitrogen per year in the form of ammonium sulphate 
or ammonium nitrate require approximately 100 more workers than 
when the output is in the form of urea. Approximately half the 
difference is made up of skilled technicians,   engineers and chemists. 

The maii|M>wer requirements of a fertilizer complex dt pend greatly on 
the number of different products to be produced and rise sharply when nit- 
rogen is produced in more than one form. When both urea and super- 
phosphate are produced in a plant, for example, manpower requirements 
at all skilled levels increase markedly. The importance of simplicity in 
a country suffering from a scarcity of skilled manpower deserves to be 
emphasized. 

Pulp and paper industries 

A method is presented in this study for estimating the number of man- 
agers, supervisors, technicians and clerical employees on the basis of 
salaried-production worker ratios and plant capacity. United States ex- 
perience is utilized as a standard in the procedure explained. 

Data showing ratios of high-level manpower to production workers are 
presented for the United States and for plants in underdeveloped areas. Va- 
riations in the ratios are extreme, as are the statistics shown for produc- 
tivity. Further industry research is required to provide insight into the 
specific causes of the variations. 
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Subsequent sections of the- studs deal with personnel staffln* and *ith 
fl,rmal and on-the |ob tramiti« for the higher skill levels. An Annex contains 
a number of tables showing personnel ratios found m plants in severa! de- 

veloped and developing économies. 

Sugar industry 

This studv shows detailed staffing patterns for administra« ive and super- 
visory personnel >n sugar factories of various • i/es. r'or each plant size, 
personnel requ.remer.ts are shown for both "older" and "modern fattorie«. 
Ratios of management and supervisory personnel to total personnel require 
merits are also given for different sizes of modern and old factories. These 
materials can he used to test the efficiency of existing staffing patterns and 
as guides for the staffing of new plants. 

While older plants can be operated hy people with relatively little train- 
ing the automated ones cannot be so operated. In both old and modern op- 
erations, however, substantial economic benefits are obtained, when well 

trained personnel are available. 
Several examples are cited to illustrate the economic advantages that 

accrue from effective management and a well trained work force.     In one 
of these,   it is noted that sugar cane loses one per cent of its sucrose con- 
tent for each 24 hours of delay from the time of cutting to the time of pro- 
cessing     Bv using scheduling techniques,  it has been proved that the average 
delay can be reduced from 48 to 24 hours, and that the sucrose content which 
wasexpected to drop from 14 per cent to 12 per cent was actually brought 
in at vi per cent.     \ factory which grinds 500, 000 tons of cane a vear may 
thus produce fi-,, 000 tons of suga.- instead of B0, 000 tor., at no extra   cost 
whatsoever     Since :,, 000 tons of sugar may have a market,  value oi as much 
as $;,U0   000,   the example which is given shows that investments in education 
and the higher salaries and better working conditions required to attract 
high calibre employees are fully justified. 

The pattern of development in the sugar industry has not followed geo- 
graphical lines, and some of the largest and most modern plants in the world 
»re to be found in the semi-industrialized areas. The philosophy of manage- 
ment concerning re investment of earnings in capital improvements and 
training is recognized as the major factor in determining whether the in- 
dustry m a particular area will be of the modern or older tyne. The returns 
resulting from the use of complex mechanical equipment are substantial, 
provided that trained manpower for operation and maintenance is available. 
The author of the study recommends strongly that companies in the sugar 
industry he aggressive in their training programmes. 

Leather and shoe manufacture 

Unlike industries requiring more massive plants and equipment, the 
tanning and production of leather may be undertaken by a work force of one 
man, or ,t mav involve a large plant with a thousand or more worker» There 
are " the author notes, "infinite variations in the type and quality of hide 
piocessed    plant si/e,  degree of modernity,   types of equipment and other 
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variables not  not mi 1 lv  inumi m tin- mon   moiiol itine process  industries wht re 
the equipnr M' tends tu dominati' the proci ss. , , . 

In an industry where production processes, equipment and end producís 
v,ir\ su unii h, it is difficult to gent rail/'- about manpower requirements. 
S,,b]ec* to this qualification, estimates of manpower requirements an shown 
p., tanneries oi v.rvmg s,.--s The greater portion of the labour to,ce calls 
for ndativelv unskilled personnel. In addition to general management p. • 
sonnel, technical personnel requirements consist largely of tannery che 
mists and foremen who have had some training in leather chemistry. 

The shoe industry is, if anything, less susceptible of simple comparâtîve 
analysis than the leathe • industr-, . Shoes may he produced in one-man shops 
or in large integrated combines having their own tanneries and slaughter- 
houses and thousands of empino es. The sho. industry is extremely compi.-x 
"on account of the infinite variety of raw materials which may be used in 
manufacturing shoes, the wide range of lasts, models and styles, and the 
changes due to th< process and machinery used". The industry is also sub- 
ject to geographical and cultural forces. In a developing nation, the basic 
need may he for simple Jurable footwear to protect feet from disease, where- 
as the dominant influt nee in shoe sales in an ai fluent society may be the 
Latest fashion trend. 

The calibre and number of management, technical and supervisory per 
sonnel needed for shoe productioa will depend on such variables as factory 
size, modernity of equipment, raw materials, processes, end products 
and the character of the work force. In reading estimates of manpower 
requirements for shoe production, one must, as in the case of the leather 
industry, bear in mind the qualifications that have been indicated. Because 
of the complexity of the leather and shoe industry, the author recommends 
that feasibility studies in depth be made before moving into these fields. 

Glass industry 

The descriptions of manpower requirements in the glass industry are 
based on responses to a questionnaire addressed to United States and Canadian 
firms. With the exception of a few tabulations which show plant manning 
practices in Turkey,   no data are shown for countries other than the United 

States and Canada. 
From the responses to the questionnaire survey, estimated managerial 

and technical manpower needs have been derived foi three different sizes 
of glass container plants. The reader is warn -d, however, that glass con- 
tainer plants present highly individual characteristics, and that estimates 
based on the responses are only meant to be tentative. In addition to the 
tabulations, possible organizational structures for container plants are sug- 

gested. 
Similar materials are presented for the sheet glass industry, though 

in this case the sample of plans is relatively small and may not be repre- 
sentative of industry practice. The data given are only meant to show what 
a few companies require by way of managerial and technical manpower. 

All the data mentioned above describe the managerial and technical 
requirements of fully operational plants.     A mud smaller personnel core 

À 
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can be used to start a plant. An estimate is given of the occupational make - 
up of this "hard core" start-up group, together with rccommcndaliuns con- 
cerning a des,, able background of experience for personnel in each position. 

Metal processing industries 

Studies regarding the allocation of managerial and technical manpower 
in various metal processing industries in the United States suggest patterns 
based on type of product and size of operation. The more complex the pro- 
duct, th«. night r will he the proportion of indirect and specialized personnel 
in the total work force. Manual workers, for example, were found to con- 
stitute ¡¡:i.3 per cent of the total force in the primarv metal plants surveyed, 
whereas they formed only 73. 2 per cent in instrument and control manu- 
factur ng establishments. Kngmters and staff specialists, on the other hand, 
constituted H per cent of the total force in the former plants and 11 per cent 
in the latter. Another pattern emerges as plants of different sizes are ex- 
amined. The ratio of management personnel to all workers tends to de- 
crease as the size of the operation increases, while the ratio of engineers 
to work force tends to move in the opposite direction. 

In addition to showing breakdowns of broad occupational categories found 
in metal processing operations, this paper examines staffing pattern» of 
individual plants engaged in a variety of industrial operations and covering 
different aspects of the metal working trades. Among the operations ana- 
lysed are the job-shop manufacture of small metal parts, the manufacture 
of complex parts, the manufacture of heavy fluid control equipment and the 
manufacture of precision forgings. Variations in occupational structures 
illustrate the patterns noted above. 

Manpower allocations m several countries with intermediate term in- 
dustrial traditions are analysed, and variations from patterns found m 
more industrialized nations are noted. The problems relating to the train- 
ing of managerial and technical manpower for metal processing in developing 
countries and the allocation of such personnel are also discussed, and a 
number of suggestions are made regarding training and utilization of skilled 
personnel. The sharing of managers, engineers and staff in industrial parks 
is recommended as a means of using to the full existing qualified manpower 
under conditions of critical shortage. 

CONCLUSIONS 

The studies described above are admittedly experimental, and no one 
pretends to provide more than a rough sort of guidance for occupational staf- 
fing patterns. From the materials contained in these studies several ten- 
tative conclusions can h.- drawn concerning the formation of skills for indus - 

t r v. 
(a) The experiences of more highly developed economies appear to 

provide a reasonably reliable basis for estimating skilled personnel re- 
quirements in certain industries. When raw mat .-rials, processes and final 
products are of fairly standard type,  occupational structures found in de- 
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veloped economies may be used as patterns to cuide the mdust ria h /ati..;i 
efforts of the- developing States, and the adaptations necessitated tu local 
conditions may he readily discerned by means of simple diagnosis. In in- 
dustries such as leather and shoe products, however, where raw materials, 
processes and end products are so varied, occupational data drawn from 
the more developed States may have little direct applicability m developing 

countries. 
(b)  Currently popular methods of projecting manpower requirements 

may be too general in approach to shed much light  on   sectoral and   sub 
sectoral variations in skill utili, ation practices.    The quantities of manage 
ment and technical skills necessary are not simple functions of output in 
many industries.    Furthermore,  among the various industries,  different 
factors appear  to  dominate  as major influences on  high-level  personnel 
requirements.    The studies presented in this volume confirm the conclusion 
that the value of aggregated manpower approaches to forecasting require 
ments lies mainly in the fact that they indicate general characteristics of 
skill requirements in the long run.    For shorter periods,   disaggregated 
approaches,   perhaps even more than  the literature on manpower  suggests, 
may be required if methods of determining skill needs are to reach a desir- 
able level of scientific precision. 

(c) The prevailing preoccupation with the problem of estimating the 
quantities of skill required for industrialization may be misplaced to a cer- 
tain extent, for it seems to have obscured the problem of an accurate iden- 
tification of the technological processes, output scales, and other variables 
that determine the types of skills needed. 

As noted above,   these conclusions are tentative and may have to  be 
modified as more intensive industrial analysis is done.    The studies from 
which they are drawn,   however,  are sufficiently suggestive to warrant ad 
ditional research along similar paths. 

Several of the industry studies make passing references to social 
influences on occupational structure and worker performance, but tu ne de 
yeiops the subject in detail. It is evident, however, that social factors are 
a source of constraints and complications that must be taken into account 
i a manpower planning. To ignore them is tantamount to ignoring what may 
be the major barrier to transforming the traditional work force to one cap- 
able of functioning efficiently in the modern setting. In view of the rather 
substantial sociological literature dealing with problems of industrialization 
in the developing economies it is surprising that so little consideration has 
been given to this matter by manpower planners. 

Despite the vast amount of literature on industrial sociology research, 
our knowledge of the effects of various background characteristics and set- 
tings is, as Moore notes, quite primitive (10). What is known, however, 
is that the prescriptive norms that govern worker relations in the industrial 
work force contrast sharply with many accepted modes of behaviour in non- 
industrial society. What one finds quite frequently is that the employer makes 
numerous compromises with the non-industrial environment (11), 

This has implications for both the diagnostic and prognostic dimensions 
of manpower planning. The effects of the non-industrial environment on 
the efficiency of staffing patterns and management-worker relations  are 

Á 
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obviously of vital importane-, .since these define the characteristics of a 
social complex which manpower planning attempt*- to modify in the direction 

of the ideal norms of the industrial society. 
This situation has important implications also in the sphere of educa- 

tional planning As practised within the context of manpower planning, edu- 
cational planning has tended toward a mechanical orientation with the ob- 
leetive of specifying th.- numbers to be trained and the types: of training to 
be offered. Types of training are usually described in terms of traditional 
educational stages, suchas primary or secondary, vocational school, or 
university levels. Karely does educational planning concern itself with soc- 
ial considerations that are relevant to indus^iulism. Yet, as Liebenstein 

has noted, specific vocations requii- not onh specific vocational skills, but 
also certain social capacities such as the ability to receive and give orders 

and to fit in easilv mio complex productive units (12). 
Ail this argues for a broadening of the perspectives of manpower plan- 

ning ar,d for starting a systematic accumulation of sociological data that 
will show precisely how prevailing modes of behaviour in non-industrial 

environments clash with the requisites of industrialism. Such data would 
do little more than indicate a point of departure for manpower planning, in 
the same way as a statistical analysis of skill requirements and supplie . 
Without the requisite sociological data, however, the manpower problem 
will only he partially defined, and bene- the planning effort w,i) labour under 

severe handicaps. 
The relevance of industrial sociology to manpower planning may be 

demonstrated by considering the occupational category of a "manager". The 
manpower assessment methodology, it will be recalled, begins by deter- 
mining th.- current supply of a particular skill and goes on to project future 
supplies and requirements. On the basis of estimated deviations between 
future supplies and requirement«, recommendations are made as to the 
numbers to be trained. At all steps in the analytical s> quence. particularly 
difficult probU-ms of concept or method are encountered when the methodology 

is applied to the management factor. It is not clear, for example, as to 
ho* „m- would go about finding out what is the existing supr ly of management 
talent, and the problems of estimating future requirer er ts of technical per- 
sonnel, difficult as they are, appear to be of minor importance in compar- 

ison with thoM  of estimating future management needs. 
The problem of estimating management requirements is further com- 

plicated by the fact that a project manager in an industrializing country is 
the key figure at the operating level of the effort to make industrialism com- 
patible with the prevailing political,   social and economic characteristics 

of what is largely a non-industrial society.    In addition to the full range of 
th.   organisational and administrative problems that face the manager of an 
.nterpnsc in a more highly developed economy,  the manager in the under- 
developed setting must reconcile the requisites of an industrial order and 
th.   force of tradition.     Accordingly,  though technical competence may be 
a n, eessary condition,  quite- often it will not be a sufficient condition for 
managerial  success.     Iti manv cases,   the manager will have to be at home 
both in the new world of modern industry and in the older tradition-ridden 

socsetv.    The extent to which this is so will vary,   of course,   from country 

.»unti-y and,   within a country,   from region to region. . O   CI 
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Social problems peculiar to the place in which th.- work is to be done 
nnv'thus affect both the quantités and qualities of required management 
talent but in the present state of our knowledge of industrial soc.nlogv, it 
,B difficult to translate this proposition into specific quantitative terms or 
into educational programming policies. 

Manpower planning has been relatively ineffective for a number of rea- 
sons Those stressed in this Introduction relate to the technological and 
sociological naivete of current planning practices. The studies contained 
in the following chapters summarize the efforts that are necessary to relate 
occupational requirements to factors such as technology, processes, and 
scale of output. It is to be hoped that these will be followed by more,„ten- 
sl'v- . fforts along similar lines, as well as by parallel efforts to determine 
the effects of the nor,-industrial environment on the utilization of skills with- 
in enterprises and to fix the sociological targets of education and training 
programmes for industrialization. On the basis of such data, manpower 
planning in the developing economies should be able to move to more effective 

levels of performance. 
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THE CEMENT INDUSTRY* 

Comnansnns of plant data indicating tin- proportion of managerial and 
technical personnel to production workers must he interpreted cautioush 
Variations in plant Fize, process used, location, degree of mechanization. 
„umber of shifts worked, local empio;, ment practices, availability of trained 
personne!, and definitions of what institutes managerial and technical job 
functions 'may somewhat diminish »hi- value of actual figures. Similarly, 
data based on feasibility studies, projected plant manpower needs, and tech- 
nical reqniremet'ts set up for model plant operations must necessarily be 
recognized as efficiency targets and subject to modification when applied 
under actual conditions. Hv usui« both sources, it is possible to arrive at 
useful estimates of managerial and technical personnel requirements that 
reflect projected efficiency norms and present employment practices. In 
utilizing these composite figures, it is well to remember that just as they 
reflect the validities of the source data from which they are drawn, they are 
also subject to the qualifications of those data. 

ACTUAL PLANT DATA 

Table I 1 summarizes the staffing patterns in the United States cement 
industrv for plants ranging in capacity from 120 to 1,000 thousand metric 
tons a Vear. These plants use the wet process and are relatively new, 
having been built since 1950. They are presumably modern and employ a 
high degree of mechanization. There is a clear indication that, under these 
conditions, total labour requirements increase very slightly as plant cap- 
acity increases, and that the returns to scale tend to be greater for man- 
agerial and technical labour than for production workers. A similar trend 
!s observable in cement plants in Japan and the Soviet Union (Figure I. I). 

Developing countries tend to use more direct and indirect labour in 
operations of lesser capacity as well as in ;hose whose capacity approximates 
that of United States plants producing 300 to 400 thousand tons annually 
(Table 1.2). Though the categories of indirect labour are not uniform, they 
encompass similar occupational classifications. A more detailed break- 
down of technical labour requirements is shown in Table 1.3, for plants turn- 
ing out 6fi and 100 thousand tons a year. In this ease, the staffing pattern 
in comparable to that of the smallest United States plant included in Tablel.l. 
The number of technical and managerial workers employed in a hypothetical 
West German plant of similar capacity 100 thousand tons annually        is 
less than that employed either in the United States plant or in the most el- 
ficient comparable unit among those cited in developing countries (Tablel.4). 
The data relating to three other cement plants of large capacity show a much 

•     Tim ( :h»pter li based .... an nnpuhhshed paper prepared for UNUM > bv Professor Kenneth li. muli, 

iiy University of New Y>>rk. 
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higher utilisation or administrative and technical personnel than their United 
St.-fes counterparts (Table 1.4). From the description of equipment in the 
plants designated F. Ci, and II, it appears that there ¡K considerable substi- 
tution of labour for capital. 

The study of the contribution of non-production workers and super - 
visorv employes to the manufacture of one ton of cement shows wide dif- 
ferente« fron, plant to plant (Table Î. 5). Aggregate industry averages for 
the developed countries tend to obscure the effect of scale on the utilization 
of personnel, whereas in the plants suggested by feasibility studies for de- 
veloping countries, there is a clear expectation of realizing economies in 
both worker- categories. The figures clearly show that the actual stage of 
development may not be as critical an element in staffing as other factors 
In the United States and Japan, where man-hour data for production and re- 
lated workers are similar, the respective contributions of non-producti m 
and supervisory personnel differ markedly. The Soviet Union employs a 
higher proportion of production manpower, but less non-production labour 
than Japan and twice thai  employed in United States plants. 

The aggregation of cement plants nationally offers another dimension 
(o staffing patterns. Table 1.7 gives the percentages of employees in the 
administrative, technical and clerical categories in the cement industry in 
selected countries. Ihe data show not only significant differences between 
the various countries, bui changes in the proportions of labour used within 
individuai countries between I960 and 1962. In some cases, there is an in- 
crease in the number of managerial and technical personnel employed;   in 
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Infkrrs   1,000 ton« 

I 0 

I) 'I 

0 8 

0 / 

0 6 

0 1 

04 

0 Í 

0 2 

0 i 

100 '"0 »00    -)ÜÜ   VX)       («0       ¡  000 

Plant ctpatitv (in 1,000 Ions, vcjr. 

Source t nited Nations ducuinent-ST  M A "*V i>j(>*   p "> 

#•£, 11.   Aufteilt»! rinàta per ttmnw/ too cêptcity nltlml to certjio p/«< optati* 

others, a reduction. On the average, a little under 20 per cent of staff are 
elfiHwd as non-product imi workers Plant figure« of productivity ratios fur 
the major cement producing countries in Fable 1,8 indicate that 80 to 85 per 
rent of labour input represent production arid related effort«, while 15 to 
20 per cent are administrative or clerical 

PKOC;i»AMMCU PLANT DAT \ 

Project er; manpower requirements for three cement plants of different 
•opacities ar > presented in Table I. D. These figures are estimates of the 

technical personnel needed to staff proposed installations in several de- 
veloping countries. When compared with data relating to operating plants 
of the same capacity as those proposed in the feasibility study, the pro- 
jected figures u-nd to he higher than deemed necessary', for developed ( oun 
tries or for m-v plants in developing countries, but not sufficient to man 
•hose already established in de\ ••¡np.ng et •«•n'imies- , \ plant "i 'In- s.i me < .-ip- 

aciU,   when   built, carne clo-a> to the p rojee' ed requirements of-P> managerial 
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TABLE 1.2.     LABOUR REQUIREMENTS OF DIFFER!*!' PI ANTS 
IN DEVELOPING COUNTRIES '   ' 

A.    linn %\/Q 

(in Ì, not1 tuns, vi-.ir) X\ 3'iü 

B.   Plant symbol PI P3 P4 Ft? 

C.  Year of study 1954 1959 1958 1955 

1).   Process 

1959 I960 

wet Ury dry dry wet 

E.   Labour requirements in 

(1)  Direct labour (including 
quarry labour) 131 S 5 149 199 no 29« 

•100 

P7 

I960 

:10S 

(2)   Indirect labour 

Managers/ su pe rvisorsb 
13 6 18 12 6 14 18 

Chemists (including 

supervisors) 3 3 8 6 4 15 10 

Electricians (including 

supervisors) 7 2 7 Cl 2 U 15 

Office workers 4 5 3« 11 c, 20 24 

Other 

Total (2) 27 

4 

89 

28 

63 

6 51 

115 

58 

125 

Grand total m 105 23J 262 134 4JJ 433 

Source»   United Nations and other expera' studies. 

Plan» are located in Ceylon, Honduras, Pakistan, Paraguay and Saudi Arabia, though not 
arranged in that order in the Table. 

h Including off.ee and plant managen, shop foremen, mechanical engineers and inventory 
controllers. 

and technical employers by employing 44 workers in these categories En- 
gineering studie» of employee requirements should not be extrapolated to 
a»I other plants of the same productive capacity. It is to be presumed that 
a newly constructed factory will use the latest technological methods, will 
be designed to operate under given resource and market conditions and will 
a.m at greater efficiency than its predecessors. The example given here 
mdicntea that programmed manpower needs can furnish reasonable guide- 
l-nes when applied to :! particular case. The multiform differences between 
cernen, plants a« regards geographic location, process used, plant design 
d-gree of mechanisation, and age make universally applicable ratios of fa- 
oour to capacity suspect. 
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PAULE I. 3.     LABOUR REQUIREMENTS OF TWO PLANTS 
IN DEVELOPING COUNTRIES4 

23 

labour sector 

Quarrying 

Operator» 

Driven 

Unskilled workers 

Production 

Raw material operate« 

Kiln operato« 

Mill operators 

Packing and shipping operators 

Maintenance and repair 
Skilled worke« 
Unskilled workers 

General plant 
Unskilled workers 

No. of iupervijors/profestiunal» 

Plant B 
(annual capacity 

86,000 tons) 

Plant C 
(annual capacity 

100,000 tons) 

Administrative and technical 

Laboratory 
Chemists 
Assistants 

Electrical technicians 
Engineers 
Supervisors 

Mechanical technicians 
Engineers 
Supervisori 

Administration 
Administrative managers 
Technical managers 
Office manage« 
Clerks and typists 

Total of professionals 

No. of non-professional» 

Grand total 

93 

105 

13 

121 

134 

Source;   Adapted from United Nations document ST/ECA/75, 1963. p.2n, 
Plant data are based on feasibility reports prepared for developing countries and oi 

"•published materials. 
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T \HI.i: 14.  LABOUR HHQUIHEMKNTS OF FOUR 
CFMFNT PLANTS* 

(1)   Direct labour 

(?*   Indirect labour 

Administrative techme.il¡ 

A dm sulfation 

Technical 

Laboratory 

Security 

Total 

(admirustranve/techmcal) 

I'tfKT 

'¡rami total 

Plann C Wet-procen vvet-proce>s 

plant A                       plant F and H   - 

(annual capacity (annual capacity (annual capacity 

100,000 tons) 335, 000 tons) 400, 000 tons) 

and H  b 

55 281 273 

r>4 

30 30 

15 13 

ÎS 25 

25 34 

95 102 

14 36 

390 411 

21"iE£:   '-'""i'd Nations document ST/ECA/" i, 1963, pp. 17,21, 
a   liant data arc based on feasibility reports prepared for developing countries and on tin- 

published materials, except for plani A, a hypothetical plant in the Federal Republic of Germany, 
which wis introduced for purposes of comparison. 

Plant 0 (wet process} and Plant II (dry process) are very similar in design.   Plant H re- 
quire! 9 men m the grinding department (not shown in the table). 

The following technical and managerial requirements have been suggested 
for a typical Portland coment plant in the United States running three eight- 
hour shifts for seven days a week and producing 200 to 240 thousand metric 
tons annually1. 

Supervisory and managerial: 

Plant manager (engineer) 
• Plant manager' s assistant (engineer) 

Plant engineer 
Chief chemist 
Office manager 
Employment manager 

U.C. Persons, rht PnnlanJ Itmtnt Indutiry, Boston, 195!. 
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Supervisory and technical 

Master mechanic 
Chief electrician 
Chief clerk 

Technical: 

Machinist class A 
Electrician class A 
Welder -class A 
Analytical chemist 
Laboratory assistants 

Clerical: 

Bookkeeper 
Clerks 
Secretaries (stenographers) 
Typist 

Supervisory:  (production and maintenance) 

Foremen 
Gang leaders 

Total 

12-14 
1 

34-16 

If foremen and gang leaders are not included in the total since they 
are engaged in direct labour as well as in supervision the number of staff 
actually employed by operating plants of this size in the United States is close 
to 21 (Table I. 1). The discrepancy may be accounted for by the fact that 
most cement mills produce only five or six days a week, and managers in 
recent years have made a conscious effort to reduce the proportion of main- 
tenance workers to production labour. Indeed, the appearance of this 
staffing pattern suggested by an official spokesman of a major industry trade 
association may have furnished a standard to which companies have sub- 
sequently made adjustments. 

PLANT ORGANIZATION 

The organization of a Portland cement plant should be based, as nearly 
as possible, on the direct relationships between control and production. For 
an operation to be effective, there should be allowed vertical line contact 
from the key processes to successively higher echelons of management, with 
easily accessible horizontal connexions to related functions. For example, 
in production, the quarry must be in contact with the crushing mill, the lab- 
oratory with the blender, and the plant engineer with all other departments. 
Vertically, leadmen, foremen, department heads, and staff level managers 
need direct lines of communications and clearly defined responsibilities. 
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[ABLE 1.6.   SUPERVISORS AND PROFESSIONALS IN FHK TOTA! 
EMPU>YMENT OF PLANTS B AND C 

Plant B (annual capacity 
titi, 000 tons) 

Plint (ami 
100,011 

lit capacity 
i tons i 

total staff 
105 a 

Jercentage 
(100) 

total st< 
134 * 

ff percentage 
(100) 

Chemist! 0.95 0.75 

Asiistant cb"tni»ts 0.95 0.75 

Electrical engineers 0.95 0.75 

Electrical supervisori 0.95 0.75 

Mechanical engineer» 0.95 0.75 

Mechanical supervisor» 2.85 2.25 

Administrative manager« 0.95 0.75 

Technical managers 0.95 0.75 

Maintenance technicians 

Total 

0.95 

10,45 

1.49 

8,99 

Source!   United Nations document ST/ECA/75 , 1963, p.20(ad apted). 
»   Including quarry labour.   Employment figures are derived from feasibility studies made for 

leve loping countries. 

There are technical divisions in cement manufacture that form natural unit«. 
It is the initial proper combining of these activities and their constan* ad- 

justment that constitute management' s primary task. Figure 1.2 shows the 
major divisions of a model plant of 200-250 thousand metric tons capacity. 

The Board of Directora 

The functions of a board of directors depend on the provisions of the 
corporation charter, on whether the enterprise is publicly r-r privately 
owned, and on the business practices of the country in which the plant is 
located. The charter may specify the responsibilities and composition of 
the board, and limit or grant authority to act beyond the specific role set 
out. The most common function of a board of directors is to select manage- 
ment personnel at the highest level, formulate financial policy, and establish 
broad company objectives with regard to output and long-range planning. In 
government-owned plants, the board's functions may comprise more de- 
tailed matters of administration. Such is frequently the case in developing 
countries in both private and public enterprises where capital and skilled 
management are in short supply. The functions of the board of directors 
may even be performed by a government commission or a ministry.    The 
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I \Bf i: 1.7.       M)\II\ISTH\T1VE,   TECHNICAL  ANI ) CLFRICAL 
I.MÏOI i: IMfl.oS IH) IX   IHK CEMENT INDLSTHV 
<>r M'i.i.c i I:Iì ( 01 xriìiiis 

19ri0 19., 1 Vitìì 

•;• JH-Mn hcniHiniic Ct-mrmmitj i'erceniagi- 

-icrmany, l:td. Ivp. Ì-.2 18.2 17.3 

fklgwrn 24,4 24.3 25.7 

I uxemhciiirg r.3 r.a 17.3 

Netherlindi 1",2 IH,0 20.0 

France 23." 23.1 23.3 

Italy 17. ti 15.8 12.» 

Average EEi \1.A 19.2 18.6 

¿iMopeatt F»s Tratte Aww.tation 

Auttrta 14.« 13.9 16,3 

Denmark 17.6 IS,7 18.8 

Norway 2.Í.0 21.Í 20.1 

Portugal 16.7 16.7 IS.4 

United Kingdom 17.« 22.2 20,0 

Sweden 20.0 19.4 20,1 

Switzerland 15.0 IB.2 17.2 

Average EFTA 19.4 M.7 19.1 

Other Member» of the 
Organization fot Economic 
Cu-uperation and Develop ment 

Spain 10,0 18.8 13.« 

Greece 31.S 3S.5 Sí. 8 

ire land 15.8 18.5 18,0 

lee lar,.; 41.1 34.7 33. S 

Tu*:/ 12.0 13, «i 13.2 

Cañad* ~ - 15.8 

Umied Stat«! - - 19.3 

Average OfCO 14,3 15.4 19.3 

Source:  OECD, The Cement Induit rv in Eu wpe, 1964, p. 18 (adapted). 
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IAHLE 1.8.     MAX-HOCHS PER TON OF CEMENT [X SELECTED 
COEXTTEES  (YEAH:  1000,   E NLESS OTHERWISE SFA ITT)) 

Total 

hrs/tmi 

1 Todnet on w irkiri 
A dm inn* 

techni 
r.ltlvt and 
MÎ it.iff 

hrs/ton 
percentage of 
total iirs, son 

tin,'ton 
(x-rtenuiít oí 
turai liti, toi. 

V 

Netherlands 1.44 1.19 8-1 0.25 1? 

United States 1.53 1.2) 82 0.2* le 

Switzerland 1.59 1.34 84 0.25 U 

Germany, Fed, Rep. 2.10 1.7R §4 0.34 U 

japan (la >&) a.28 1.54 fig 0,72 32 

Punce 2.33 l.t3 77 0.50 23 

Italy 2.38 2. OS 85 0.36 15 

United Kingdom a.17 2.54 80 0..Ï3 ;n 

India (195tì> 
(excluding quarry 
labour) a 12.90 11.00 85 1.9 1. 

-murcei  United Nations document ST/BCA/75, 19fi3, p.fi. 
1   Original source describes data as "not comparable with other courtries". 

TABLE 1.9.    TECHNICAL MANPOWER REQCIREMENTK IN 
CEMENT PLANTS OF DIFFERENT SIXES'1 

Annual capacity (m 1,00o ron« year 

lO'i 

supervisori 

Scientists, engineers, technologists 

Tcchnteiant 

Skilled «urite .1 

Clerical workers 

31 

Total 42 

5ourci-!  United Nations document E,.'iiMl  Add.2, June 19ri4, p.43. 
a    Figures based on feasibility reports prepared for several developing com,tras ('¡n-v.blidied 

mak-rials), 
"    Actual operating plant data from installation of same capacity as fcasib.I,\ Oi u,. 
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Board of directors 

:-,-j  
i 
L.. 

tignerai officers I 
.J 

Plani 
engine« 

Main 
tenante 

and 

repair 

Plant 
manager 

Assistant 

Works 
engineer 

forks 
laboratory 

Quarry Production 

Office 
manager 

IL 
Storekeeper 

A« counts, 

records, 

Packing 
and 

shipping 

Personne! 
manager 

Recruiting, 

employée 
attivine«, 

training, 

safety 

fIC. t, Z   Otguiizêtkmil pUn far » cement pUnt 

granting of greater authority to the board necessarily reduces *he flexibility 
and authority of plant managers, who are likely to be better informed about 
day-to-day production and administrative problems. After a plant has been 
set up and a reasonable period of operation completed, a review of the 
board's responsibilities (if they are extensive) may contribute to greater 
managerial efficiency. 

General officers 

If the corporat;on is very large or owns more than one plant, the best 
organizational alternative is for the board of directors to select general 
officers to carry out management duties or to co-ordinate operations in the 
several installations. A single factory can be bandied by a plant manager 
and his staff if the board of directors share administrative responsibilities. 
The first alternative requires more skilled managers, but about the same 
number of supervisory and technical personnel as the second 

The use of general officers is customary when the board of directors 
exercises a minimum of administrative or policy functions. The company 
president must have the same qualifications as those outlined for the plant 
manager, but as the senior management official, he must be able to make 
interim polic\ derisions and conduct plant business outside the firm with the 
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t'overnmeut, tin- c 'in munii y , and the rest of the industry. It is often 
desirable tn have scvi'i'a! vice-presidents who can. direct particularly spe- 
cialized aspects of the I'iftn's aetiviiies. In cement plants, two such of- 
t icers are el'ten etilp Im eri. one as assistant to the president and in charge 
of operations, purchasing, and enginci riiiy the other responsible t'oi sah s 
and marketing. The laUer may of «-ourse not be required if the output of a 
tiiaiit is either sold ai a market where the demand is very great or entirely 
absorbed by tin- government. The vice-president in charge of ope-rat ions 
should have the same training and qua h ficat ions as the président,   but pos- 
• sbl\ less managerial experience. A vice-president responsible for sales 
should possess the requisite marketing skills, a knowledge of tlie industry, 
,ind the ability to direct public relations, customer service, and advertising. 
The secretary -treasurer, in addition to some general knowledge of tin- tedi- 
li cal operations of cement production, should ha ve a professional background 
which will enable him to direct accounting, credit, and record-keeping for 
tin-firm. Top management officers, besides their specialized skills, should, 
in principle,  have most of the following characteristics of leadership- 

(a) A record showing that they can produce result«; 
(b) The ability  to handle people; 
(c) The ability to express themselves effectively; 
(d) \ personality that allows them to 

(i)      ini.\ well with others, 
(it)     engender  respect, 
(iti)   inspire confidence, 

(e) Meritai alertness and resourcefulness. 
(f) Initiative,   energy,  and the capacity for improvement, 
{¡)    'the desire to improve and succeed. 
(h)    i motional stability,   adaptability,   and good health. 

If an operation is headed by a plant manager and his staff,  these qualities 
if leadership are also necessary  but to a lesser degree,   since most policy 

and public responsibilities are shouldered by higher management officials. 

7Vie nmiuigfriul sfa/'/' 

Tin- plant manage) should be technically competent as a mechanical or 
chemical engineer and thoroughly familiar with the manufacture of cement. 
Manv plant managers in the lusted States have been selected from among 
• demists and plant engineers and have gradually taken on additional du<ic.-, 
of an administrative character. The plant manager must co-ordinate the 
activities of all departments and plan production. This executive function 
involves taking daily operational decisions based on an analysis and inter- 
pretation of data from 'he firm concerning the use and supply of raw mat- 
erials, manpover, fuel, machinery equipment, spare parts, quality of the 
: uislied product , and the financial position of the company . The reporting 
system should be supplemented by régulai' staff meetings at tli€< middle man- 
agement level (plant manager's staff), preceded by meetings down the l.ne 
with foremen and supervisors to channel further information and ideas to 
Initiier management. I'vchange o! memoranda, subsequent conterenc-es. or 
personal contact throughout the chain of command are needed to explain new 
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policies or in! roducc chances in operating procedure . ¡Officient plant manage- 
ment calls for technical knowledge, insight into human relations, and the 
ability io create a pin s irai und psyclioiotf ¡cal envi rontnent conducive to the 
optimum utilization of manpower and machines. 

I he plani manager' s assistant mus! have qua hfi< at ion--- -imilar to thus, 
of the plant manaiier liim.self. He aids in the collect :on and interprétâtir»n 
of production data, ads in the manager's absence, ,,nd should be regarded 
as a potential plant manager in his own right . In some plan's, the plant 
manager' s assistant exercises the functions of the works engineer The 
direction and super\ ision of foremen and department chiefs in the production 
process is the responsibility of the works engineer. He supervises the 
quarry foremen, the mill and kiln foremen, the chief chemist, the yard fore- 
men, the packing and shipping department, the storekeeper and the safety 
supervisor2 The number of foremen under the works engineer depends 
on the number of shifts operated at the plant and may be as high as «even 
to sixteen for a three-shift cycle. The chief chemist, the safety super- 
viso; , and the storekeeper generalh have assistants on other shifts. The 

works engineer must be a trained mechanical or chemical engineer, know 

the technical requirements of cement production, and have appropriate qual- 
ities of leadership. 

The mechanical engineer is responsible for maintenance and repair in 
the plant, which lie supervises through the master mechanic and chief elec- 
Irician. lie also plans and supervises minor building and construction pro- 
jects.   ',a\ my out work for the draftsman and the work gang foreman. 

An office manager administers the firm' s internal and external ac- 
counting, correspondence and records. This includes stock control and an 
inventory  register. 

A cement plant may not need a full-time staff position for a personnel 
manager if hiring, recruitment, health and safety control and training pro- 
grammes are carried on outside for example,  by the government or at 

the industri level. It is the practice, however, in most developed economies 
to assign these functions to a personnel officer who has been specially 
schooled in personnel management or industrial psychology. His duties con- 
sist in: 

(a) Reeruitin» and selecting employees: 

(b) Working with trade union representatives: 
(e)   Processing grievances; 
(d) Promoting employee health and safety; 

(e) Seeking ways to improve worker efficiency (counselling,  setting 
up suggestion procedures,  etc.); 

(<") Strengthening company loyalty by means of incentive plans, plant 
newsletters,   and employee activities; 

(g) Directing on-the-job training and conducting leadership clinics for 
foremen; 

(h) Upgrading employee skills to include other job functions and using 
new machini s and equipment. 

Sulery supervisors may tie under the direct authority of the personnel manager, but work closely with 
the works tnvtneer. 
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Neither i lu- number i¡or the composition of these higher I» v«-Is of manage- 
ment arf significatili» affected h> tlu- pt'uci'KS uswl, the plant capacity or 
its location. One qualified persoli in «»ach position is enough to exercise 
authority over a wide range of output. AH the volume of work in each of 

these major divisions increases, additional less skillet assistants may be 

required, fables I. i and I.'A celatine to moderi, plants oi different rapa 
(••ties m developed and developing comi; ries hear out tli.s s'affini; pattern. 
If a plant chooses to have general officers. ' requites two additional 
managers it' a vice-president Sot' sales is necdi ', but on h one if market •iif> 
is not a plant function. In .such an a rrain.1' ment, the vice-president in 
e barge of operations shares the duties m ; p.air manager u th the president, 

and the secretary -1 reasurer acts as offici' manager. 

Pi'txlui't/On ¡>n ¡sum 

Figure 1,3 details the staffing pattern for those dep, i rtroer ts which are 
directly under the works engineer, dob description« and personnel allot- 
ment indicate the degree and kind of supervisory responsibilities involved 

( hief chemist 
Assistants 
.Analytical 

chemist 
Physical 

tester 
Mix And 

shift 
chemises 

Quarry foreman 

fell drill operator 
Air drill operator 

Powder matt 
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Crane ma« 
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Locomotive 
operator 
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Truck drivers 

Car hooker and 
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*;.fks 
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Pai king 
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MC* 13.   Production diva ion: Pottiêui emnm pitta 
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¡h 

.1 |i:.itit :;il>"f;iliii'> is IiiMik'il b\ the chief chemist. ['he primarv duty 
pan •>! ihr pl;nii is io assess tin- qualit\ and mix o! the raw materials 

Mi;/' uri' us«'/), test the finished clinker, the milled cf-mcnt, and the coment 
wir« h is stored l'or -hipmcnt. Samples afe taken ¡it vai'imi.; times from all 
-•t.u'es of pt'Mflui ,!

>>ì< lo ensure that the final product will meet proper stand- 
ards /' SOUIKII!. ss, sotting lime, strength, chemical <. Imposit ton, fineness, 
heat of hydration, and resistance to sulphate deteriorai ion. Besides the 
chief chemist and his assistant,   a plant normally has a staff including two 
anaKsts,   one physical tester,   and four shift operators a total of ten in 
all The chief chemist should have professional accreditation and be able 
to supervise the laboratory personnel. The analytical chemists must have 
some special tramili«, like the tester, but those are less skilled technicians. 
The remaining staff performs routine analyses laid out and supervised by 
the chief chemist and his assistants. 

Storekeeper and stock functions ridate to two aspects of cement produc- 
tion    namely 

(a) planning raw materials inventories so as to have at all times the 
needed inputs on hand to meet scheduled production (this would include fuel, 
gypsum,   shipping hags,  etc.); 

(b) keeping spare parts on hand for machines and equipment, as well 
as normal maintenance and operational supplies. A storekeeper and one 
or two »insistants are considered to be enough for this non-technical job. 
Only  minor supervision is required of the storekeeper. 

The quarry foreman oversees the work of nine to twelve men. These 
are the well drill operator, the air drill operator, the powder man, the 
shovel operator, the eraneman, the fireman, the pit man, the locomotive 
operator*, the .switchman3, one or two truck drivers, the ear hooker and 
dumper. The mill foreman directs the crusher, the raw miller, the finish 
miller, the blender, one or more helpers. The kiln foreman (optional in 

some plants, depending on the equipment, otherwise supervision is ,; indled 
by the mill foreman) supervises two men per kiln, namely the burner man, 
the kiln oiler helper. 

The foreman of the yard gang is in charge of the overhead crane operator, 
the equipment tender, the oiler, the t ruck driver, the locomotive operator4, 
the switchman',  the watchman. 

The packing and shipping of the finished cement also require super- 
vision, and make it necessary to have four to five production foremen per 
shift.    It should be remembered that these foremen often assist in the work 

The packing and shipping of the finished cement also require super- 
v sion. and make it necessary to have four to five production foremen per 
shift. It should be remembered that these foremen often assist in the work 
itself and that in some plants, all divisions do not operate three full shifts. 
Such is the case with packing and shipping, for example, or the quarrying 
operation,   v. hen there is no night  illumination.    As plant output is increased, 

t'st- of a ..KoMMiivc orvr.oor «rid switrMrrjn Jepends on how far the quarry -s from ihe cnutungmill. 

Yard !i com.'live! are ¡ned only m older and poorly designed plant! where it il necenary tn transport 

intermediate products from one process to mother. onveyors and compart layout of cruihers. kilns, silos, 

and warehouses   have lartelv eliminated ¡hern in moüerü installations. 
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foremen m;i\   sti|ii'i-visi' ¡arger crews by de legating soinc a atla >t\!     >o  lead 
men (;is .aslant  foret] en) aliti to some of tin-  skilled operators,      liais,   higher 
levels   ut"   product ¡«i i   do  not   nccessari 1 y   require   additional   experien^ ed 

foremen. 
The plan» eiiL'iii. or supervises the maintenance, ìepair arni power supply 

of the plant as >.\e'l as minor constructions. If construction is extensive or 
frequent, he might find it necessary to add a mechanical draftsman to his 
staff. As a trained engineer, lie is qualified to direct the repair shops and 
the power station. Tilt chief eiec ti'ician and master mechanic directly super- 
ase their respective shops, each of which may employ several skilled arti- 
sans (Kigure 1.4). The power station operator, electric switchboard opera- 
tor, boiler tender, labourers, and janitor are also under the direction of 

the plant engineer' s office. 

Power 
plant 
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Janitors 
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engineer 
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electrician 
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/IC. 1.4.   Mêinttaênct «of nptir division:  I'oHiend cernen» plant 

The organization and staff under the responsibility of the office manager, 
{or secretary-treasurer) is outlined in Figure 1.5. The diagram includes 
the stock clerk, .shipping clerk, and purchasing department. The account of 
wages and salarie» and timekeeper functions may fall under the authority 
of either the office manage!' or the personnel officer. Whichever is the case, 
these listings should be accessible to both department heads directly con- 
cerned. When services are performed for two or more staff level offices it 
is imperative that the duties and responsibilities of those working for each 
of them are clearly defined. Ultimate authority in this last case should be 
placed with the office manager. As regards the functions of the storekeeper, 
finaldecisions should rest with the works manager. The office chief generally 
requires an assistant who shares some administrative responsibilities. The 
staff of bookkeepers, clerks, typists, and other office personnel will vary 
with the kind of record and accounting system, the amount of automatic office 
equipment, the degree to which the regular office is involved in marketing 
and personnel functions, and the number of shifts worked. Shipping clerks, 
timekeepers and, periodically, pay clerks, are the only full shift jobs under 
the office   manager.     A  modern,   well-organized office  for  a  small  plant 
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(33,000 tons annual capacity) cat) be l'un with as few as three people. Only 
after the total number of plant employées rises sufficiently to produce more 
than 100,000 tons a year does it seem necessary to increase the office staff. 
Twelve to fourteen employees are a maximum for pk.nts programmed to turn 
out a.-, much as a million tons of cement annually. 

Whether or not the plant has a personnel manager depends on the factors 
mentioned above. When the scope of personnel activities is relatively Minali, 
they can be handled lis mi employment manager working as part of the regulär 
office manager's sia.''. \ personnel officer may directly supervise only an 
optional assistant, 'be timekeeper, and the safety supervisor. Indirectly, 
his work affects all oMiploy ees . When collecting special data, conducting 
training programmes, engaging in large-scale hiring, or negotiating with 
trade union-;, the pi rsonnel manager might find it necessary to augment his 

office staff on ,i temporary basis. It has been shown in practice that part- 
time employee* can be used effectively to carry out the activities of this 
department. The company thus reaps the benefits of having a full-time per- 
sonnel service, while normally maintaining only a minimum staff (Figure 1.6), 

PFRSONNKI, REQl!|liFMF\ IS AS A FUNCTION OF PLANT CAPACITY 

In order to establish useful guidelines for managerial and technical per- 
sonnel requirements for Portland cement plants, the effects of plant, capacity 
on such requirements must be investigated. Some of the reasons why units 
of the same capacity often use different numbers and types of employees are 
outlined below. The dissimilarities between the actual number ; employed 
can lie clearly seen in Tables I. 1 through 1.4,    These differences are due to: 

(a) The form of company organization; 
(b) The degree of mechan i / at ion and plant layout; 
(i )   The aval labil:! ;   and cost  of labour; 
(J)   The local labour policies; 
(e)     The level of \\<>rker efficiency; 

(f )    Tin   type <>'' process used. 
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Staffing patterns for plant-i of different sizes derived from data other than 
those obtained from prod ictton experience in the particular plant must ne- 
cessarily he viewed as a neutral target subject lo modification; they are 
useful as a planning tool ano a basis for comparative performance. The pro- 
posed standard which follows rests on these assumptions. 

(a) Staffing patterns should reflect those used in the most efficient 
installations 

(b) Standards should inalch the prevailing level of technology in the 
industry. 

(c) Cement producing countries which meet domestic needs and supply 
an important part of the international demand have demonstrated certain COSì 

and efficiency advantages. 
Tables I. 1, 1.2, 1.4 and 1.9 show the numbers of non-production workers 

used in selected plants of different capacities in developed and developing 
countries. Table 1. 10 gives a breakdown showing the percentage of man; g- 
erial and technical categories of labour in proportion to the total work fui ce. 
The lack of uniformity in the reporting of data for indirect labour makes it 
necessary to reallocate the figures based on employment functions in the 
organization. The suggested plan outlined in the section on programmed 
plant data is used as the model, and other reported data fitted into those clas- 
sifications. Table I. 11 contains estimates of the specialized personnel re- 
quired in plants of varying capacities by number and as a percentage of total 
plant employment. The figures are derived as a weighted composite of those 
reported from the operating and programmed factories mentioned in Tables 1.1, 
T.2, 1.4, and 1.9. Differences in personnel requirements for plants producing 
at the optimum level of 200 to 250 thousand tons of cement a year have been 
compared with staffing in the model plant. Variations in their personnel 
requirements (greater numbers being generally employed in developing coun- 
tries, fewer in the developed economies and in plants proponed as a result 
of feasibility studies) were weighted as to »heir differences.    Operating plants 
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wre given greater weight than programmed plants. The resulting >!e\ lat ums 
for the various employment categories were added to or subtracted trun tin- 
model plant's requirement i, the figures being rounded to whole numbers 
Where- there were no data fur plants in the 200 to 250 thousand ton range. 
existing data were averaged from plants of greater and lesser capaci)y tu 
approximate that output, taking into account a correction for economi.•;-. of 
scale. This correct! >n was based on a mean of the United States experience 
(Table 1. 1) and that of the developing countries (Table 1.2). After estimates 
for a single plant of given capaeitv were obtained, the figures were extra- 
polated to other plant sizes, being corrected again at that point by the vari- 
ation of actual and programmed plant staffing patterns in plants of the same 
s,/e. The plants in Table I. 11 are gauged to the sizes of cement factories 
already <n existence or proposed, in order to take advantage of available 
data. They represent a series of prototype staffing requirements for plants 
of different capacities, incorporating the experience of operating plants und 
feasibility studies weighted against personnel requirements for an "ideal" 
or model plant of optimum size. Where there has been an overlapping of 
job classifications (as in the ease of the works manager whose primary func- 
tion is that of » supervisor-manager, but who must also qualify as an 
engineer) the employee is tallied in the group requiring the highest amount 
of formal training and practical experience. 

SOFHCFS OF STAFFING PATTEHN VARIATION 

The analysis of the foregoing data arid the staffing standard derived from 
H must include the principal reasons for the differences encountered in act- 
ual practice. This not only explains the deviation of norms from empirical 
evidence, but suggests appropriate canons of flexibility in applying them. 
One of these reasons is the difference in production processes. 

Cement manufacturing in the world today is almost equally divided be- 
ween dry and wet process mills (here the semi-wet and wet processes are 

classed together).    The nature of the basic raw materials is the main con- 
sideration in selecting one process instead of the other.    The high moisture 
content,  stickiness and homogeneity of the marl and limestone make  the wet 
method preferable.    Access to an adequate water supply is also important, 
.,s is the hardness and grindability of the raw materials.   When the dry pro- 
ess is used,  the crushed raw material must be dried before mixing;   the 

wet process requires the addition of water to the pulverized material to 
form slurry.   The wet process was fern  'fly preferred because it was be- 
lieved to facilitate quality control bv allo   ing a more precise apportioning 
of raw material inputs.    The subsequent development of improved grinders, 
separators,   and dry  blending techniques has  enabled dry  processors to 
achieve a product of equally high uniform quality.    Inputs in dry mills must 
nevertheless be ground to a powdery fineness,   which entails additional labour 
effort if the ¡juhstances are especially hard.    A second factor in the choice 
of a process is the fuel costs involved.    The greatest advantage of the best 
dr>  process plants over the best wet process plants lies in fuel consumption 
I'h'-rr is a difference of about 350 calories in favour of the dry method,   which 
.mounts to savings of 20 to 25 per cent on fuel pi-v ton of cement produced. 
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,,„ ,hc other hand,   power i onsu.npi ion is 4 lu 8 per cent  Us. ... the wet pro- 
(.,ss because of reduced grmdii.fi Mm«-.    Installation costs are ,„-..l.al»l>  not 
m„«-h greater for ,)tl, pro. ess than the other.    If fuel and longer kilns may 
.„. needed for the wet method.   dust-precpitators for de-dustmfi ex.t gases 
,,„) „ir pollut,o„ control are generally  requ>red in dry  production.    In so lar 
,s the process affects personnel,   the element of plant equipment enters in. 
Modern drv process equipment  ran be designed to produce- cement of the 
-une quality Without   requiring appreciably more technical operators.     Ihe 
'.'mount of unskilled and  semi-skilled   labour needed is slightly  mort-.  Hide, 
dry   process plants require «reate,' numbers of skilled workers.    K requcut 
,nd ext-nsive test.,« must be done by the plant laboratory,   and experienced 
blenders must be un hand.    The kind of ravy maienal used may a,so influence 
,he work load.    If mputs are homogeneous,  there is less concern about dam- 
aging   impurities  from   run  to   run.    Should the marl and limestone be of 
„noven qualità,  each batch must be carefully analysed.     Thus the process 
,|,e equipment and the raw material content may cause technical personnel 
requirements to be greuuu- for some dr. process plants 

Mechanization and automat,« equipment in coment product ion has affected 
personnel requirements at two levels.     Ihe better location and organization 
l)t production facilities,   fio installation of conveyor sy stems,  and the intro- 
duction of continuous f nv methods have eliminated much unskilled labour 
» modera plants.    1rs has consequently reduced the amount oi direct auper- 

v-ston needed.    In ti e United States and in newer cement factor.es elsewhere 
good use has hern made of computers in the measurement and testing of 
„uality standards at all stages of production.    This cuts down routine labora- 
tory work and blending functions,   but requires the necessary training to 
-..ad and evaluate the computer data.    In inventory control,   accounting,  and 
payroll offices,  reductions have been effected in clerical and other personnel 
through the use of computers and automatic office equipment.    The applica- 
tion of th,s type of mechanization leads to more centralized control of plant 
operations,  reduces the number of personnel required in nor,-production jobs, 
and eliminates some middle management supervision.    The extent to which 
total employment is affected by these means depends on the kind and amount 
of such equipment the plant can afford,  or chaoses to introduce.    Such de- 
< isions logically rest on the cost and availability of capital as compared with 
»he kind and quality of the labour saved.    It may be advisable,   in some cir- 
cumstance*, to forego the introduction of expensive conveyor systems and 
continue to use manpower in production,  while supplementing a short supply 
of more skilled workers with automatic control devices.    Company policy, 
capital resources,  and the- age of the plant itself all contribute to the in- 
fluenee of mechanization  or, the  numbers  of technical  and managerial 

personnel hired. . 
Figure I 1 and Tables 1. 1 through 1.4 show the effect of scale and cap- 

acity¡Spot on labour requirements. It should be noted that the number 
of production workers per ton of output tends to increase slightly, then de- 
clines markedly, whereas those engaged in other categories move m the op- 
posite direction. This pattern is indicative of the limits to effective super- 
vision within the divisions of cement production. Creator quantities ol out- 
put   imph  larger work ereu s    r >lie quarry .   more crushers,   nulls,   and kilns, 
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•outil  appear sumifioant   v,   il)  respect  to  non - produci mu  pet- 

on fi-oMi   l'io n. '_'()() thousand 'nns ¡i -.rar marks an increase 

!' IU;III;IL"'|'H and superv ¡ sors rniploj cd .     Tin' alteration ot 

•pilotini   ''«inn.   Mie handling ot' added market mg functions at 

the  necessity  to supervise more secondary  personnel,   the 

need lo .icenini tor higher quantities of raw and finished  materials clearly 

contribute i,i die change      further increases at this  level do not seem to 

occur,   wh ch implies that admmi st rat i ve and managerial problems beyond 

•>(l() thon-aiid ion-, can be   relegated to ass i si .•••• s    subor.hnat es.   or machines 

^ second shift in employment structure app.-ars after 21U thousand tons a 

ear are produced      In 'his instance it  is the number of the office,   clerical, 

arul other miscellaneous  non-production workers which  increases.     After 

•his point   is reached,   growing production and capacity apparently create no 

demands on technical and managerial personnel that cannot he handled with 

the ex,stmr; complement   of staff.     Above an annual capacity of 210 thousand 

tons,    proportionately    smaller   increments  of  non-product ion   labour   por 

1,000 tons will be required. 
Whether or not a plant  is situated in a developed or developing country 

does not hove so immediate an influence on employment patterns as the lab- 

our  market conditions   that prevail  in a country.    Shortages of administra- 

tive and technical personnel,   older plant and equipment,   an  over-supply of 

certain job skills are more germane to short-run variations than the actual 

stage of development.     The high percentages of office,   clerical,   and admin- 

istrative   personnel   employed in such countries as ,!apan,   Union of Soviet 
Socialist Kepublu s and India as compared with the smaller numbers employed 

in the Netherlands,   the  United States of America and the Foderai Republic 

of Germany (Tables I. 1,   1.5 anil 1.8) show this very clearly.    Different wage 

costs,   the utilization of automatic machines,   and keener competition for 

certain   skilled   workers   must   explain   some  of the   variations   in  staffing 
patterns.    Compared wdh other industries,  cement production requires fewer 

highly trained engineers,   chemists and technicians,   yet provides potential 

employment for relatively  more semi-skilled workers,   office personnel and 

labourers.    Local plant employment patterns may be further influenced by 

government policy for that  reason      Development targets might call for hiring 

more workers than actually reeded in the operation in order to provide in- 

comes and industrial experience for the labour force.     Trade unions may 

also vxvn pressure to employ mort- workers than necessary as helper« and 

apprentices.    In either case,   additional supervision is required.    Office per- 

sonne', can be trained easily in a short time.    They frequently comprise the 

largest pool of skilled and semi-skilled workers in developing countries, 

and can be ut i li/od  in  larger numbers al not too great a cost.    The firm's 

own labour policy  may  t raditionalh  require the employment of a certain num- 

ber of assistants to s-iaff and department heads,  and assistants or leadmen 

for each foreman.     These additional employees do not necessarily have to 

have tin   same qualifications as their supervisors,  yet may be classed among 

the supervisory  and managerial personnel.    This practice,   though desirable 

as a training device,   lengihens staff lines of communication and involves the 

possibility of placing too much reliance on the lowest levels for proper super- 

v .s'oii  and contri -1. 
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The  precedmg  four  paragraph* focus attention  on   som.  oí  the  non- 
(.ualltlf.able factors affecting labour utilization,   making it a lesser , r.tenon 
,'. plant efficient.    As markets and economies develop,   however,   worker 
.„•oductmU  becomes increasingly important as a cost element.    Stalling 
'„„) inrmg ¿.Herns are l.kely  to  reflect this change in the long run by a grad- 
aal  reduction  of    plant   personnel  to  the  minimum   number  necessary   U, 
,liu,r,,e at a g ven output.    With the growth of selectivity in the h.r.ng and 
,,,t.nti„„ of workers,  there will be an increased emphasis on md.v.du . > -. " 
.1(.u.ncv.    These employees,   as a result of tracing,   expeneac,,   ability 
;.,f:      contribute to the declining proportion of labour inputs per ton tor both 
,,;iM; and mdustry.    The disparities between the number of workers m cernen, 
ibones located in developing countries,  and even in developed countries, 
,an be explained in part by the differing levels of worker productivity,  ori 
one hand, and the plant management - s concern with it   on the other    I able     8 
illustrato«,  on the basis of aggregate industry-wide statistics,  the va«  allons 
uf th, average levels of labour- productivity for administrative and clerica 
iff oetween several countries.    Between Western Europe and the United 
States of America,  which together produced 51 per cent of the word' s ceni- 
ci in  1960,   the differences   are not great.   In comparison with India, Japan, 
1 Ih, Soviet Union,  however,   there is considerable disparity.    An exten- 
sion of the effects of increased productive on managerial and admi..,»t. a- 
tive personnel can be inferred from Table 1.7.    With the exception of the 
imi Kingdom,  countries with administration and elencai ^oductm > 
nf 0  50 or less (Table 1.8) employ a smaller percentage in those job cate 
,orU.« in proportion to total industry employment—averaging approximate- 

5 per cent —than the remainder of Western Europe.    The less highly 
developed countries,  Greece and Iceland,  have been utilising 30 per cent 
or more of their cement workers in the administrative and clerical c ass, - 
lication.    The low percentages indicated by Spain,   Turkey,  and Italy arc 
to be attributed to the construction of modern cement plants in those coun 
Uies in recent years as well as to the persisting shortage of engineers, tech- 
nicians,  and trained managers.    The dual implication is that with increased 
productivity,   administrative,   clerical and technical personnel ,n the cerne,, 
industry can be reduced in numbers and as a percentage of total workers 
after plant capacity has exceeded 100 thousand tons per year. 

SOME IMPLICATIONS FOH TRAINING 

The training of supervisor-mana^r* and engineers is beyond the scope 
of the plant or i.dustry. The conventional sources--college-, *£'•*•' 
technical, and professional schools —must be depended upon as the primar. 
suppliers of such personnel. In most instances, institutional trainmg must 
be supplemented with actual experience within the industry. Some industry 
associations and firms co-operate with educational institutions to set up 
summer training and intern programmes to prepare graduates for careers. 
The training of specialists in cement production ha« not been generally in- 
cluded in these programmes. Higher levels of management have ^»*•- 
erallv filled from among people who are involved in cement rnanufactu, rn,. 
cither bv transfer  from one companv to another,   or by promotion with.,, the 
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lu some instances,   the? clï — 
¡litios has mack' it possible 

„ivam.'al   -in.      fwo-flunis  of 'lie ' 'xecut i\ i • s  in  I  uitcd States cernent  plants 
have followed this path.     The rem.limili:  ih  i-<!  represen»  "neu   management", 
experts  m ndtli ii-strali<>n hired from outside tile indus] rv or professionally 

trained managers.    One eat),at th;s level     recriib from other rnimtries and 
from the    in reasmj: pool of  retired execut i -, o- 
vision of ndin  nistrative and techliieal  responsi 
for two  loss-trained men to fill a liiuher post  than either of them could handle 

alone. 
Ini ra- • industry and , n- pl.in! training has a longer record at the- lower 

levels. W ho revor the re <s direct supervision by depart merit heads, nifi (layers, 
or foremen, the hiring of more than the minimum (lumber of helpers, ap- 
prentie' s, etc. forms the basis for an on-the-job training programme. The 
element of costs, the necessity to have enough managers and technicians 
to act as instructors,   and the potential benefits that may accrue to the firm 
or industry   from the continued service of Irmi s are al! factors to be taken 
into account. If training is to be effective, there must be planned schedule 
with time devoted to specific skills, practice, and follow-up critiques. Per- 
sonnel managers have functioned more effectively in this area than other- 
staff members or foremen, whose primary responsibi lit ies are in production 
rather than in training. They should, however, he utilized as specialists 
instructing in the classroom and on the job. The staff can be supplemented 
hv hiring or exchanging personnel temporarily with other plants, Machine 
manufacturers will often provide training and instructors to plants using 
their equipment, This especially applies to repair and maintenance jobs. 
\s regards purelv technical jobs in the laboratory, electricians, and clerical 
personnel, what is involved is mainly a transfer of acquired skills to the 
plant operation. While it is not normally a function of the firm to train tech- 
nicians, with appropriate supervision fins method has proved tobe effective 
in developing economies Cement industries in developed economies have 
set up leadership clinics and specialized schools where workers are sent 
to learn cement skills and tec'nology. Management conferences and leader- 
ship training for foremen have been carried on on an intra-industry level 
for many years in the United Kingdom, the United States of America, and 

Denmark. 
In the matter of 1 raining, the question is not so much whether these ap- 

proaches are effective, but whether there is, in the plant, sufficient skilled 
personnel with enough time to carry on an organized programme. Increased 
duties at the managerial and technical level in developed countries can be 

translated either into higher wage and salary payments or in the employment 
of additional staff. In developing economies, the initial problem is to as- 
semble an efficient production team. While data on the extent of training 
programmes in terms of numbers of workers, courses offered, costs, and 
subsequent employee experience is too sketchy to make international com- 
parisons, the continuation of such activities in developed countries is evi- 

dence of its usefulness to plants and industries in those countries. 
Although industrial training is a specialized field in itself, certain 

guidelines for programmes applicable to the cement and similar industries 
can be set up on the basis of staffing patterns and the types of technical and 

MUM 
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supervisory personnel   ivqm.v.l      In-pl»'"  ..,• „n-tl..-jnl, > r..ii,.m. is ^P.-n.lh 

basffl un throi' assumptions: 
(a)   Other l ramine facilities are inadequate to meet plan* (.»,• mdus.o) 

"CP    (b)    There   are   sufi,cent   trained   personnel    available   w,   .undue,    a 

programme: 
(<-)   The costs  lustits   i he expected benel il. 
As pointed out in the second paragraph of this section the best 

.„„ninistrators of such training programmes have been personnel „.angers. 
lt fl pi.,nl has n«, full-time personnel officer, it might carrv ou. a plan 
.lesiuned tor another cement plan, or one laid out by an industry 

Tlu, n,.H, B„.p i„ establish,,,, a tramimi programme  is to assess plan 
(o,   industry) personnet  requirements  in relation to the composi, ion ot the 
labour market.    In the second pía-,   i,  is necessary to set ou-  the objectives 
t(J be  reached bv tra,rung each occupational  group,   keeping   m   nut      that 
dUferentlevelsofmam.gemalandtechuieal personne! will ,eMu,respe    al,zed 

instruction.    Thirdlv,   a cyclo of class meeting with appropriât,    esson 
plan« should be scheduled,   arranged at times convenient   to  the   ,    ,a»es 
„umbers of eligible employees.     linally,   there is the task o, select,       those 
employee with the highest aptitude and potential.    Once   moper;     m,  the 
personnel office n.ust  make arrangements for testing and recori    ,g per- 
formance.    Industrial traini.,« programmes may be so orSani,ed that costs 
instructors,   and   facilities   are  shared  with  other   plant«,   or  even with 
d ffereni kind- of enterprises .inch use the same skills.     ..cal education 
institutions and trade unions n.iaht be enl.sted to supplement the training 
programme hv offering certain technical preparatory courses (tor example, 
in typ'nq.  bookkeeping and the vocational arts) or by incorporât m, certain 
..spent- of it in apprenticeship training     The danger of too broadly based 
plan« 18 that they might be far less useful a« far as a particular industry 

or plant is concerned. 
lesson plans for teaching (>r improving) skills and per.eeting technical 

proficiency generally follow this proven sequence: 
(a) Explanation: 
(b) Demonstration; 
(c) Supervised (coached) practice 
(d) Individual (uncoached) practice; 
(e) Testing; 
(f) Evaluation and correction; 
(e)   Regularly checked performance. 

Leadership and supervisory training have best been acquired by the iollowmg 

means: 
(a)   Gaining experience as an assistant to one in authority; 
b)   Sharing in problem solving as a committee or task force member; 

(c) Participating u. the making of managerial decisions through con- 

ferences and staff consultations; .,,,:„,„„ 
(d) Explaining and carrying out company policy through subo,dmat,s 

in the chain of command. 
Very few training prog, ammes are set up at the highest levels m c men 

and other industries.     Hut senior management has an important training 
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lunrtìon Mi per ¡orm in preparini; their staff lese! assist ants ¡or their 'uture 
responsibilities. 'Ih«' practice ol example arni torrect ioti IH no substitute 
lot' regular »-riti« al appraisals ol company polies, attendance at industry 
conferences ami climi s, an! the familiarization ss ith [>.atit opération gameti 
through teinpoi ars interdi i-ari ineritili transfers, dran mg leaves oí absente 
anil es en pas iii^ tuition :or personnel wbo wish to eiiirn to college lor 
additional foi inai traini.\g is becoming increasingly < ommon among more 
progressive companie ,. Assigning junior managers to spécifie projects 
and studies is another device for broadening their experience While it is 
recognized thai,at higher echelons,personnel are alrealy equipped with con- 
siderable' preparation, learning the nuances of plant operation, keeping 
abreast of new developments in the field, and perfect ng managerial ability 
should not be lelt to chance. Regular, planned training goals are needed 
at the top as well as it lower supervisory levels. If is, of course, beyond 
the possibilities of a 'liant to attempt U oiler instruction which would qualify 
staft members UA engineers or chemists. 

"I be training of erhnical employees is mostly meant to supplement a 
certain amount of previously acquired skill. In developing economies, 
however, s,ome business organizations train their own typists, machinists, 
laboratory assistants, and operatives. Whether the problem is teaching or 
improving technical sk lis, ttie signal feature revolve« around a clear, logical 
presentation of the material and regular class sessions. At tins level and 
below, the interest o. the worker' must be maintained by means of tangible 
incentives, recognition, and reminders that the degree of improvement will 
liciu'lit the individual ,n the short and long run, as well as serve the company 
.tsell. Technical workers, foremen, leadmen, and production labourers 
all require, as a common instructional base, some under-standing of the 
over-all plant operation, that is, they must see their respective jobs as 
part of the total production process. Technical personnel should be en- 
couraged not onlv to increase their own skills, but also to become familiar 
with jobs related to their own——particularly within the department or di- 
vision. Outstanding trainees of one cycle of classes become potential in- 
structors and teaching assistants for those that follow. To be selected to 
participate in a well-run industrial training programme increases the em- 
ployee's sense of achievement. The display of newly acquired skills and greater 
proficiency creates a stimulus for othei woikers to take part in the 
programme. 

I'oremen and leadmen present special training problems. They already 
possess above average ability to perform production work, but need to ac- 
quire leadership skills. The training method« adopted for higher levels 

of management are applicable to them in modified form. Instead of partici- 
pating in committees making critical appraisals of company policy, and 
returning to formal institutional training middle and lower-management per- 
sonnel have benefited by attending series of meetings where they could 
discuss specific aspet ts of their job with outside experts and participate 
iti group or team problem-solving of similar case situations. It is signifi- 
cant that they are less free in ¡heir ideas and participation when the course 
is conducted by someone from the company staff. Though their authority- 
is limited, foremen and leadmen constantly exercise leadership, and the 
development oftheir latent qualities is conse piently bo h tea-iible and desirable. 
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I he supervision of pi odurt ion workers h;i s the dual effect ut' allowing super- 
visors to practise managerial techniques, or one hand, and to teach their 
skill by correcting and directing less skilled employees on the other. 

lite l'i'iis.iiL' p j-f ii hi' 'Ion skills Ir, i' cans ol an in-pl.mt tr Mice • pro. ran.me 
is the simph si (,' ihr Iriniiiiu; tasks I mler this scheine, Ihr ai t,al unii, 
done provides the Decessili v prue i tee, while ioni 'lie v men c¡r supcrv isors are 
there lo give advice. Special t ramina periods are neoessarv i! employees 
;in.' to learn new jobs within the plant, anil organized classes provide t!ie 

opportunity to he acquainted with the entire operation. Join! worker- 
supervisor committees to handle plant problems and seek v.avs of ulereas ai,' 
productiv it\ have also tended '<> improve understanding and strengthen lender- 
ship skills. Training programmes musi not only aim at preparine, new 
employees lor more skilled vacancies, but must a ¡HO strive to oiler trained 
workers refresher courses ami an opportunity of acquiring additional skills. 

SI'MMMIV  AM) CONCI,t'SIONS 

The several elements treated which influence employment patterns in 
the cement industry tend to obscure the details of the relationship between 
labour inputs and plant capacity. Figures taken from operating plants of 
the same size were believed to differ because of such reasons as the type 
of process used, local labour market conditions, efficiency of workers, plant 
technology, etc. It has been possible to reduce the differences h> estimating 
and removing the effects of variations due tu these causes. The redudíon 
of individual extreme plant figures, when weighted with industry averages, 
yields a composite standard against which firms can be compared. 

Feasibility studies have tended to overstate employment needs with 
respect to mills actually located and operated in developed countries, but 
to underestimate requirements as compared v. ith the practice followed by 
plants in developing economies. In both of these groups of data, there is 
strong evidence of economies of scale affecting labour requirements, especially 
as regatáis managers and technical workers. 

While not uniform in job classification, these cases identify workers 

as being engaged in direct productive labour or associated with some phase 
of administrative, managerial, or technical activity. In 'fahle I 11, this 
datum is fitted into an organizational model based on cement plant functions. 
F ven without complete job description», it was possible to evolve a realistic 
staffing pattern because of the analogous technological characteristics of 
most cement manufacturing. The extension of the composite average to 
plants of different output (Table I. 11) gives a clearer picture of over-all 
labour requirements in the industry. As productive capacity increases, 
the proportion of managerial and technical personnel to other pl;>nt employees 
declines noticeably when passing from '.VA, ODO to fifi, ÜÜÜ metric tons a year, 
rises as prod action moves to 1(10,000 tons, and declines steadily thereafter. 
The addition of production workers is not matched by proportionate changes 
in the manager-supervisor- category beyond 100,000 tons a year. The number 
of graduate engineers required is constant, while there are small increases 
in the absolute numbers of technicians and foremen.     These are insignificant 
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changes in comparison with tin- growing percentage oí piatii  ¡abolir in un- 
skilled and sk'tm - ski tied jobs. 

As to how lar these employment patterns arc alleiteli by the choice ol 
the production process, a leadmr Fnited States cernei.I industry publication 
reports that at levels ol oui put ol up to 100, ()()() ions a year, dry method 
mills employed 2 t<> i per cent more technicians than the wei method ones. 
As mentioned earlier, this is .lue to more frequent testini; to maintain quality 
control and the use ol more hi.Jdy skilled blenders. Ir = two ale Heal plants 
(each with 41)0,000 tons < apaeily) there continued to be a dilierence oí 2 
to :i per cent lusher employment in dr> production. \t tins level ol output, 
however, the extra employees were semi-skilled grinders rather than 
technicians. Local differences ¡nay cause this 2 to ,1 per cent margin to 
increase because ol' the hardness o: raw materials. I 'wo äüO, (Itili ton capacity 
plants in the I nited States showed that the dry process mill used i fi per- 
cent more workers; between two Canadian lactones turning out 100,000 
tons annually, the d i ¡Terence was ">..': per • cut In each of these last < ases, 
the additional  labour was at the production rather than at  the technical level. 

The more developed countries, in which worker productivity is higher, 
utili/.e a smaller percentage ol cement industry labour in administrative 
posts than the developing countries. No attempt is made to evaluate speci- 
iicaiiy the effects ol productivity pei' se as an iniluence on stalling patterns. 
In the developed economies, where there is much competition l'or domestic 
and foreign markets, it has a special importance as a high cost input, such 
labour is used sparingly. Providing employment opportunities and conserving 
a short supply of skilled workers is ol greater moment elsewhere. This has 
been achieved to son,'» degree by 
(a) Hiring several less trained assistants as skilled labourers; 
(b) Dividing skilled job functions among two or more persons; 
(c) Stressing labour intensive or < apitai intensive methods of production 

and administration; 
(d) Overlapping or doubling parts of job responsibilities requiring highly 

trained personnel. I or example, plant engineering functions might 
he exercised by a single graduate engineer, if part of the functions of 
the works manager and plant engineer were assigned to someone with 
managerial experience, but no training as an engineer. 

Figures relating to plants in developing economies consistently showed that 
ctnien» producers employed two to lour times as many workers in all phases 
of production as their counterparts in developed economies. This does not 
mean that lesser developed countries will require two or more times as 
many managerial, technical or other employees as appear in Table I. 11. 
It implies that, in developing countries, increased employment in cement 
plants is to be attributed more to non-economic and policy factors than to 
worker productivity. Plants ol similar technology require about the same 
complement of managerial and technical personnel to operate at a given 
capacity. Finding the most able and productive personnel is perhtips not 
so much the problem these countries have to face as the filling of the mana- 
gerial and technical posts. The foregoing analysis suggests that the con- 
servât ion ol high1 > trained personnel might be more economically accomplished 
b> expanding the capacity of plants in order to take advantage of scale rather 
than by heavy  overstal liny. 
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chemists. In countries at a somewhat more developed level, only the first- 
class shift foremen need be technical men, whereas, in the highly industrial- 
ized countries,  such men are usually skilled technicians. 

PLANT CAPACITY 

The effect Oi' a change in the capacity of the above ammonia-urea plant 
from 50,000 to 200,000 tons a year of nitrogen-equivalent product is detailed 
in Table II. 3 and summarized below: 

Nitrogen tons/y ear 

50,000 100,000 100,000 

79 79 
212 243 
66 121 

357 443 

Engineers and chemists    79 
Skilled technicians  190 
Labourers    38 

Total 307 

It may be inferred from this table that the technical manpower require- 
ment is not affected by plant capacity. The change observed in the production 
department was primarily in the labour force required to package the pro- 
duct. However, the size of the equipment would somewhat affect the number 
of skilled craftsmen required in the maintenance department in order to keep 
up the operating efficiency of the plant. 

TYPE OF PROCESS 

As discussed earlier, the nitrogen- and phosphorous-containing ferti- 
lizers cover a wide variety of products and their selection depends on the 
requirements of the soil in the particular area to be served by the output 
of the plant. It is apparent that the number of fertilizer compounds, their 
type, and the complexity of the process will all have a significant effect on 
personnel requirements. In order to make it possible to predict the man- 
power needed in such a complex, the requirements for a number of the pro- 
cesses which might make up the complex are presented in the sections of 
Table II.4 relating to plants located in medium industrialized countries. For 
certain of the process plants, manpower information was not readily avail- 
able. In such instances, a study was made of typical process flow sheets 
and the estimated manpower requirements were related to the more extensive 
information on the ammonia and urea plants summarized in Table II. 2. The 
total manpower requirement for a particular combination is obtained by 
adding together the requirements for the individual process plants contem- 
plated. It should be noted that the manpower required for a given fertilizer 
product i¿ that which is needed up to the packaging stage. Again, the man- 
power required for the production of the sulphate, the nitrate, or the phos- 
phate of ammonia must be obtained by including the manpower needed for 
the appropriate sulphuric, nitric, and phosphoric acid plants.    Similarly, 



Chapter II 

THE FERTILIZER INDUSTRY* 

The entire fertilizer industry involves the use of many different chemi- 
cal processes and the production of a number of chemical compound*,  of 
which there are three basic types— the nitrogen-containing, the phosphorous 
containing,  and the potassium-containing fertilizers,   as well as mixture 
of these. 

The nitrogen-containing fertilizers cover a wide variety of products. 
There are solids, such as ammonium nitrate, ammonium sulphate, suiiumi 
nitrate, ammonium phosphate, ammonium nitrate-lime, urea, calcium 
cyanamid and calcium nitrate. There are also the ammoniating liquors, s.uh 
as the nitrogen solutions of ammonium nitrate-ammonia, ami urea-ammonia, 
as well as both aqueous and anhydrous ammonia. A nitrogen complex pro 
ducing the above products requires, in addition, facilities for manufacturing 
the appropriate acids - nitric, sulphuric and phosphoric. The phosphorous 
containing fertilizers may be ammonium phosphate, nitro-phosphate, normal 
superphosphate, or triple superphosphate, ai! of which also require facilities 
for producing sulphuric,  nitric,  or phosphoric acids. 

Because of the complexity inherent in the production of fertilizer 
products, a large portion of the labour force must be graduate engineers, 
chemists,  and skilled technicians and craftsmen. 

In countries which are in the process of development, these categorie« of 
personnel are usualiv scarce. It is important, therefore, that the countries 
which need or desire to set up a fertilizer industry have á reasonably ac- 
curate knowledge of what is required in the way of skilled personnel in order- 
to ensure the successful operation of the processing plants. 

This report summarizes the results of a study of the personnel require- 
ments for a number of fertilizer plants. An organization chart is presented 
for a typical ammonia-urea plant, located in a semi-industrialized country. 
In addition, plant staffing patterns are evolved, showing the effect of the 
different processes which might be included, the size of the complex, and 
the location of the plant itself, that is, whether in a highly industrialized 
country, a semi-industrialized country, or in a country at a low level of 
industrialization. The study brings out the very important role of training 
and experience in reducing as far as possible the requirement of skilled 
technical and non-technical personnel. 

Throughout this report, the discussion centres on the manpower needed 
for the plant operating portion of the fertilizer complex. The production, 
maintenance, engineering und laboratory functions are examined, excluded 
are such services as sales, personnel, purchasing and stores, accounting, 
security, etc. The approximate number of such auxilian, personnel, how- 
ever,  is briefly discussed. 

* This chapter is ba*ed un an unpuMUhed p»pw prepated for UNIDO hy W.E. U*t, Corauhing Chermeil 

Engineer. 
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THE FERTILIZER INDUSTRY 

I) VIA   SOUHCKS 

la 

m 

In or-It-r to establish the stuffing patterns of a fertilizer plant, e 
different feasibility studies ami three sets o actual plant operatili- nata w 
used. The available data are presented in the Annex (Tables 1 to 11). S; 
the information contained in these studies was originally presente 
manlier of different ways, the strict interpretation of the data may he subject 
toscane degree of error. An attempt has been made, however, to summarize 
the technical, skilled and unskilled labour requirements for the various plants 
in 'l'alile II. 1 in order to give a broad picture of the manpower '" eded to 
operate the plants. Without regard to the type of fertilizer produced, plant 
capacity or location, the average number of technical personnel was found 
to be about 120, of skilled technicians about 530, and of unskilled labour 
about 280,  making a total of about 930. 

The range of peritonei requirements would appear to indicate that many 
factors play an important role in determining the staffing of a fertilizer com- 
plex. The extremes in manpower requirement are actually shown by two 
of the operating plants: a total of 191 in a 150.000 tons a year ammonium 
sulphate plant in a Latin American country, and 3,830 people in a 270,000 tons 
a year ammonium sulphate plant in India. 

The Latin American plant has many factors in its favour in addition to 
its smaller size. The raw material is crude oil rather than coal; the product 
is shipped in bulk rather than in bags, and most of the utilities are purchased 
rather than produced by the plant itself. These factors, however, cannot 
in themselves account for the very large difference in the manpower require- 
ments shown. Estimates based on the practice in India are generally on 
the high side, particularly with regard to "casual" labour. This fact is well 
recognized by authorities on Indian manpower problems. In addition to the 
location factors discussed above, the data given in Table II. 2 indicate that 
the more complex the fertilizer plant, the more manpower is needed, and 
that naphtha or natural gas is a much more desirable raw material than coal, 
because it requires a simpler process plant and less manpower. 

i'LANT ORGANIZATIÖN 

To illustrate the staffing pattern of a typical "ertilizer plant, an organi- 
zation chart is presented in Figure II. 1 for an ammonia-urea plant located 
in a semi-industrialized country, producing 100,000 tons a year of nitrogen- 
equivalent fertilizer, requiring about 375 tons a day of ammonia and 
220,000 tons a year of urea. This organization plan is very similar to the 
one presented in a United Nations report (document K/3901/Add. 2), though 
it has been slightly modified on the basis of the results of *he study carried 
out for this report. The organization under the plant superintendent has 
been divided into four functional sectors,  namely: 

(a)   A department responsible for the production of a given quantity of 
fertilizer of acceptable quality; 

lb)   A department responsible for maintaining the plant in good operating 
condition; 
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(c)   An engineering department responsible for the mechanical efficiency 
of the plant; 

(r!)   A  technologx ¡jroiip concerned with the yield and quality ot  process 
efficiency of the plant. 

It should be noted that the organization structure of Figure II. I will be 
affected only slightly by tin- location or- complexity of the plant. A more 
complex plant will include more sections under the production superintendent 
and more manpower in the maintenance and technical divisions of the plant. 

The only effect of the location of the plant is that more manpower must be as- 
signed for carrying out the various functions, though in highly industrialized 
countries some consolidation of supervisory responsibilities takes place 
The modifications required as a result of a change in plant location and com- 
plexity are indicated uv the manpower distributions m Tables II. 2 and II 4 
discusseti below. 

There are many acceptable modifications of the organization plan as 
presented. In many instances, the maintenance function is the responsibility 
of the chief engineer. Moreover, the shift operation of the plant may in- 
volve more or less technical responsibility. In countries like the United 
States, chemists and engineers usually do not participate in the shift ope- 
ration, whereas in semi-industrialized countries, it is considered desirable 
that shift chemical engineers directly participate in the operation of the plant 
that shift mechanical, electrical and instrument engineers supervise the' 
performance of the equipment, and that shift chemists check the chemical 
performance of the plant. 

The organization chart shown in Figure II. 1 also illustrates the man- 
power employed in the various sectors of the plant operation.    This staffing 
pattern shows 70 technical experts (chemists and engineers),  212 skilled 
technicians (operators, craftsmen, clerks and secretaries),  and 66labourers, 
making  a   total   of 357.      It   should be  noted  that the total  number of shift 
wo.kera was obtained by multiplying the number of workers per shift by four, 
since it was assumed that in semi-developed countries a 48-hour week would 
probably be normal.   (For a 40-hour week,  a factor of 5 would be necessary 
unless overtime is to be practised).    In addition,  it was assumed that thé 
fertilizer plant and its utilities would be of modern design,  and more or less 
iully automated and instrumented.    Furthermore,  it was assumed that the 
ammonia plant would consist of a single "train",  although two half-sized 
trains" might be used.   However, on account of the much lower investment 

and operating cost involve«,   including labour requirements,   the trend is to 
use larger and larger single "trains".   For the purposes of this study    wt 
considered  the  simplest   plant,   that which  requires the  fewest number 
of highly skilled personnel. 

It should be pointed out that the size of the plant has relatively little 
impact on the engineering personnel required for its operation, provided 
that it does not have the effect of changing the number of "trains" or the 
number of major pieces of process equipment. There is therefore a good 
deal of leeway in choosing the size of the plant. As an indication of the effect 
ol size on total labour requirements, a 0. 25 power rule is often used In 
other words, a plant twice the size would require 15 per cent more operating 
labour. Supervisory personnel would, therefore, have to be increased verv 
-slightly,   if at all. J 
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The number of engineers and scientists, as well as the total number of 
persons required to operate complex process plants in the countries which 
are in the process of development are, as might be expected, very much 
higher than those in the highly industrialized countries. It is a fact that the 
higher wnge rates are the result of higher industrial productivities in the 
latter countries. Nelson1 has attempted to correlate these factors and has 
shown that, to a fair degree, the productivity, for whatever reason, is ap- 
proximately proportional to the wage rate. Whatever error there may be 
in such a general statement lies in underestimating the productivity of the 
lower wage group. Nevertheless, we might use this rule as a very rough 
yardstick to establish higher or lower ratios of the personnel requirements 
in considering different areas or different degrees of national development. 

Again, in countries like the united States of America, highly trained 
and experienced technicians or skilled workers are employed as foremen, 
whereas in less developed countries, the vast reservoir of skilled workers 
has still to be built up and, during the many years necessary to accomplish 
this, graduate engineers may have to be used. This does not mean that every 
effort should not be made to train a large body of technicians in "technical 
institutes" or equivalent establishments. Such training is the best and 
quickest way to solve the problem of technical personnel as, in the long run, 
it is essential that every man be used to the fullest extent of his capacity. 

The above remarks are meant to point out that the engineering manpower 
shown for the ammonia-urea fertilizer complex is not what is considered to 
be necessary in a highly industrialized country , but what is believed will be 
required in countries now in the process of industrialization. It is evident 
that education, increase in staff experience, and good management will en- 
able these plants to lower their manpower requirements. 

In the subsequent discussion of the effect which the extent of a country's 
industrialization, the plant size, and the type of fertilizer product has on 
manpower requirements, the various personnel have been broken down into 
the four categories indicated in the organization chart in Figure II. 1, as 
follow :: 

(a) Production, 
(b) Maintenance, 
(c) Engineering, 
(d) Technology 

and into the categories of; 
{a)   Supervisors, 
(b) Technical staff, 
(c) Foremen, 
(d) Skilled technicians, 
(e) Labourers. 

It should be noted that the Engineering Department personnel are only 
concerned with minor equipment changes in the plant. It has been assumed 
that major revisions, expansions or construction will be handled by out- 
side engineering and contracting companies. Furthermore, although it 
may eventually be very desirable to build up a development and research 

1 W.L. Nelson,   Chemical Engineering Pregrtu, ;9, 22, March 1963. 
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organization, it has been assumed that this will be a luxury that few develop- 
ing countries will be able to afford as an appendage of the plant, at least, 
in the beginning. Much of this type of information can probably be obtained 
from the more developed countries and, if not, it might be collected by uni- 
versities and engineering schools, preferably on the premises of the ferti- 
lizer plant. Such co-operation between industry and technical education 
establishments can be extremely beneficial to both. This research and de- 
velopment activity has not therefore been considered as a function of the 
plant's personnel. 

LEVEL OF INDUSTRIALIZATION 

The effect of the level of industrialization on the personnel requirements 
of the ammonia-urea plant outlined in Figure II. 1 is detailed in rabie II. 2, 
which consists of three parts, dealing respectively with a low level, a 
medium level, and a high level of industrialization. The United States, Japan, 
and the Federal Republic of Germany are examples of countries which have 
reached a high level of industrialization; India and the Republic of Korea 
might be taken as examples of countries which are at a medium level, while 
certain of the African countries might be given as examples of countries 
where the level of industrialization is as yet low. 

The manpower distributions in Table II. 2 are based on an analysis of 
the essential data available and shown in the Annex to this report. In most 
instances, ammonia and urea plants were involved in the studies. Consider- 
ation had to be given, however, to the location and the complexity of the plant. 
The result of the study presented in Table II. 2 is based on average technical 
conditions and may have to be adjusted to take account of particular local 
or political conditions. The effects detailed in Table II. 2 are summarized 
below: 

Level of industrialization 

Low Medium 

152 79 40 
372 212 168 
132 
656 

66 
357 

62 
270 

Engineers and chemists    
Skilled technicians  
Labourers ,  

Total 

The total manpower requirement shows marked differences between the low 
and medium levels of industrialization, while there is only a slight difference 
between the medium and high levels of industrialisation. There are signifi- 
cant differences in the requirement for technical personnel, however, and 
this is primarily due to the recommendation that, in the developing countries, 
a number of chemists and engineers participate in the shift operation of the 
plant. It may be inferred that, in countries which are at a low level of in- 
dustrialization, the shift operating and maintenance foremen and their as- 
sistants,   along   with certain  operators,   should be graduate  engineers  or 
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FABLE  II. 3.     EFFECT OF PLANT CAPACITY ON PERSONNEL 
REQUIREMENTS FOR A 220, 000 TONS/YEAR UREA PLANT 
INA PHTHA FEED) 

Nitrogen tonsA'ear 

50,000 100,000 200,000 

Urea tons/year 

110,000 220,000 440,000 

Administration 
(Superintendents aud staff) 

Ptjduction 

Maintenance 

rechnology 

Total 

Produci ion 

Foremen 

Labourers 

Maintenance 

Foremen 

Cr afumen 

Labourers 

Engineering 

Technology 

Total 

Technical wo, ten 

Skilled worker* 

Unskilled works's 

3 3 

151 173 

106 128 

27 27 

2§2 337 

Change in personnel 

-3 bas«. 

-25 base 

-1 base 

-18 base 

-3 base 

0 base 

0 base 

•50 base 

0 base 

-22 base 

-28 base 

3 

234 

159 

27 

423 

+5 

+50 

+1 

+25 

+5 

0 

0 

+«6 

0 

+31 

+55 

Total -50 +86 
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a nitrophosphate or superphosphate plant requires additional personnel for 
the acid plants. 

The following example will illustrate the use of Table II. 4: the man- 
power required to produce ammonium phosphate is obtained by adding to- 
gether the columns indicated for management, ammonia, phosphoric acid, 
ammonium phosphate, utilities and packaging (the packaging numbers are 
to be adjusted according to the size of the plant as indicated in Table II. 4). 
These manpower requirements would be for a plant located in a medium in- 
dustrialized country. For plants located in countries which are at a high 
or low level of industrialization, the requirements should be adjusted, using 
the urea plant in Table II. 2 as an illustrative example. 

On the basis of the information presented in Table II. 4, it -is possible 
to estimate the manpower requirement for the production of nitrogen or phos- 
phorus fertilizer by a number of different process techniques. An example 
for the production of 100,000 tons a year of nitrogen equivalent in the form 
of urea, ammonium sulphate and ammonium nitrate is given in Table II. 5, 
and summarized below. 

100, 000 tons of nitrogen per year 

' ngiiwOrs/chemists 
(including supervisors)  

Skilled technicians     212 
Labourers  

Total 

Urea Ammonium A mmonium 
sulphate nitrate 

79 94 94 
212 264 252 

66 128 88 
357 486 434 

Soil conditions will determine the type of nitrogen fertilizer compounds re- 
quired, and these will, in turn, determine the manpower required. 

It is evident that the manpower requirements of a fertilizer complex 
depend most significantly on the number of different products to be produced. 
The need to produce nitrogen in more than one form, for example as both 
urea and as ammonium sulphate, and the need to produce a phoHphorous 
fertilizer as well as a nitrogen fertilizer, have a pronounced effect on man- 
power requirements. This is illustrated in Table II. 6, in which a plant pro- 
ducing 100,000 tons a year of nitrogen as urea is compared with another plant 
producing, in addition, 100.000 tons a year of phosphorous as the normal 
superphosphate.    The comparison is summarized below: 

Engineers/chemists (incl. supervisors).. 

Urea 

79 
212 

66 
357 

Urea plus 
superphosphate 

111 
326 
183 

Total 620 

These Figures show a marked increase in the manpower needed in all cate- 
gories when superphosphate is produced in addition to urea.   The production 
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TABLE II. 5.    EFFECT OF PROCESS METHODS ON PERSONNEL 
REQUIREMENT FOR THE PRODUCTION OF 100, 000 TONS/YEAR 
NITROGEN EQUIVALENT (NAPHTHA FEED) 

fi 3 

Urea Ammonium sulphate Ammonium nitrate 
220,000 torn 475,000 tont 294,000 tons 

(46^N) (21Ü>N) <34<5ä>N) 

Plant supervision 
.   Production 

3 
179 

3 
26« 

3 
224 

Maintenance 121 158 150 
Engineering 
Techi logy 

20 
27 

23 
34 

23 
34 

Total Ü2 486 434 

Supervisors 
Engineers/chemists 
Foremen 

29 
54 
29 

27 
67 
41 

27 
67 
37 

Technicians 183 223 215 
Uhouie» M 128 88 

Total ü! 486 434 

TABLE II. 6.   EFFECT OF FERTILIZER COMPLEXITY ON THE 
PERSONNEL REQUIREMENT FOR THE PRODUCTION OF 
100.000 TONS/YEAR NITROGEN EQUIVALENT AND AN 
ADDITIONAL 100, 000 TONS/YEAR PHOSPHOROUS 
PENTOXIDE EQUIVALENT 

I 

Urea 
Urea plus 

superphosphate 

(100,000 tons N) (100,000 tons N) 
(100,000 tons PtOs) (                     ) 

Plant supervision 
Production 
Maintenance 
Engineering 
Technology 

3 
179 
128 

20 
_27 

3 
358 
192 
26 

Total 357 620 

Enginoers/chemiats 
Foremen 
Technicians 
Laboure» 

as' 
54 
2»1 

183 

J£ 

. 79 

812 

29* 
82 
52: 

274 
183 

• 111 

• 326 

Total 35J 620 
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of an  acid-tvpe  nitrogen fertilizer,   such  as  ammonium   sulphate,   would 
further increase the manpower requirement,     riras,  in order to reduce the 
requirement of technical and skilled manpower to u minimum, serious con 
sicleratiun must l>e given to limiting the type oí fertilizer product to be pro- 
duced, ami care must he taken to manufacture the -impies' possible products. 

An analysis of the technical posts in the ammonia - urea organization 
plan presented in Figure II. 1 shows the following distribution of engineering 

and chemical  personnel: 

Chemical engineers     
Mechanical engineers     
Klectrical engineers     
Instrument engineers     
Civil engineers  
Chemists     

Total 

N ¡mbei 

Tí 
21 

5 
•1 

2 

14 
79 

Percentage 

42 
27 

6 
5 
2 

JJ 
100 

No significant change in this distribution is expected oi account of variations 
in the size or complexity of the plant. Moreover, the various disciplines 
shown are not always rigidly demarcated. In many instances, a chemical 
engineer or a chemist may be used interchangeably. The more highly- 
specialized thè work, however, the greater the need for a particular dis- 
cipline. Finally, if sufficiently skilled non engineering graduate technicians 
are available, they can and should be used as much as possible, for instance, 

as shift foremen,  or in chemical control po-'s. 
The level of industrial experience and training required for the success- 

ful operation of a fertilizer plant is beyond the scope of the present report, 
but a few general comments are in order. 

As mentioned above, it has been assumed that natural gas or naphtha 
would be the basic raw material from which synthesis gas would be made 
by the steam-reforming process. This needs the simplest and least costly 
plant. The use of other raw materials, such as coal, would require much 
more additional equipment and much additional engineering help. Even i:i 
the simplest plant, however, the steps involved are many and relatively 
complex, requiring little unskilled labour. Proper training and experience 
will therefore be needed to ensure the successful performance of the plant. 

It is evident that top management officials must not only have the necessary 
technical knowledge pertinent to the operation but also the managerial skill 
which the positions call for. Graduate engineers with fifteen to twenty years 
of plant experience would certainly be desirable, although such experience 
need not necessarily have been acquired in the nitrogen fertilizer field, much 
as this might be desirable. Other senior management personnel wiU have 
to have five to ten years or more of experience after graduate engineering 
training in their respective disciplines. As we go lower down the scale, the 
experience of most of the engineers will have to be derived from actual work 
on the job. That is only possible if there exists, at the top, a cadre which 
is able and willing to train its engineering (and other) personnel in the plant 
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itself well before, and also after, the plant gets into operation. Whoru-v im- 
possible, opportunity for acquiring actual plant experience in some similar 
plant should be encouraged or even arranged for by the management. Since 
much of the real training of engineering personnel will have to come from 
the top echelon of engineering management, the choice of personnel at this 
level is of the utmost importance. The realization aii'l knowledge of how to 
get the most out of engineering and scientific personnel can make as much 
or even more difference than the variation in type or size of the plant for 
determining the number and quality of the men involved. 

The staffing and training of the technicians tieeded for plant operation 
and maintenance are also very important, since such a large number of 
people are involved. Moreover, it is in this area that so much help is needed 
in the initial stages of the operation of a new plant. It is therefore important 
that these posts be staffed with the minimum number of permanent personnel, 
because experience shows that it is ex'i ..:l;el;, difficult to reduce that number 
at a later date. The additional persomi--; required during the initial start-up 
period should be classified as temporary personnel. Such people should 
be drawn from engineering contracting firms, from other fertilizer plants 
in the country, and from the ranks of foreign professional men. Once the 
plant is on stream and in good working order, and the permanent help is 
well trained, this temporary personnel can be gradually reduced and then 
completely eliminated, so that the plant will be operated efficiently with the 
minimum of technical and skilled personnel. 

S l M M A H Y 

This report presule a study of the personnel requirements for the direct. 
operation of a fert.l./ T plant. It does not enter into the detailed consider- 
ation of auxiliary sei vices stich as sales, purchasing and stores, personnel, 
accounting,   secura•••,  medica! etc. 

An analysis is presented of the personnel requirements for managing 
and operating fertilizer plants in countries which are in various stages of 
industrial development. Typical data are summarized in Table II. 6 for 
plants located in medium industrialized countries, and producing, in the first 
ca«3e, 100, 000 tons of nitrogen equivalent per annum as urea, and, in the 
second, an additional 100,000 tons of phosphorous pentoxide (P205) equi- 
valent per annum as normal superphosphate. The total number of graduate 
engineers t.nd chemists required is 79 for the urea plant and 111 for the urea- 
superphosphate plant. 

The report outlines the techniques for estimating the effect of the pro- 
duction cf different types and quantities of fertilizers on manpower require- 
ments in various countries as a function of their degree of development. 
These estimates show, for example as regards the urea plant, that the 
number of graduate engineers and chemists required may be as low as 40 
in a highly industrialized country and as high as 152 in a country at a low 
level of industrialization. Moreover, the production of nitrogen fertilizer 
equivalent as ammonium sulphate or nitrate rather than as urea would re- 
quire 94 instead of 79 graduate technical personnel.   Plant capacity does not, 
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as a rule, affect the number of technical people needed, but it does affect 
the requirement of skilled technicians and labourers. On the other hand, 
the production of many different fertilizer compounds greatly increases the 
manpower requirement, which indicates the importance of simplicity if one 
wishes to reduce to a minimum the number of highly skilled people to be 

employed. 
The analysis oí technical personnel function» or disciplines indicates 

that about 40 per cent of the personnel are chemical engineers, 2f» per cent 
are mechanical engineers. 20 per cent are chemists, and the remaining la 
per cent are electrical,  instrument,  and civil engineers. 

The study of the requirements of auxiliary service people (sales, pur- 
chasing and stores, personnel, accounting, security, medical, etc.) was 
beyond the scope of the present report, but it is estimated that such 
personnel would represent about 15 per cent of the total number of people 

employed. 
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TABLE 3.    INDIA-ESTIMATES KOK AN AMMONIA-UREA FERTILIZER UNIT (COAL FKKDp 

Supervisori Chargemen Operatori 

Superintendence 
Brlquctting 
Cui 
Gull 
Ammoni» 
Urea 
laboratory (chief chemist} 

Control 
Efficiency and research 

Superintendence 
Mechanical equipment 

Plant 
Fabrication tepairi 
Transportation and garage 
Lubrication and spares 

Electrical equipment 
Plant 
Repair shop 
Instrument! 

Civil engineering 
Buildings, toads etc. 
Safety 
Engineering office 

Total 

- - - 3 

8 20 52 81 

8 20 44 73 

tj 20 40 69 
8 20 48 77 

8 20 40 
1 

5 22 44 71 

- 2 12 14 

3 
. - - 1 
- 85 21 80 126 
. 4 35 40 
. S 28 34 
. « e 13 

- • 1 
. 24 4Í Ti 
. 3 B 12 
. 8 24 33 
. - • 1 

6 35 42 
, 8 12 21 

4 JL .1 J 11 

4 se 218 550 ta 

'Estimates da not include the following department«:  Works management, administration (technical/general), cost accounts, 
«ores (purchase/sales), personnel (labour welfare, legal, security-medical and sanitary), transportation (raw and finiahed material). 

TABLE 4.   INDIA-FERTILIZERS AND CHEMICALS PLANT (DAILY PRODUCTION IN TONS: 
AMMONIA 230, AMMONIUM SULPHATE 825) (COAL FEED) 

Total personnel 

Department Actual Estimated 

(Sindri) (United Kingdom) 

Processing 1,420 340 

Laboratories 130 30 

Maintenance 1,800 260 

Power plant 480 150 

Stores 195 25 

Traffic 50 50 

Security 100 20 

Other(canteens, cleaning etc.) 429 140 

Total 4,600 Uii 
Town services etc. L400 

Grand total 6,000 1,015 

Maintenance crafts and helpers (excluding labourent) 
Gas plant (mechanical) 36 8 

Ammonia plant (mechanical) 58 26 

Sulphate plant (mechanical) no 34 

Workshop and services 450 lfO 

Electrical equipment 150 
7 Instruments 80 

Total 942 
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TABLE 5.     INDIA-ESTIMATES FOR AN AMMONIA-UREA PLANT (ANNl'AL PRODUCTION 
80,000 TONS)   (NAPHTHA FEED) 

Senior managen 
Shift engineer! 
Chargemen 

Technical manpower requirement! 

minimum adequate. 

34 
112 

0 

34 
112 
100* 

Chemical engine«! 
Mechanical engineer! 
Electrical engine«! 
Civil engineer! 
Instrument chargemen 

Chemins 

Distribution uf technical manpower 

minimum »tiequate 

48 
40 
22 
11 

7 
17 

tlO 
72 
47 
14 
11 
Î2 

Total 

Source! R.EweU. Report on India's Fertlllier Industry, 1961 (unpublished). 

*One half of chargemen assured technical. 

TABLE 6.   INDIA-ESTIMATES FOR FERTILIZER PLANTS WITH DIFFERENT CAPACITIES 

Nitrogen capacity 
ronoVeaf 

Prodyct 

Plant personnel (excluding plant administration) 

Engineers Operstori other TOMI 

85,000 Urea and nltrophosphaie IHK 898 860 1,917 

es,ooo Urea 95 581 397 1.071 

70,000 Urea & ammonium 
phosphate 97 Mí 456 i. 13t 

Source;    Kane Committee, 

TABLE 7.   BURMA—ESTIMATES FOR A FERTILIZER PROJECT (ANNUAL PRODUCTION 
IN 1,000 TONS: AMMONIA 70, SULPHURIC ACID 83, AMMONIUM SULPHATE 107, 
UREA 70) (NATURAL GAS FEED) 

Engineers/ 

technicians 

Labourers Other workers 

unskilled general auxiliary Skilled Total 

Plsmi 
Ammonia 11 57 16 1 2 17 

Ammonium lulphate » 44 17 1 4 78 

Urea » 47 29 1 4 90 

Repair shops 21 112 2 
1 

137 

Instrument workshop »0 24 
100 

Management, chemical laboratory a 30 1» 
1 

3 

Storage 
2 90 

Transport and docks 10 70 8 

Sailer house 20 40 
1 84 

Miscellaneous (power etc, ) 18 60 5   . 
Total m 148 406 34 >i 7J0 

Source! Report to the Government of Bum.«, No, ISIS, 1962. 
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TABLE 8      REPUBLIC OF KOREA ESTIMATES FOR A UREA AND 
PHOSPHATE UNIT (ANNUAL PRODUCTION IN 1,000 OF TONS: 
UREA 250, P205 95) 

Administration 

Direct«* 
Superintendent» 
Senior engine«! 
Chief* of sections 
Stiff engineers 
Staff clerkf 
Cleri« (male) 
Clerk» (female) 
Assistant clerks 

Total 

6 
4 
9 
9 

sa 
10 
36 
29 

_23 

159 

Operating and maintenance 

Engineers 
Operators 
Assistant operators 
Labourers 
janitors 

Total 

Grand total 

Drop-outs 

60 
395 
109 

55 
22 

641 

800 

15 first year 

5 after firn year 

Sources Unpublished estimate. 
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Chapter ili 

THE PULP AND PAPER INDUSTRY* 

Th(. present report on managerial and technical personnel requirements 
m th.- pulp «nd paper industry consists of this brief summary,  two sections, 

an annex and a bibliography. 
Tru- section on "Personnel requirements" presents pertinent data on 

manpower ratios and productive   in the  pulp and paper industry in the United 
States and goes on to compare these data with those obtained from several 
other countries.    Methods are indicated for estimating the ratio of total sal- 
aried  personnel to hourly-rated employees, ^ri**fh•1**••* 
in absolute   numbers   based   on  average output,   and   for establishing the 
relative number of managers,   supervisors, technicians and clerical per- 
sonnel in the salaried group.    Manpower ratio and output figures are given 
for six pulp mills and for seven paper mills and plants in different areas of 
the world.    Brief summaries of output figures for mills in a number of coun- 
tries are also included in this section. ,, 

The section on "Factors in establishing a pulp and paper enterprise 
briefly discusses the role of location and capital requirements,  and then 
concentrates on the personnel problem.   Steps in staffing and manning are 
presented.   Sample job descriptions and a manning table are given for one 
production department of an integrated paper mill.    Finally, formal or aca- 
demic as well as on-the-job training are discussed as they apply to the pulp 

and paper industry. 

PERSONNEL REQUIREMENTS 

This section presents various personnel ratios as they apply to the paper 
and allied products industry in the United States of America and shows their 
implications for less industrialized countries. In addition «ompm-on. 
of ratios and outputs in man hours/ton are made for a number of different 
pulp and paper organizations in several areas of the world. 

The United States experience 

The studies that have been made of the United States pulp and paper 
industry ove« a number of years reveal certain general trends: 

(a) As a small plant (of less than 100 employees) expands, the propor- 
tion of general management and staff normally increases more rapidly than 

that of hourly labour. 
(b) As medium-sized plants (of 350 employees) expand to large scale 

production (with 1.200or more personnel) the proportion of general manage- 

ment and staff declines. 

rtu, Chapter is based on an unpubU.hed paper prepared for UNIDO by E. W. Eame» Jr.. Comulunt. 

77 
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(ri Smali plants have l>v f=.r th.- greatest pmport.on of ex-cutivs ami 

mi,nagers but the r.-lativ,. m.ml.-r of these executives falls quickly ,n 1... ,•..-. 
installations, and ti», pattern for nup. rvi.ors, foremen and technicians :s 

Hie same  ;is fof managers. 
A ....^.„t sum-v1 shows 'haï th.- present manpower percentages for me 

mtvr and allied products  industry m the I nited States art   as follows: 

(a)    C-n« -rai management and staff Hervites    -    8. fi: 

(h)    Production   -   75. fi: 
(c)   Plant engineering and maintenance   -    la. 8. 

Tables 111 1 t., 3 give a breakdown for each of the three classe, according 
to m personnel classifications and (ii) funcional classifications. 

Table 111 4 shows the ratios of salaried employees and production workers 

in selected groups of the paper and allied products industry for 19M'. 
It can be seen that while the ratios vary from 17 to 29, for the overall 

industrv the rat.o is 26, and for pulp and paper mills the ratio is just over 
22.    in comparison with the above figures,   the ratio in Canadian pulp and 

paper mills in H»fi2 was 21' . ,.-.(• 
Table 111 4 may be used as a first approximation in the estimation of 

manager-mi and technical requirements in the pulp and paper industry For 
example if it is planned to set up a medium-sized paper mill of. say, 
WO tons/day capacity in the United States, it can be seen by reference to 
the table that it would probably be necessary to have about 22 salaried per- 
sonnel for each 100 hourly-rated workers. The next step in the planning 
would be to estimate what the relative numbers of managers, supervisors 
and foremen, technicians and clerical employees would be in this salaried 
.roup By using the above materia] as background, as well as data obtained 
from private sources in the industry, one can find approximate ratios which 
may be applied to medium-sized pulp and paper plants in the Lmted States 

(Table III. 5). 
Carrying this analysis a step further in the paper sector (no comparable 

figures are available for pulp mills4), one can relate the size of the mill 
(capacity in tons/day) to the average man hours/ton for hourly paid and for 

salaried personnel,Table III. 6. 
On the basis of the material presented thus far in this section, several 

more estimates can be made in planning a new paper mill. The total^hourly 
labour anticipated for a 100 tons/day mill accordi.« to the Table 111.6 might 
be   close   to   205   persons   (16.4   hourly   paid   man   hours,ton X 100 = 164C; 

*640 * 205). Using the same method, the total salaried personnel to be 
8 hours/shift 
anticipated would be about 45 persons (3.6 salaried man hours/ton X 100 = 360; 

3fiU 
8 hours per shift 

45).    The total employment of the paper mill could be 

'   "Balance of manpower", factory, 1965. 
'   Statistical summary. American Paper Institute, tí»bt¡. 
1   -Fifteenth Annual World Review". Pulp *«</ taper, July 196S. ,_.,„,„ 
•   Howeve,. the average man houn/ton for United State, pulp nulls would appear to be approximately 

4,0 ai against axmt 1X0 for paper mill». 
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79 

.round 251) persons (2U3    hourly   paid plus 45 salariai w ui kt/rs. 
2000  

also 20.0 total man hours/ton > UU)     2OO0;   ^-^¡T/Vrnft" '.¡I). 

TABLE III.l.   GENERAL MANAGEMENT AND STAFF SERVICES 

Personnel classification 

Executives, managers, department head» 

First line supervisors 

Staff engineers and »pec la hit« 

Other white collar workers 

Blue collar (hourly waged) workers 

Functional classification 

Executive 

Plant works maniement 

Industrial engineering 

Budget and cow control 

Finance and accounting 

Research and development 

Traffic and transport 

fiant protection and security 

Marketing and distribution 

Cenerai office servie«» 

Systems and procedure» 

Penonnel and industrial relations 

Manufacturing and production engineering 

Product design 

Product processes and tools 

Purchasing 

Lege! 

Public relation» 

Othet 

Percentage 

l-V.! 

10.3 

24.7 

7,6 

42.2 

8.1 

1.4 

2. S 

4.5 

13,1 

4.2 

4.5 

4.« 

S.8 

18.1 

2.2 

7.0 

4.9 

1.5 

1.4 

4.3 

0.3 

0.5 

7.1 
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TABLE III.2.    PRODUCTION EMPLOYEES 

Personnel clarification 

Executive!, managen, department heads 

First line lupervUors 

Staff engineer! and specialists 

Clerical employee! 

Blue collar (hourly waged) worken 

Functional classification 

Adminittiation 

Direct production 

Quality control and inipection 

Production and inventory control 

Tooling, die», pattern» 

Material handling and warehouiing 

Otter 

Percentage 

1.2 

4.1 

1.8 

1.6 

91.5 

5.9 

14.2 

.2,7 

1,1 

0.1 

12.0 

4.0 

TABLE IH.3.    ENGINEERING AND MAINTENANCE EMPLOYEES 

Personnel classification 

Executive», managen, department headt 

Firn line supervisen 

Staff engineer* and »pedali«; 

Clerical employee« 

Blue collar (hourly waged) worken 

Percentage 

2.7 

8.7 

5.6 

5.3 

77.7 

Functional cUtsificatlon 

Administration 

Power plant and utilities 

Electrical and electronic 

Instrumentation 

Mechanical maintenance 

Cleaning and sanitation 

Building and grounds 

Other 

3.9 

12.3 

25.2 

3.9 

37.9 

3.7 

6.4 

4.4 
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INDUSTRY FOR 1964  ___.__-  

HI 

Industry group 
Production 

worker» 
Salaried 

employe« 
Total 

Rat« of siUneJ 

t>- ptüiUit tum 

Viori-t-rs 

Paper and allied ,„,    ;9 (,.,-• 
product», total 470,3«1 

,o rai 3.014 lu.»« °**'"3 

Pulp mill» 12*79î 

Paper mill, (except 5 0.S2 
building) IOS,534 

,    „, »2 122 12,816 M.33B 0.«3 Paperboard mill» W.i« 

Paper and paperboard 2B W<|M 0,29 
producti i«,*** 

16 428 4,201 20,629 0.26 
Envelope» w-*28 

^ 96,169 «.«O» *3-"8 °'M 

Die cut paper and ie260 0.^7 
board 12'811 

Folding paperboard 50W6 o.23 
boxe» 41, «w« 

Setuppaperboxe» 

The group of 45 salaried personnel might be expected, on the basis of 
the data given above, to be constituted as follows: 

Managers  4 

Supervisors and 
foremen-  16 

Technicians     8 

Clerical  ^ 

Total       44 

make satisfactory estimates of managerial ana xe 
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TABLE III. 5.   RATIO OF SALARIED PERSONNEL TO 100 HOURLY- 
PAID WORKERS (UNITED STATES MEDIUM-SIZED PULP AND 

PAPER PLANT) 

Managen 

Supervisors and foremen 

Technician! 

Clerical 

Total 

Paper mill 

4 

8 

22 

Pulp mill 

2 

8 

4 

9 

23 

TABLE III. 6.  RELATION BETWEEN MILL CAPACITY AND MAN 
HOURS PER TON 

Mill capacity 
Average man hourc/ton Salaried personnel 

tona/day hourly salaried total 
hourly ratio 

0-10 48.5 13.5 62.0 28 

11-25 28.8 7.2 36.0 25 

26-50 27.5 6.5 34.0 24 

81-100 16.4 3.6 20.0 22 

101-200 13.1 2.9 16.0 25 

201-400 10.7 2.3 13.0 21 

401-600 7.6 1.4 9.0 19 

Over 600 5.9 1.1 7.0 18 

using the material given in this paper. Such estimates -abject to subse- 
quent modifications as indicated by a more detailed study, coud be used in 
project justifications and in discussions with interested financial institutions. 

Experience in other countries 

The experience acquired in the United States as regards manpower ratios 
and outputs may, in a very general way, be compared with certain situaüons 
in the less industrialized nations. Table III. 7 brings together and summa- 
rizes the material in the Annex to mis report. 
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As regards pulp mills, the proportion of managers, supervisors and 
technicians to total hourly labour varies from 10.6 to 33.3, the unweighted 
average being 26.5. It would appear that a decrease in this proportion could 
be expected as pulp manufacture becomes more developed, regardless of 
the country in which the pulp mill is located. 

A roughly similar situation exists in the paper industry, where the same 
ratio varies from 13.5 to 37. 5, the unweighted average of the sample being 
22 2 A reduction in the proportion of technical and managerial personnel 
can be expected in individual paper mills located in less developed areas 
as such mills gain in knowledge and experience. 

The figures given in the Annex present some rough approximations as 
to productivity levels and show how widely the output of the mills and plants 
as expressed In man hours/ton fluctuates. Table III. 7 illustrates these find- 
ings, although any conclusions based on such widel> varying situations must 

be viewed with caution. 

FACTORS IN ESTABLISHING A PULP AND PAPER ENTERPRISE 

There are three main factors which must be considered in the establish- 
ment of a new operation in the pulp and paper industry: location, capital 
and personnel. The first two, though of great importance, are not fussed 
in detail in this paper, which is concerned with the various aspects of the 

personnel problem. 
With regard to location, any new pulp and paper enterprise must have 

accurate, well substantiated and fully developed information on the suitabi- 
lity of the plant site which is chosen. The location of the plant is important 
not only for the actual manufacturing process (access to raw materials suf- 
ficient pure water, adequate and reliable power services, for example) bu 
also for the marketing process (sufficient demand within a profitable shipping 
area product line appropriate for the immediate and projected national or 
regional economy within which the enterprise will operate,  etc  ) 

The capital requirements of the industry are very high.    Pulp and paper 
manufacturing is a capital-intensive industry and requires a proportionately 
greater amount of investment per unit of labour  than is  required in the 
average manufacturing process.     In addition,   many °•P°nf * °' *« 
industry, such as pulp mills and newsprint plants,  operate most efficiently 

on a large scale, and that is a factor which naturally ^'«S eîmm^ 
capital outlay.    A 500 ton/day newsprint mill might cost $ US 60 mill-on 
to build (a cost of $ US 120,000 per daily ton), while a 250 ton/day »sprint 
mill could require an investment of about $ US 45 million (or $ US 180,000 
per daily ton).    Kraft board and kraft paper mills would need a somewhat 
iower   investment   per   ton, but   the   current  average   is undoubtedly over 

$ US 100,000 per daily ton of output. 
In view of the large capital investment which the industry requires    a 

high proportion of skilled personnel must be employed to operate thecomplex 
and costly machines, to maintain quality standards and to ensure that pro 
duction and distribution are carried out under the best possible conditions. 
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THE PULP AND PAPER INDUSTRY 

Personnel staffing and manning 

„,q.h: .determination of -,»»' needs and ,„ the recruitment and emolo,- 

•"••••^.'ssrií.« s mh:ñ;r;rrequlr.me„tS „»» - ----- 
^ -i „f i«h nnalvsis is required in order to identi- 

Lpon.ib.lilie. and training required tor the var.ous jobs and the work.„e 

r^^rr=t rr.2: r «f - . 
7/„,, of Z job analysts, job or post descriptions may be made. def,n.n6 

:-:%:r,o„n^^^^ 
l'on analyse, are paralleled with ouanti.a.ive statements as to how man, 
a-nriforH of each type are necessary. 

It the nTanmnr stage, estimates of productivity, outputs and work stan- 
dards are established In an existing operation, experience » the base 
measure far production records may be checked to determine the number 
Temlvees of a given type who have been used at different levels of output. 

—:;=::= r:rin:e^=• 

ment.transfer and promotion of employees. 

Job descriptions and manning tables for a beater department 

For purposes of illustration, let us ^^J^^^^S^- 
an integrated PulP and paper mill of approda W•Jf»f\^ ^ 
Pulp is pumped into the paper mill in slush form (3 per cent ft w 
ceni water)     The beater department consists of a foreman   four beater en, 
nee s and     ght beater engineer helpers on each of the three daily shift,. 
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In the early months of operation, job descriptions are drawn up for ,ach 
of the jobs being carried out in the department. Examples of these job des- 

criptions are given below. 
The job descriptions and early production experience were used in pre- 

paring the manning table for the beater department, which appears in 
Table III 8 This table gives the mill job number, mill Job title, the rmm- 
mum experience in months which is considered to be necessary for the post 
Usted the number of persons a, this job classification at present employed 
by the firm, the estimates of minimum experience or training required of 
new employees and the post or posts (by job number) from which an employee 

may be selected for the listed job. 

Job description of a foreman in the beater department 

Supervises and co-ordinates activities of beater engineers and beater- 
engineer helpers engaged in beating and refining pulp to prepare furnish 
for processing into paper.   Calculates volume or weight of ingredients,   such 
as pulp   fillers,  size, alum and dyes,  using formulae and laboratory ana- 
lyses of ingredient concentrations.    Orders charging of beater vats with 
ingredients,   beater  roll adjustment,   and  beating time.    Examines   pulp 
samples and reviews laboratory reports to determine when beating process 
is completed.    Compares sample of paper produced with specifications and 
orders changes in beating procedure to produce paper to specified standards, 
interprets company policies to workers and enforces safety regulations. 
Recommends personnel actions such as promotions, transfers,  discharges 
and disciplinary measures.    Trains new workers.    Confers with workers 
representatives to resolve grievances at the first stage. 

Job description of a beater engineer 

Controls beater engines and related equipment to process furnish for 
making paper. Starts pumps and adjusts valves to regulate flow of specified 
Lmount^f slush pulp into vat. Starts engines and adjusts beater rolls to 
ÔZ, specified degree of pulp fineness and hydration, ^n•'*•* 
for specified consistency and size of fibres. Dips sample from vat for la- 
boraLry testing.    Starts pumps to transfer furnish to storage chests. 

Job description of a beater engineer helper 

Tends beaters and vats that prepare furnish for making paper. Turns 
valves to charge vats with specified amounts of slush pulp, fillers size and 
uiTd chemicfls. Observes vat and beater operation and notifi«. beater 
engineer of malfunctioning. Cleans vat with water and hose and scrapes 

out adhering matter. 

PERSONNEL TRAINING 

As mentioned earUer in this paper, the pulp and paper induat7'  bel"f 
capital-intensive,  requires more than an average proportion of hxghly de 
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,        * t  .hniril sküls in order that a successful programme of manufacture 

,      - . H ¡« vprv iniDortant    and the maintenance of opportunities 

""-rrLrl.'.-Ä'Sr.. o- Paonne, fra.n.n« whlCh ,rr „e cen- 
tered- form.1 academic and .echnicl course, followed b'fore »»- 
„„s ,„e job or d„r,„e leave, of alienee, and var.ou. .ype. of on  .he 

job training. 

Formal training 

Courses of study in managerial «kill, and techniques exist in "early all 
COUP He to a certain extent. Training within the industry is a nece. ty for 
manigera,   in order that they may learn the specialized technical skills re- 

^Z^'^Zr^^U on the technical side, and of engl- 
Training oi man g        IF rf      t ^ special institutions which 

neerine supervisors can best be carneo oui y „lts__ 

Ititufe of Technology in Sweden,  the Finland Institute of Technology, and 

McGill University in Canada training. 
Technicians eugaged in the paper maus«.y «i ;     r .      ,. 

in this regard,  on-the-job training is becoming increasingly important    al 
though niny colleges and universities in a number of countries offer the 

necessary academic courses. f,,n„finnR 

it entered the industrial age with the development of the ground wood and 

chemical pulping processes. 

On-the-job training 

in the less industrialized nations, in which extensive facilities for edu- 
cation and training do not yet exist, one of the important qua ifications for 
top and middle management personnel in a new enterprise is the ability and 

willingness to teach and to train employees adequately. 
It is essential that, well before a new enterprise in *e l^p «»J WJ 

industry is established, management make a preliminary classification of 
he major groups of employees who will need training.   It is also wise to 
estaw/sh general policies or principles of training at an early stage. 

A ctai.Tfic.tion of employee groups for which training opportunities 

should be made available may be made as follows: 
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TABLK III. 9.    .IOB FUNCTIONS AND EDUCATIONAL EXPERIENCE 
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Yout acadeniic training keyed to 
career openings. 

These are only the starring points. 
rtie future direction of your career 
will be guided by your abilities 
and personal development. 
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Source:   Of Paper and Opportunity.   American Paper Institute. 1965. 
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Employee group 

New employees 
Hourly-rated workers 
Supervisors 
Technicians 
Management staff 

ESTIMATION OF MANAGERIAL REQUIREMENTS 

Types of training 

General induction and orientation 
Job,  craft,  apprenticeship 
Job,   leadership 
Professional,  development 
Professional,  technical,  development 

s,„n, of the general principles of training which might be adopted by 
the management of a new pulp and paper organization may be summed up 

as follows: 

(a) Training is a line responsibility — staff assistance will be available, 
but it is the Une personnel who mast direct the effort. 

(b) individual differences in personnel should be taken into account in 

planning training courses. 
(c) All training should be related to the job analyses and post descrip- 

tions which have been developed for the jobs. 
(d) Careful consideration of future manpower needs as reflected in the 

manning tables should be the major basis for the selection of personnel for 

lrain(!")8'Training methods should be adapted to the level of education and 
experience of the persons to be trained. 

Since the greater propuruon of hourly-rated labour in the pulp and paper 
industry must be skilled rathe,' than unskilled, provision must be made for 
intensive training of workers in jobs for whi^h a reservoir of workers with 
the necessary skills is not available. In this respect, the best types of tram- 
mg are apprenticeship,  job and craft training. 

Training programmes for supervisors should include quality ami cost 
control leadership, and employee relations. Methods which could be uti- 
lized for this purpose include conferences,  lectures, understudy programmes 

and position rotation. ¡„„i„Aa ,ho „.»- 
Training for technical and management personnel would include the ne- 

cessary professional and technical studies, and might include all the types 
of training methods mentioned above, as well as the training techniques of 
coaching and committee assignments, and also studies based on the case 

method. 
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ANNEX 

PERSONNEL CLASSIFICATIONS AND RATIOS TO 
TOTAL HOURLY LABOUR 
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Chapter tv 

THE SUGAR INDUSTRY* 

In many of the tropical and semi-tropical areas of the world, sugar is 
a staple food and makes up a substantialpercentageof the totalen« rgy intake 
of the population. The determining factor is not necessarily its cost, but 
rather its availability, and much of it is consumed directly, like bread or 
candy, or dissolved in water. 

"Panela" or"Gur" is made by boiling cane juice over in open fire untU 
It sets up into a hard, crystalline mass. It tastes like a mixture of sugar 
crystals and molasses, and is, in fact, a combination of the two. It is 
largely unknown in Europe and North America, but Colombia, with a popu- 
lation of t S million produces and consumes over 400,000 tons of panela a 
year. This represents 53 pounds per person, and since the poor are gener- 
ally the main consumers of the product* it may be estimated that they use 
approximately a quarter of a pound a day. 

"Panela" plants are very small and expensive in terms of man hours 
and industrial efficiency, and the product is disappearing as a traded 
commodity. But as a subsistence item it is very little exploited, although 
it could be very useful as a source of energy and help to solve the food crises 
which are being predicted for future years. 

One acre of land can easily produce 4,000 pounds of panela, which is 
enough to previde 100 pounds a year for 40 people« plus large quantities of 
green cane tope for feeding cattle, which in turn produce milk and butter. 

Crystalline sugar is used primarily because it is sweet and enhances 
the flavour of a broad range of beverages, foods and deserts. It is an im- 
portant commodity in world trade and creates employment and export 
earnings 1er many areas. Its usage la almost in direct proportion to the 
purchasing power and economic level in each country. 

The consumption of crystalline sugar in the United States is approxi- 
mately 100 pound« a year per capita ani the annual increase of 100,006 tons 
corresponde almost exactly to the population increase. Similar levels are 
observant» in the United Kingdom, Finland. Sweden, and other European 
countries. 

Paradoxically enough« because of the lower general purchasing power 
of the population, the per capita consumption of crystalline sugar in many 
expornng countries is less then half that mentioned above. 

The potential grow« of the world market for sugar Is enormous. China, 
for example, is said to consume less than M pounds per capita a year. If 
the consumption rose to 00 pounds, an amount substantially leas than that 
consumed in European countries, China would create, with its 000 million 
people, a market for 12 million tons, more than twice the total output of 
the entire Cuban sugar industry. 

* rut dtaeiM l» i»mè m m as»«»!*»« et?« pitawed tat tnmo by tMrieje M. mat. It. 
COflHlttMl, 

l^M^HIMMIaM MMIMHiMllSBlBWBBBXal 
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Bakeries, canneries, ice cream and candy makers, bottler« and simi- 
lar enterprises are considered to be the industrialiser« of sugar.   In ad- 
dition, however, there is a substantial demand for the relatively unsuspected 
uses that are made of it in chemical intermediate., antibiotics, tobacco. 
poultry feed, citric acid, vinegar, acetic acid and cattle feed. 

There is no doubt that the cyclical nature of world sugar prices is a 
strong deterrent to the further development of the product as a chemical 
and industrial raw material. Present prices are at approximately US |0.025 
per pound, whereas in 1963 thty had gone up as high as US $0.11 perpound. 
The industry would do well to promote the establishment of tnanufacturine 
enterprises which would consume sugar on long term fixed price contracta 
similar to those which are commonly used in the case of chemicals, coal 
fül^K Statl*Mc8 ,howlni wor" «•far Production in 1964/1965 and In 
1985/1966 are included in the Anne*. 

Sugar-beets are best suited for growth in temperate and north temper- 
ate zones. Commercial farms and factories may be found, for example, 
from a« far south as Texas in the United States, to well above the border 
in Canada. The growing season is short, and the crop responde well to the 
application of fertilisers and herbicides. Sugar from beets i. white and 
crystalline, and the molasses has a bitter flavour which aaket it unfit for 
human consumption. 

Major fMtories are to be found in Canada, the United Kingdom, France. 
Cfermany, Poland, the Soviet Union, Spate, the Middle East, Argentili«. 
Chile and many other countries. Most of these countries, however, are 
not self-sufficient and must make up the difference between their production 
and their needs by importing from cane sugar areas. The cyclical nature 
of the world market, which was mentioned above, is due primarily to 
weather or other factors causing fluctuations in supply «id demand in the 
above countries and «te lead Urne required by the cane supplier, to build 
up tonnage or to cut back in the event of over supply. 

Beets are usually received at the factory in quantities which exceed 
its daily processing capacity, and the excess is stored for futurs use. 
Normally, a plant wiU continue to operate for several months after field 
harvesting is finished, drawing from stock as required. The juice is 
extracted by diffusion, which might be compared with soaking of the thinly 
sliced pieces, and is subsequently boiled until a grain is formed and sepa- 
rated. Storage and packaging are important and costly factors, since the 
season lasts only three or four months white distribution and sales con- 
tinue all the year round. 

In contrast *ith beet, which is a root crop, sugar cane is a grass and 
grows abundantly in tropical and semi-tropical areas throughout the world. 
Local conditions of climate and soil types are important only in so far as 
production is to be marketed in competition with other countries. Except 
for this factor, it might well be said that sugsr from cane can be produced 
anywhere where there is water, topsoii and no prolonged period of cold 
weather. The crop is re.i.tant to disease and InfesUtten. and tolerates 
agricultural malpractice.   It need only be planted every three or four years 
and   in some cases, at considerably longer intervale, and after harvesting.' 
it simply grows back again. 
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The United Kingdom and Canada are large importers of sugar, and 
purchase on a negotiated tonnage and price basis from members of the 
Commonwealth. The relationship appears to have been most satisfactory, 
providing stable employment and reasonable earnings to many countries in 
Africa, the Caribbean and the Pacific and Indian Ocean areas. On occasion, 
there may be shortages or deficits due to adverse weather or other con- 
ditions, and both the United Kingdom and Canada purchase from the world 
market supply. 

The quantities of sugar that are not set aside by exporting countries 
for the United States, the British Commonwealth, or for their own local 
consumption, are normally sold on the world market. The buyers in this 
market are the unaffiliated nations in Eastern and Western Europe, the 
Mietale East etc., and price levels are determined largely by supply and 
demand. 

Sugar consumption expands and contracts very little with price flue tu - 
f ations.   In some cases com sugar may be used at? an alternative sweetener. 
I However, the market is actually rather inflexible,  for an ice cream or 

candy manufacturer can simply not do with a lesser amount than his formula 
I call« for.   At • result, when supplies are on the short side, prices tend 
I to rise precipitously, and when there is over-production, the drops are 

also precipitous. 
Current world market prices are well below the cost of production. 

Plantings, fertilization, irrigation, and cultivation are being cut back,   it 
is probably safe to predict that, within two or three years, demand will 
ove-take supply and that the price will begin s sharp upward cycle again. 

; Reasonable success has been achieved in the past through International 
i Sugar Agreements in the control of supply and demand to avoid strong 
| cycles.   Since 1960, however, these efforts have been disrupted by politi - 
1 cal considerations, and the marke* is undisciplined. 
! 

I       COST OP PRODUCTION ANO NEED FOR TRAINED MANPOWER 
1 
| Agriculture 

With the exception of the actual cutting and hauling, the cost of planting 
and cultivating an acre of land is almost exactly the same, whether the 
acre yields 20 or «0 tons of cane. A similar observation may he made 
with regard to obtaining a sucrose content of 15 per cent instead of 12 
per cent. 

Although the overriding factors «re soil types, climate, rainfall etc., 
the benefits of trained management and technical staffs are manifold. Any 
survey will show the startling difference, within specific areas, between 
the profitability of well managed farms sud that of farms which do not have 
that advantage. And while disciplines such as agronomy and horticulture 
are useful and necessary, the application of less sophisticated techniques 
in cultivation, fertiliser use, irrigation, and scheduling will yield enormous 
benefits. 
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Since many of the basic costs are the same, the produce of an extra 
ten tons of cane per acre as a result of good management will yield an ad- 
ditional clean profit of IS $50 to 60 or more. 

The merits of mechanization are self-evident, if for no other reason 
than the fact that it has proved to be effective in practice and is proceeding 
rapidly throughout the world. It is particularly attractive in labour shortage 
area«, since it permits an increase in capacity in spite of the «hortage. 
But it is also a useful and profitable means for ensuring better scheduling 
and delivery of the harvest, lees time in transit, and better overall control. 

Complex mechanical equipment requires substantial capital Investment, 
and this in turn requires a high degree of utilization and availability. These 
latter will depend entirely on the availability of trained manpower, .»th for 
operation and maintenance. 

For purposes of evaluation, it is stated that sugar cane low« one per 
cent of its sucrose content for each 24 hours of delay from the time of 
cutting to the time or processing. It has been demonstrated that, by using 
proper management techniques and scheduling, the average delay can be 
reduced from 48 to 24 hours, and that cane which was predicted to drop in 
sucrose content from 14 to 12 per cent was actually brought in at 13 per cent. 
A factory which grinds 500,000 tons of cane a year may than produce 
65,000 tons of sugar instead of 60,000 tons, at no extra cost whatever. 
Depending on the market. Z JD00 tona of sugar has a value of about US $500,000, 
which is ample justification for the salaries and better working conditions 
required for attracting more highly qualified people. 

Industry 

This report includes the manpower requirements for cane sugar facto- 
ries of different sizes. It can be seen that, in the larger planta, the number 
of men/days per ton of cane ground is substantially lower than in the amali 
plants (Annex - Tables 1 to 4). This is not necessarily the reault of auto- 
mation or the use of instruments, but rather a reflection of the fact that 
oue man is enough to operate either a large boiler or similar piece of 
equipment, or a smaller one. 

Besides the question of the manpower needed per unit of capacity, large 
mills tend to be self-sufficient by using their own bagasse as fuel, obtain 
better extraction, and higher conversón yields. The amortisation of capi- 
tal per unit of capacity is lower, t>s »re fixed charges and overhead costs. 

The mechanisation and instrumentation of industrial plants provide 
substantial benefits other than sf nple labour saving. Equipment operates 
more steadily and efficiently, with the result thst capacity increases. 
Material in process is reduced and losses are minimized. The product is 
of higher quality and more readily sold. 

Modern plants require a higher level of trained personnel. The proper 
operation and maintenance of equipment, process control, fuel economy, 
all yield returns which are far in excess of the cost in salaries and wages. 

(>ne easily recognizable criterion for judging the effect of good manage- 
ment training and experience is the amount of plant "down-time" per year. 
Allowing for weather and other conditions of "force majeure",   a highly 
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The juice is extracted in large crushing plants, some of which have 
capacities of as much as 16,000 tons a day. After boiling, a light brown 
grain is separated and dried, and this is usually shipped to refineries for 
further processing to a white crystal. It should be noted that this refining 
step represents a basic difference between cane and beet sugar; in the latter 
case the white crystal is produced directly. 

Usually, very little beet sugar is exported from one country to another. 
Some small amounts find their way from the European continent to the 
United Kingdom at times, but only sporadically, and in case of a bumper 
crop. The common practice of beet sugar countries is to produce all they 
can for their own use and to import cane sugar for the balance of their 
requirements. 

The bare cost of producing sugar is an elusive figure. Much depends 
on the arrangement between the factory and the farmer. A true cost can 
only be derived when there is a completely integrated facility, with land 
and factory run as a single operation. Many other factors must also be 
considered, as for example the actual value of the currency in which labour 
and employees are paid. In general. It may be said that cane sugar from 
tropical countries, where the wage scales are low, costs leas than beet 
sugar. As a consequence, many of the beet marketing areas are protected 
by tariff barriers, quotas, and the like. 

The cane-producing countries are exporters, and the percentage of 
their total output which is sold overseas varies from as low as 5 per cent 
to a high of almost 80 per cent. Local consumption prices are, in one form 
or another, fixed by the governments at levels which permit a very sound 
profit, and this offsets the losses frequently caused by sales on the world 
market. 

For example, s country may produce 1 million tons of sugar a year 
at an average cost of US $0.04 a pound, sell 600,000 tons locally at US 10.08 and 
400,000 tons for export at US $0.03.   The average selling price will be: 

(«00,000X0^^000X0,03) . m ^mper ^ 

U can be seen teat local sales are actually subsidl ng the industry, 
making it possible to export 400,000 tons at a below cosi price, while still 
leaving a reasonable overall profit. 

The United States (including Puerto Rico and the Virgin islands) grows 
bote beet and cans in the amount of 6.39 million tons and purchases 3,61 
million tons a year from overseas. In order to help its foreign suppliers, 
it assigns each of teem a fixed quota, and pays a price of approximately 
US $0,065 a pound. This is to be set against a world market price which 
is quoted today at US $ 0.024 a pound. 

Naturallv. all countries wish to have a share of the United States' 
import quota, as it offers a good opportunity of earning foreign exchange 
and of making profits. The actual contributions, baaed on an estimated 
total consumption in the United States of 10 million tons, are shown in 
Table IV. 1. 
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TABLE IV. 1.     UNITED STATES PRODUCTION AND IMPORTS OF 
SUGAR-BEET AND SUGAR CANE (in «hort tons, raw value) 

PRODUCTION Tow 

Doroetlic »Ml 3,025,000 

Mainland cane l.lM.OM 

Hawaii 1,110,000 

Puerto Rico 1,140,000 

Virgin MM* 18,000 

Total dómenle «e« 6,390,000 

IMPORTS 

Philipp!»* 1,0«,«» 

Wertem herrlichere mppUerti 

Me»lcr> 389,918 

Dominicali Republic 381,337 

Brasil 381,337 

Peru 304.161 

Bruirti Wen Indici 163,333 

Ecuador 56,406 

Preach Wen Indie» 47,919 

Argentina 40, MÛ 

Cotta Mea *MW 

Nicaragua 44,893 

Colombia 40,358 

Guatemala Vt,m 

Panama **,S4? 

Il salvad«! «'.'*> 

HAW »«*«» 

Veneueie IM« 

Btltiih Hondutai U.09? 

totlvla 4,040 

Hondura* *t*** 
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TABLE IV. 1 (eontd. ) 

aqpeHew ouuiéi Hw wemm twnustwwi Tim 

AUSIMU* t**,*tt 

CMM (TatwM) ÎM*I 

Isti« "»,636 

SM*AMM M««* 

IH« M.«« 

musei ".«« 
MwrtllMl litftM 

MétfaSMCif 1.575 

•WSSUfttt *>M1 

•,M1 

1,1*1 

Teta!i*som S.ttO.OOO 

mil 10,000,000 

efficient and well organised sugar company should operate with no moro 
then 8 to 10 per cent of lost time. This loes it due to interruptions in cane 
supply, equipment breakdowns from improper maintenance etc. In an 
average factory« as much as 20 per cent of the time is lost in a season of 
150 days. With a 10 per cent difference between «he two, and a payroll of 
US tbfiOO per day, the extra 13 days will cost US $75,000. And this does 
not take into account the previously mentioned losses of sugar in cane 

| already cut which is waiting to be processed. 

COÄiPARISONS 

The section on production costs and requirements for trained manpower 
I as well as Tables 1 to 11 in the Annex show specifically the comparative 

statistics involved. It should be noted Mat the increased profits previously 
defined in the caaes given as examples are based on the assumption that 
trained personnel is used both in the older and the newer plants. By no 
means should it be assumed that training is required only for the operation 
of modern mills. On the contrary, the improvement in dollar returns would 
lw? specially notable in older plants of fairly large sise. The true difference 
lies in the fact that older plants can be operated by people with less training, 
whereas automated ones cannot. The economic benefits, however, are 
available to both. 
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• At least as regards sugar, the pattern of development in the Industry 
has not followed geographical Unes. It is rather the philosophy of manage- 
ment as regards re-investment of earnings in capital improvements and 
in training which has been the deciding factor. Some of the tarfHt and 
most modern plants in the world are to be found in so-called semi- 
industrialized areas. 

In the industrialized countries, the competition for skilled people on 
the part of other industries is en important factor. In some cases, "»••*- 
ment may be forced to automate. Sugar is a seasonal operation, and steady 
employment is always an attraction that lures qualified men away. 

As a rule, the total national supply of skilled managers and supervisors 
i» lower in semi-industrialized countries. Sugar companies must therefore 
be more aggressive in their training programmes and higher levels of 
efficiency and productivity must be created. 
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TABLE 5.      WORLD SUGAR PRODUCTION (CANK AND HEKT) 

1,000 short torn 

1964/19« 5 1%5/Mtiit; 

NORTH ANO CENTRAL AMERICA* 

Canada (beet) 160 185 

Mexico 2.280 2,541 

United State*, continental 

{beet) 3.320 3,000 

(cene) 1,147 1,100 

Hawaii 1.200 1,200 

Netto Meo 897 1,000 

ViifiB blandi si 'he United Stete« 4 10 

, •titiih Honduras 37 42 

Coita Mea 110 115 

gl Salvador m 1S4 ,: ó 

Guatemala \» 1» 

Honduras 34 4» 

Nicaragua 1» 129 

Panama 83 tifi 

Cuba «,CQ0 6,6« 

Domiaicafl Reputine 9» 900 

Guadeloupe 204 207 

Haiti «2 70 
'.* 

Jatnatea M? SÎ1 

Maltinte»* T7 80 i 
TrtiMdad aad Tobago 2« 314 1 
WQft HWMt 

IHtudm aso 212 
il 

Laowerd end Windward Midi a» 63 

Total Not* ami Cernei America t«,«n 11,720 
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SOUTH AMERICA * 

Argentina 

Bolivia 

Brazil 

Mitfih Guiana 

Chile (bMt) 

.; Colombia 

Ecuador 

NtafHay 

fem 

•?! ««rtaam 

m VvV^BNV f¿lB^P"aW »JMfW % 

total SoHtfi Amtrica 

WtSTttN EUMOra^ 

Anuria 

Selgtem tai Uavntmug 

Desinarli 

pjBUnd 

ftaan 

Gonna»?, rod. Rap. 

Cuoce 

Italy 

¡«tthcfUa* 

Forage! 

1*OOO)WJW f^i^av ^ovo^ia^vvvw 

Spain (cam «ad boot) 

Straten 

Swiuerleod 

United Kingdom 

Total Western Europe 

1,000 soon tor« 

1964/1965 1965/1966 

1.077 1,237 

86 80 

4.1S3 4,677 

37« 380 

133 166 

4SI SM 

130 1« 

66 SO 

881 904 

11 17 

84 74 

3*4 434 

7,371 8,676 

366 2t>2 

«87 600 

84« 801 

SO 66 

2,846 2,676 

8,310 1,797 

73 77 

167 134 

1,0» It»« 

100 eoo 

18 18 

678 586 

396 376 

«1 67 

1,130 1,002 

10,0*6 9,470 
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EASTERN EUROPE" 

Albani« 

tutgwi* 

CntctwitovAki« 

EMttia G**tn*ny 

Haaguy 

reta** 

YagpiUvit 

Tatti 

SMMi tatal tMBfW 

DM* (tump «a Art*» 

AMBCA* 

tUmpla 

U*ft*d A «A M|MtHic 

Coat«. Dwaeetttlc tapabtte 

K*ftyt 

UgW** 

Malata «ni«*»»« 

«Mb Africa, ItepuMie of 

SWttilMd 

Otttt Atrteaa CMR»*W 

1,000 »hon w> 

1964/1966 

t.t» 

ft,«M 

11,1» 

w 
4« 

3» 

41 

1« 

14t 

tft 

Ü1 

ltttyitN 

1« If 

STO ltl 

1.801 1.111 

l.Wt 

Ml 

m 
«• 

M 

n 
m 
tv 
ut 

I I 

i 

m m 
l.** t*Wf 

u« Ml 

it« Ml 

l.tlî I,** 
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1,000 ttort toni 

ASIA* 1964/1965 lUiIS/l'-1»'« 

Iran (beet «nd cane) 222 22" 

Turkey (Europe and Atu) (beet) UTC 6S3 

China (mainland) (cane and b«ci) 1.318 1,3í)0 

China (Taiwan) 9S3 1,090 

Burma 80 75 
India 4,215 4,624 

liukMMta 716 770 

}apaa (barn and cane)1 
80* 358 

Pakistan m 36C 

PkUfptflM 1,73« 1,967 

fcyalrfatAMb STO SI 7 

THaiUnd Î74 2*3 

Oém AMan eomam (caw «ad anta 144 163 

Tout Alia 

OCEANIA* 

Aewraiia 

-. fui 

J Total Oceania 

Cane (TCfW ntoducttoa} 

j •MI (mrtd traducilo«) 

Grandmai 
•m 
Si 

11,130 

Í.198 

330 

8,482 

3Í.Í97 

«a.oM 

71,932 

J 
* DM* rate oady a» 
b Onta refer only te 

i otacwia* indicated, 
i otfceiwi» indicated. 

e Caa« ptcdwtioa bagaa in 19BV1960. 

12,340 

aja* 

300 

8,81* 

41,061 

83,300 

69,991 

1 





Chapter 1 

THE LEATHER AND SHOE INDUSTRIES* 

HiF I.KATHFM TAN\I\X; INDI'STHV 

The tanning and production of leather is one of the oldest craft« known 
to man. The procès« by which the hides or- «'tin» of animals, fish reptiles 
and birds are transformed into leather through chemical treatment is known 
as tanning.   Ail leathers are produced by means of various chemical processe* 

Unlike industries requiring more massive plants and equipment, the 
tanning and production of leather may be undertaken by, a work force of one 
man, or it may involve a large plant with a« many as a thousand or moie 
workers. There are infinite variations in the type and qualitv of hide pro- 
cessed, the size of plant* and their degree of modernity, the types of equip 
ment, and other variable factor» not normally found in the more monolithic 
process industries, in which the equipment tend« to dominate the procès* and 
labour is of relatively «mall importance. 

Thus, a "tannery" producing "leather" may mean anything from a one 
man operation producing crude-finished leather to the more sophisticated 
large plant handling 5,000 or more hides a day. 

Background conmifarationii 

The characteristics which have made leather an important product for 
huirán use from earliest time» continue to maintain it« competitive value in 
•r-t» oí innumerable substitute«. The word "leather" denote« a varietv of 
product« ranging fron» extremely »oft, flexible type* which can be sewn'into 
garment« to those that can be used for footwear or for many industrial 
purpose«. Two outstanding characteristic« of leather are ita property to 
breathe" and its corollary property to "insulate". These characteristics 

are especially valuable in the manufacture of footwear, since the fibrous 
structure of leather permit* foot perspiration to be evaporated through the 
invisible pores. 

In a competitive economy, an efficient tannery operation raises not only 
production problems, but requires the necessary adaptation to a total 
marketing and merchandising system. In planning optimal production.inflnite 
varieties of leather, colour, style, process and end product must he taken 
into account. In a competitive economy, a truly successful tannery pro- 
duction requires constant, speedy and sensitive reactions to shifts in sales 
trends. One of the most important decisions which developers of new tanning 
plants in developing countries must take is whether it is in the interest of 
both the manufacturer and the national economy to aim at producing relatively 
low-quality and low-cost leather for domestic consumption, or to attempt to 

Ttiiichjpicr is haied on an unpuhlufied paper pfepared for  UNIDO  by Philip P. Kelly. 
CmiulUnt. 

I raining 
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produce more sophisticated products with better potential for export and 

foreign expansion. 
Hide prices are generally more volatile than leather prices. Thin is 

due in part to the fact thnt. the production of leather involves definite time 
sequences; tannery production cannot respond as quickly as the hide and 
»kin market to price fluctuations. 

A number of countries control hide exports in order that local tanners 
and manufacturers may have adequate supplies of hides and leather. Thus, 
in March 1966, the United States Department of Commerce placed quota re- 
strictions on exports of cattle hides. The shift in the United States imports 
and exports of hide during the past nine years provides some insight into the 
dvnamic« of the world cattle market. 

The production of most hides is a sideline, since hides are a by-product 
of meat production. As a by-product, the hide constitutes only 5 to 10 per 
cent of the value of an animal such as a steer. Thus, the meat or packing 
indu«trv influences to a great extent the typt of home-produced hides avail- 
able in any given country. For example, in countries where it would be un- 
economic to slaughter youne animals, certain types of hides would not 
normally be available in large amount«. Thus in a country where calves are 

'not »laughtercd, it Is difficult to sustain a tannery producing calf skin. Thi» 
makes it difficult to establish tanneries in countries where goats, kid«, 
iambs and sheep are the predominant source» of meat production. The skin« 
of such animal« are useful for high-cost or high-fashion »hoes, but are not 
suitable for ordinary low-cout footwear. 

Importance of raw hide supply 

Much more than in other industries, variations in the quantity and quality 
of the unfinished raw material (hide) plays an important part in determining 
not only the production capacity of the tannery, but also the end quality and 
hence the value of the leather produced. Accordingly, studies in the tannery 
industry must begin with the determination of the volume and quality of the 
basic raw material. It is of dubious validity to base measure« of plant ef- 
ficiency merely on production volume indices, because the optimization of 
plant capacity depends on achieving optimal production in term« of quality 
as well a« of quantity, in order to achieve maximum processibility. 

As noted above, one of the most essential conditions for the development 
of the tanning and leather Industrie» is the supply of raw material. Below 
are lUted some of the many factor« which can influence the quality of the 
hide before it is delivered to the tannery: 

(a) Prior to slaughtering: breeding (good basic «tock); climatic factor«; 
an mal diet; the animal's age and «ex; the purpose for which the animal 1« 
bred (a cow bred for high milk production, or a «heep bred for long wool 
will yield a thin hide or «kin); pasturage (cattle reared on «crabby or brush 
pasture« may have many hide aeratene«); control of parasite» »uch as tick« 
and lice; control of disease; branding and other identification mark«; 
•cratches or blemishes from horn«, wire etc; the manner in which the 
animal dies (improper slaughter may produce bruises and other blemishes). 
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(b) After slaughtering: time lag in flaying (skinning); improper handling 
(dragging animal over abrasive ground or surfaces); improper flaying; im- 
proper drying or curing (hides must be carefully dried or "wet-salted" to 
prevent deterioration); use of wire or other means of tying up the raw hides; 
improper trucking or transport; damage from exposure to sun or rain; 
damage by ants,  beetles, rati or vermin;   improper curing. 

For the reason« given abovo, it \a obvious that even hides of comn.on 
origin, such as those of cattle, can and will vary widely in quality. 

Other requirements 

Having underlined the necessity of »nauring a steady flow of quality hides, 
we may now consider some of the other osaential factors in tannery operation, 
such a* adequate supply of good water, preferably soft (hard water may be 
used but requires treatment). Other major considerations for the selection 
of plant location are; 

(a) Adequate transportation facilities »or carrying raw hides to the 
tannery and finished leather to markets. 

(a)  Electrical power (except for very snail plants). 
(c) Adequate sewage or other means of disusing of the large amounts of 

watery wastes and other material« resulting fron the tanning process. 
(d) Tanning material« and other essential supplies, such as calcium 

hydrate (Urne), sodium bichromate, ammonium clloride or sulphate, sugar, 
sulphur dioxide, oils and fats, dyes and other filUBlIng materials. 

In many cases, the latter may be available in tht local economy; toother 
case«, it may be indicated to develop local means of »upply before resorting 
to importation of materials. 

Plant and equipment 

Tanneri*« are not excessively complex in structure er equipment (see 
Figure V.O.   The type of equipment used is fairly well «andar di zed.   Some 

ï consultants have recommended the purchase of guaranteed reconditioned 
equipment to diminish capitalization costs. Tables V. 1 and 2 list personnel 
and equipment required for running a small tannery producing upper «hoe 
leather and processing eight tons of green cattle hides per day. It appears 
from these Tables that the total estimated fit would be 4V, comprising ? 
managers and tupervisor«, 34 operative and 6 non-operative personnel. 

Turning materiale 

The two roost con. man methods of tanning leather are vegetable tanking 
and chrome tanning. The oldest source of tanning material or "tannin" is 
found in various types of vegetable matter. Tannin is present in almost every 
plant, but is most generally obtained from tree bark.   It is alio found in 

sW 
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fruits, leave«, roots and wood. The tannin obtained from each species of 
plant has its own special properties, and makes a firmer or softer leather 
with special qualities of toughness, flexibility or colour, as the case may 
be. The wood of the quebracho tree of South America supplies more than 
three-fourths of the United States imports of tanning material«. 

In general, vegetable tanning is a long and slow process and is widely 
used in the production of sole leather for shoes. Vegetable tanning produces 
firmer and more water-resistant leather than chrome tanning and is generally 
used for the heavier leathers. 

Chrome tanning is a more modern, speedy and efficient process than 
vegetable tanning, but requires closer supervision and control because of the 
volatility of the chrome liquors. Most shoe uppers. glo\ es and garments 
are made of foam-tanned light hides and skins. Any hide or akin, however, 
may be tanned by either process and used Tor virtually any purpose. Some 
leathers are tanned by a combination of the two processes. 
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TABLE V,    1.    ADMINISTRATIVE PERSONNEL FOR A SMALL 
TANNERY (PROCESSING 8 TONS GREEN CATTLE HIDES/DAY) 

A.   Maiiai}«tieni and tupervtioty percome! 

Manager 1 
Cheniist 1 
Bookkeeper 1 
Superintendent 1 
General foreman 1 
Maintenance tpecialitt 1 
Stationery engineer 1 

Total A 

».    tithai indirect labour 

stenographer 
Office clerk 
Janitor 

Utility man 
Tnek driver 

» 
1 
1 
1 
1 
i 

Total B         * 6 

Orami total 13 

The tanning process 

The stages through which a hide pauses from the .time it is rect.-iv«>d in 
a tannery to the time it is shipped may be broadly summarized as followH: 

(a)   Hide house receiving,  sorting and storing; 
(h) BeamhouHf preparing far tanning hy the* process of soaking, liming, 

unhairing,  fleshing and pickling; 
'c) Tanning, including secondary stage« of stamping and sorting, a« 

well as slitting,  shaving and drying; 
(d) l'inai finishing, including drying, gamming, staking, ironing and 

other finishing treatments prior to the final step«; 
(e) Measuring,  sorting, grading; 
(f) Bundling and shipping. 
Figures V. 2 to 4 and the brief description of the tanning process that 

follows them may help<to understand better the problems involved in tannery 
management. 
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TABLE V.   2.    EQUIPMENT AND OPERATIVE PERSONNEL FOR A 
SMALL TANNERY (processing 8 tons green cattle hides/day) 

Department 
Unit» 

Job title 
No. of Total 

needed nerionnel partormel 

A.    Hi déboute 

Monorail «yitem 1 inipectot 
Fofk-lift truck 1 Hauler 
Hide »c*)e I Sorter 

Operator 
Stamping machin« 1 Inspector 
Chemical »tarage bin»* 

Total A S 

B.   Seamhouie 

Soaking »»»• 2 
Liming racla 15 Uquotmen 8 
Unhatring machine 1 Mojuormen 8 
Fielhing machine t Operator» 
Trimming beami* 8 Trimmer 
Rounding testet* 2 Rounder 
Delinking vat 1 Inspector 
Hating reel 1 Uojtertnan 
Portable truck» S Hauler 
Fork-lift truck 1 Hauler 
Otter equipment 

Total! IS 

C. Tannât y 

Tannic drum LienamaJt 1 
Sating out machina Stamper«, enrten 8 
Second i anting dram Ueaionnan 
Stamping machine Stamper 
Splitting machine Operator. 
Shaving machine Operator 
Dyeing drum Operator 
OUtnfoff machtne Operator 
Measuring machine Operator 
Qtyinf rack» Operate*» 
Staking maeMnea OkwraMt 
nttfHng machine« Operator 
Seaaoninj beachei Operator 
(Sating macUae» 8 
Ironing machine 1 

O*«« toot» 

Total C If 

Grand total 

"Can be mad* at home 

fÊÊÊÊÊ 
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The initial steps in both vegetable and chrome tanning are basically 
similar. The procedures and their sequence vary with the tanner and the 
stock which is processed. 
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Most of the hides and «kins arrive at the tannery green-salted. Hides 
ami akii.j are first soaked from two to forty-eight hours to remove ail traces 
of salt or other preservative agent« and dirt. This is done in vat* or paddle 
whec-1* made of wood and put together without the use of iron nails. Piping 
and putips used in filling the vats with water and chemicals should be of 
brass or bronze. 

After the skins are washed they are fed into a fleshing machine. This 
machine dcps not reduce the «kin« to uniform thickness but it does remove 
all the au ft tissue. 

The "fleshed" skinj are transferred to the bea.mhouse, where they are put 
into a series of vats or paddle wheels containing solutions of lime which vary 
in strength. The lime softens the skins, loosens the hair at its root and re- 
moves most of the soluble fats contained in the skin. 

mmmmmtlÊm J 
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The stock ia moved each day while in the vat, and from one vat to another 
containing stronger solutions of lime and sodium sulphide. Liming takes 
from three to seven days. 

At the end of this period, the skins are unhaired with blunt knives 
operated by hand or by machines which are equipped with a cylinder to which 
are attached, in staggered form, a series of blunt knives. 

The action of the lime swells all the particles of flesh left from the first 
floshing operation and tends to make the fleshy side of the skin quite rough. 
The skins are then put through the fleshing machines a second time to pro- 
duce a smooth,  fleshy side. 
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Si-udding" is the operation of removing the epidermis hair roots, pigment 
i tils ariti litui1 sails from the grain nide of a hide before tanning. 

"Mating" is a uelinung operation accomplished by steeping the skin?, in 
,. fermenting solution. The bating solution contains an enzyme and a lime 
neutralize!-. The skins are washed in cold water and hung on drying racks 
¡<>r draining. 

At this stage, the further treatment of the skins depends on the choice 
between cgetable tanning and mineral tanning (chrome). In vegetable tanning. 
the tannin combines with the protein of the skin and converts it into leather. 
(Nearly all the hides intended for use as sole leather are vegetable-tai.ned, ) 

The leather intended for the upper part of shoes is nearly always tanr* d 
in chrome. Chrome-tanned skins, after thev are properly treated with greases 
and oil«, lend themselves to many mechanical uses in which flexibility is 
important. The processing of hides into finished upper leather takes approxi- 
mately 15 days; the processing of sole leather by the vegetable process takes 
approximately 35 to 80 days. 

Vegetable tanning 

In vegetable tanning, the hides which are to be used as sole leather are 
soaked in various mixtures of tannin. The early stages of the process are 
carried out in vats equipped »rtth "rockers", and the hides are rocked back 
and forth, since the tanning agent must diffuse through the whole cross- 
section of the hide. This operation may take several days or weeks, according 
to the quality desired. 

The hides are taken out of the rockers, washed thoroughly and put into 
tanning drums, and milled with concentrated tanning extracts in order to 
enhance the solidity of the leather. They are then put into vats or drutnp 
containing warm tanning liquors for at least three days. 

The hides are removed,from the vats and piled flat, or hung on racks 
to drain overnight. Then they are put through wringers which remove the 
excess fluid. In the next stage they are "set". This operation consists in 
putting the hides through a high-pressure machine which smoothes and re- 
moves all the wrinkles. 

The hides are taken out and put through a bleaching solution for a very 
short period of between one to five minutes. They are first put into a weak 
solution containing an alkali, then in water, and then in a weak acid solution. 
Taken out of the acid solution, they are washed thoroughly and put through the 
wringer before they are "stuffed". 

The leather is placed in large revolving drums which are heated by hot 
air or steam. While the drums are in motion, hot oils and special greases 
are Introduced so that the fibres of the hides may become thoroughly lubri- 
cated. The same operation is repeated after the hides are dried. The leather 
is taken out and dried slowly for a period of three to seven days. The hides 
in the dry condition are rough and wrinkled and are piled down to "crust" for 
five to ten day». 

The crusted hides are then dipped in water and mulled in a room containing 
saturated moisture. After three or four days the hides are damp and quite 
flexible throughout.    At this stage,  a mixture of soap, wax and oil Is applied 
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to the grain sido. The final operation in making ..ule leather consist« in 
rolling the hides with mechanical rollers in order to compress tin- fibres and 
make the hides smooth. The hides are next hung in a hot dry room. When 
they are quite dry, the grain wide is brushed to bring out a polish on the 
surface of the leather. 

Mineral tanning (chrome) 

Mineral tanning mainly involves the use of chemicals containing chrome. 
Chrome-tanned leathers are used for shoe uppers and for many mechanical 
purposes in which the stretching of the leather is not a disadvantage. 

Chrome tanning starts after the bating operation. The hides are pickled 
in a solution of sulphuric -<cid and salt. Pickling neutralizes all the alkali 
after bating and removes thn water from the fibres. The whole action takes 
from four to eight hours and is carried out in paddle wheels. The skins or 
hides are removed and hung on racks to drain for at least twenty- four hours. 

There are two ways of chrome tanning; one is a one-bath process and 
the other a two-bath one. 

hi the two- bath process, the pickled skins are placed in a drum containing 
a solution of sodium bichromate, salt and sulphuric acid, and milled until 
the cross section of the hide shows penetration of the chemicals. More acid 
is added and the milling is continued for an hour or so. Sufficient amounts 
of sodium thiosulphate are then introduced so as to reduce the sodium bi - 
Chromate into chromium sulphate. The reduction is indicated by a change in 
the colour of the solution from orange to blue-green. 

In the one-bath process, the sodium bichromate is reduced before the 
hides are put into it. The tanning liquor is prepared by the interaction 
between sodium bichromate, sulphuric acid, sugar and water. The resulting 
solution contains sodium sulphate, chromium sulphate, water and carbon 
dioxide. The hides are put into tanning drums containing water and the above 
mentioned solution, and milled from five to ten hours. They are then taken 
out and drained. 

The hides are wrung and sorted to determine which ones would be 
suitable for colouring and other treatments. 

Every kind of leather is treated with an appropriate oil or greise so 
that the fibres (which are in the form of knotted bundles) may be thoroughly 
lubricated. This treatment makes the leather flexible and increases its 
strength. Fatliquoring is done when the leather has arrived at the final stage 
and is still wet. A number of oils, both animal and mineral, are used. It 
is customary to include some emulsifying agent such as soap or sulphonated 
oils in the fatliquor. The operation takes less than an hour, after which the 
.toek is removed from the drums and allowed to drain. The leather is put 
through wringing and setting machines to remove the moisture and wrinkles 
and is then allowed to dry quickly. When the leather is sufficiently dry. it 
is stretched and pasted over enamelled boards. 

Once the leather is dry. it is trimmed all around and made ready for 
the purchaser. 
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Quality control ampectx 

The production of high quality leather involves the standardization and 
control of both raw materials and goods in process. Constant control of 
chemical batches and processes is naturally of primary importance. In 
addition to the basic costs of hides and raw material, the continuous move 
ment of the hides through the various processes is one of the major aspects 
of tannery production. The difference between the production of high, medium 
or low quality hides or skins lies in the control ot a number of chemical and 
machine processes. In general, a small, elite staff of managers and 
technicians is essential; much of the labour requirements call for relatively 
low degrees of unskilled or semi-skilled manpower. 

The training of managerial and technical staff 
for tanneries 

It is difficult to generalize about such a broad topic, especially in dealing 
with Industrie* where production processes, equipment and end-product« 
vary so widely. (Inforroationontheorganizationofa modern tannery company 
is given in Figure V.5.) It is also obviously much more difficult to start a 
tannery in areas where none existed before. Training and development are 
easier in areas where there are either formal educational resources or 
established tanneries which can provide a nucleus of trained manpower. It 
is significant that some of the developing and semi-developed countries have 
better educational and research institutes in the leather branc i than some 
of the more mature economies, Countries such as Indonesia, Irdia, Tu-key 
and the united Arab Republic are among those where formalized training 
and research is available in either special training centres or research 
institutes. 

Tannery managers 

There seems to be general consensus that one experienced, highly 
qualified tannery expert can, in two years, set up and train a modest-sized 
tannery production force. In the United States, for example, where school» 
of leather tanning and processing are almost inexistent, most general 
managers of tanneries have come up from the ranks after years of experienoe. 
The newer crop of United States managers may possess college degrees in 
chemistry, engineering or business administration. However, despite con- 
tinued efforts to institute scientific quality control of tannery processes, it is 

t_-       also recognized that "there is no substitute for experience"  in forming 
[ , a qualified general manager. In a competitive economy, a man qualified to 

manage a modern, high-quality tannery would require a minimum of five 
. years of experience in addition to a college degree, preferably with at least 
j some emphasis on chemistry. 

\ * Tannery chemiata 
í > 
|| The same holds true for chemists:  a graduate chemist would require a 

minimum of two to three years of experience before qualifying as an expert. t 4 
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Tannery foremen 

A foreman in a new plant can be trained within two years, with the help 
of certain training programmes such as "Leather chemistry for foremen" - 
a basic course in chemistry already developed by consultants. (Such courses 
can easily be taught by plant personnel, by consultant* or by instructors in 
nearby educational institutions.) The number of foremen required by tanneries 
varies according to size of plant and production level. Figure V. 6 illustrates 
the number of foremen required in modern united States tanneries of dif- 
ferent sizes. 

Number of foremen required 

}(» ruoWday 400-600 
hidce/Aiy 

Tannery 
auperviaor 

Hid* 
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Bean 
home 

Tannini 
room 

Shaving and 
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M   Finiehing 

-   SUff*»* 

l.OuO * 
hioWday 

3 
3 
3 
3 
] 
3 
3 
3 
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no, V. A  ftoiuction nynUoty ttàtt fot medtm UniM stata* Uuuuttu otdittumt «1st» 
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Other tannery specialists 

Problems in training, other management and technical p irsonnel will vary 
greatly according to the area in which the tanne.-y is located the availabiliiv 
of supplementary parts and services, the degree of automation, tannery pro- 
duction processes and volume etc. Generally speaking, the minimum tech- 
nical staff required are a m«yter mechanic (preferably a machinist) and a 
fully qualified electrician. The normal training time for a person of this 
calibre is at least four years,   not counting the experienci necessary. 

Labour force 

The greater portion of the labour force need onl> consist o." relatively 
little skilled personnel, but this again is preatly affected by the inter- 
relationship between raw material, processes, equipment and end product. 
(For estimated training timt see Table V. 3. ) 

Table V.3 shows &u estimated work force, compiled by an experienced 
tannery manager, designed to operate a tannery capable of processi ig 1,000- 
1,200 raw cattle hides (average weight 50 lb. ) into upper shoe leather» and 
«plits, each day, on a one-shift basis. Production output at this plant is 
estimated at 35-45,000 sq.ft. of upper shoe leather, unprocessed splits, 
15-20,000 sq.ft. lo be end as by-product. (For total manpower require- 
ments, including general management and administration, see Table V. 4, 
column 1. ) 

An example of an excellent two-year apprenticeship programme for the 
leather industry is shown in the Annex. Programme* such as this, ciupled 
with a programme such as "Leather chemistry 'or foremen" mentioned ibove 
are extremely useful, not only for training a skilled work force but also for 
ensuring a future supply of potential foremen and middle management 
personnel, oyer a period of five years. In general, the basic requirements 
for advancement beyond the unskilled labour grades would include the ability 
to read, write and handle simple business arithmetic. 

Administrative personnel 

Administrative and clerical personnel are essential to the smooth 
function ng of any organization, in most cases, with the exception of the 
accounting department, persons skilled in stenography, typing, filing ind 
elemental v hookkeeoing can be recruited at high school level 

THE SHOE INDUSTRY 

Since, ir» sm„c developing countrie», it may bt, feasible to consider 
integrating tannery production with a shoe factory, this brief section on tue 
«hoe industry is included. (For purposes of information, the estimated world 
production of non-rubber footwear from 1930 to 1963 is given in Table V.5 ) 
•Vmle a detailed study of so obviously complex an industry cannot be made in 
HIS brief report,  some basic indications may be provided. 
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TABLE V.   3.     DIRECT LABOUR REQUIREMENTS CODED BY 
DEGREE OF LABOUR SPECIALIZATION(8-hour shifts unless 
otherwise indicated) 

Tannery are« 
Labour skill 

code* 
Job title 

No. of 
workers 

Total 

Hide cellar A Trimmers/toners 8 

A Hauling kandiert 
(Fork truck) 4 12 

Beam B Floormcn (U<niormen)b 4 

A Puller» (sulphate or lime) 
( pan-time) 

4 

- 
B Flesh machine operatori 

(part-time) 
4 
2 

A Trimmers 4 

A Central labourers 2 

B Pork ouck operators 2 28 

Tannery B Plootmen (Uquormen)b 4 

B Posit truck operator 1 

A Plier (labourer) 1 

B Setting out machine orx¡moti 4 

B Stamperi 2 

B Sorter 1 

A Runner (labourer) 3 

a Splitting machine feeders 6 

A Splitting machine puller 6 

B shaver operators 7 88 

Cota*»«» I incomer* (tabouret!) S 

t UquomenF 4 

A Labourers 8 

I Bttfiag ont men « m 
Btytog A* Patting machine operato»* 9 

A Drying machine operatoti 4 

A Samming (part-time) 8 

B Staken                   • 6 

B Toggle» («etching) 8 

B Re-ttaken 4 32 

. A 
l'-H 
if 

i Li 

it 
1* 

•3|r 

'•3 

_I 
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TABLE   V.  3.    (cont.) 

Tannery are* labour skill 
code* 

Buffing 

Seasoning 

B 

8 

• 

» 

I 

• 

Job title 

Buffe ric 

Cru« tonen 

Labourers 

Hand teawneri 

Colouring palm nuxet 

Uonlng^Uünc machine 
operetof 

Sorte«, meaiurert, 

Measurers 

Serrer« 

Gen« a J labourer! 

Grané tout 

lei 

No, of 
workers Total 

12 

fi 

20 

t 

S 

4 

4 

4 

20 

41 

* Uboar iklll code (minimal mining):   A futtklUed) - 1 day to 1 week; B (»mi-*illed) 
1 week to 4 weeks; C ((killed) -  1 :   ti montiti. 

b 24-hour operation - a ttitf:*. 
c 16-hour operation - 2 trufa. 

It lias been said that there Is no standardized product known as a shoe 
It la indeed true that the shoe industry, even more so than the leather industry 
is very difficult to reduce to simple comparative analyses, for here again is 
an industry which can vary in size and quality of production from a one-man 
•hop producing inexpensive sandals to a completely integrated shoe combine 
which may own its own slaughter houses and tanneries and employ thousands 
of workers. 

The shoe industry is extremely complex, on account of the infinite variety 
of raw materials which may be used in manufacturing shoes, the wide rang« 
of lasts, models and styles, and the changes due to the process and machinery 
used. 

The industry is also subject to geographical and cultural forcea, and 
these forces interact in different ways in different economies. For example, 
in a developing nation where the basic need may be to produce the simplest 
kind of durable footwear to proteet feet from bruises and disease, sales and 
marketing problems will differ greatly from those that «rise in a more 
affluent society, where the dominant influence in shoe sales may be the latest 
trend in fashion. Even in the developed economie«, however, wide vari- 
ations exist from one company to another. A comparison between two 
United States companies will be found in the following paragraph». 
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The first company concentrates on producing only four or five basic 
modela In men's shoes and two basic models in women's shoe». It produces 
a limited line of shoes for infants, children and young men and women. The 
factory manufactures 50 per cent of these basic models with cement processed 
solea and 50 per cent with vulcanized soles, and turns out approximately 
7^200 pairs of shoes a day with a labour force of only 230 workers. Sales 
are made directly to large chains so that sales overhead is minimal or non- 
existent. Most of these shoes sell for a retail price ranging from $US4to 
$US6. 

The second company manufactures only top quality women's dress shoes, 
ami sells directly to selected leading department stores and womens" speciality 
shops throughput the nation. The production line of this factory is almost 
the reverse of that of the first. As many as 200 different sample shoes are 
made for the sale« staff and these are, of course, available in a variety of 
leathers and fabrics. Order and production runs may be as low as 18 dozen 
of any given type. The work force of 110 baa a large nucleus of older, high- 
skilled craftsmen. Daily production is approximately 450 pairs; these shoes, 
however, sell for a retail price ranging from $US35 to $US40 a pair. 

Table* V. 6 and 7 give further information on these two united States 
factories and on two other factories in developing areas. Figure V. 7 shows 
the organization of the corporate and plant management and maintenance 
staff of the factory mentioned in paragraph 58 (production - 7,200 pairs of 
shoes/day). 

While it is posHible to produce shoes entirely by hand, even countries 
with a large supply of inexpensive manpower may find it useful to analyse 
in detail the advantages offered by modern machinery. There are now nearly 
10,000 machine and tool patents for shoe-making equipment, and newer 
machines, along with innovations in materials and process, are promising 
to open new possibilities in show production technology. For example, new 
drying equipment may now make it feasible to establish two or more shifts 
in other shoe factories. (One of the limiting factors in the past had been the 
time required for drying at certain steps in the process. ) 

The use of new glues and cements is replacing to a great extent the old 
practice of hand stitching. As regards low-cost shoes, there is little doubt 
that shoes manufactured by the cement or vulcanizing process offer great 
advantages In strength, durability and cost. 

For example, the more recent statistics available on the United States 
shoe production (Table V. 8) show that the soles of approximately 60% of the 
shoes produced were made by the cement, vulcanizing or injection-moulded 
processes. 

JVew material* and procemmem 

| ; This leads to another steady trend, that is, towards the use of plastic or 
i rubber-based soles and heels.   Here is one expert's summary regarding this 
p_ development: 

j 
I "Many factors are responsible for the popularity of vir.yl-bottom shoes. 
I ! They did not appear in great numbers because the consumer demanded 
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TABLE V. 8.     BREAKDOWN OF UNITED STATES SHOE 
PRODUCTION BY BASIC CONSTRUCTION (in percentage) 

1959 l!h» lutil 

Welted 

Prcwelts 

McKay 

Tuïni 

Stitch-doviru 

Wood or metal 
fattened 

Cemented* 

Lock-Mitch 

Vulcanized 

Injection moulded 

Qlk«fb 

Total 

19.0 

1.4 

1.9 

0.2 

9.5 

0.4 

5G.3 

6.4 

c 

G 

4.9 

100.0 

18.6 

1.2 

l.tì 

0.1 

8.6 

0.3 

57. fi 

6.0 

0.1 

e 

6.0 

100.0 

17.1S 

1.3 

1.2 

0.1 

7.1 

0.2 

57.9 

6.0 

7.4 

0.7 

0.9 

100.0 

rji¡2 

ico 

l.i 

l.i 

o.i 

ft. a 

0.2 

57.2 

6.a 

10,2 

1.2 

0.7 

100.0 

lìMW 

lft.1 

1.0 

o. a 

o.i 

4.7 

V7, ft 

7.5 

10.6 

1.8 

O.tí 

100.0 

Source:  National au* Manufactui« Awociation, Records. 
• {«eludei "tilt» l«<ed". 
b Include! moMly toft »lei and mixed prace« type*, 
c Ho data available. 

them. Nor did they appear because the cost of the raw materials that go 
iato the compound la below that of other material« for rubber soling of 
comparable quality. The primary factor was that the combined costs of 
raw materials and total fabrication enabled the shoe manufacturer to offer 
the consumer a good product for a fair price which, in due course, became 
either a better product for the same price, or as good a product for less. 
While it is true that vinyl shoe bottoms were beginning to appear on more 
or less conventional shoe constructions prior to direct moulding processes, 
the real stimulant came with the introduction of shoes with vinyl bottoms 
injected directly onto shoe uppers. This stimulated an accelerated usage 
of premoulded soles and other soling materials. The combination quickly 
offered the buying public a wide choice of styleB and types, all of which 
turned in an excellent performance for the consumer. This, In turn, 
created a consumer demand for vinyl as such. 

"The adaptability of vinyl to shoes probably was assured ever* before 
that point, however. The acceptance of cement constructions with materials 
other than vinyls paved the way for vinyl soles. The elimination of manu- 
facturing steps both in raw material conversion and in shoemaking gave 
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additional impetus.     The  resulting  high value for  low coat made   the 
difference. 

"Direct-moulded v.'nyl bottoms offer the long-range advantage of 
eliminating the intermediate step of forming and preparing a bottom for 
application to the shoe. Theoretically, it comes more nearly to the desired 
objective of moving several raw materials, blended in proper proportions, 
directly onto a Bhoe. It has the disadvantage of being somewhat limited in 
styling, with less flexibility in scheduling, and being dependent upon large 
production volume on a given condition. Premoulded vinyl soles with heels 
attached give greater flexibility in these areas while adding some cost. 
Both methods are presently widely used and the pros and cens for either 
are controversial. The fact that both methods are sound and yield an 
excellent cost-to- value ratio is not controversial. These two types of 
construction with vinyls give the consumer a sound shoe with excellent 
wear at reasonable prices. These will continue to be in demand until some- 
thing better comes along, some new product with superior wear qualities 
which still can be marketed at popular prices. For example, a premoulded 
unit sole made of thermo- setting elastomeric compounds, prefitted to a 
last, and attached in the same manner as the vinyls, will share this market. 
This is a reasonable assumption since compositions that will perform 
equally as well from a wear standpoint are more slip resistant, more 
readily distinguishable from the now commonplace prefit vinyl soles, more 
common today... 

"... Women's fashion shoes will continue on soling other than vinyls 
tor some time to come. The need for exceptional wear does not exist, 
while other soling characteristics more common to high-grade rubber 
synthetic materials and leather are needed. Under these circumstances, 
there is little inducement, if any, to switch to vinyl. The same thing holds 
true for women's flatties, which are merchandised in the very competitive 
low brackets. Adequate wear and general performance are obtained from 
the far-less expensive rubber compositions. Until vinyl sheeting can be 
priced below present cheap compositions, usage in this lightweight, casual 
field will be limited to specialties. 

"There is room, however, for heavier weight, cemented vinyls on 
service type shoes of all kinds. The additional wear expected from this 
type shoe, combined with the presently popular demand for vinyl for 
vinyl'« sake, justifies the continued and somewhat expanded PVC usage. 
However, this market will not stampede to vinyls, Too many good rubber 
polymer-based solings are available at less cost, and in all casen give 
adequate wear. As a matter of fact, for comparable cost, new rubber 
compositions that will actually outwear PVC now are being made available. 

"Thus, it would appear that vinyls have found a home on shoe« via 
the route of economics".1 

1
   TERETTA, P. "Vinyl Heetiind Sote«", Ttehnteai Journal <»/ rtf .Vano««/ Shor Manu/trfurr»    tiuia 

ation. Vol. 2, No. 2 (Miylb&f). 
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Shoe factory processe» 

Despite the diversities outlined above, certain generalizations can be 
made. The modern shoe factory is normally divided into the following eight 
operating departments: 

(a) Upper cutting - cutting room; 
(b) Upper cutting -   stitching room; 
(c) Stock fitting -  sole leather room; 
(d) Lasting room; 
{e) Bottoming room; 
if) Making room; 
(g) Finishing room; 
(h)  Treeing and packing room. 

A work-flow diagram for a modern single-floor shoe factory is given in 
Figure V.8. The complexity of this highly organized production system is 
increased by the myriad shoe sizes, widths, styles and material» that depart- 
ments muat process in great volume. 

Although many shoe factories operate on a modified-line production basis, 
conveyer belts and general industrial systems are not in common use. Shoe 
factories almost universally use the rack system for moving material fron» 
one operation to another, from the lasting room onwards. 

The sequence of operations through which the raw materials flow in 
the manufacture of shoes in a modern shoe factory varies with the construction, 
design, and style of the shoes. Regardless of the type of shoes being made, 
the general organization and the flow of materials are similar in every 
factory. The present-day plant differs considerably íron¡ the small one-man 
shop of the nineteenth century. There is a similar division of labour, and 
workers specialize on particular jobs requiring very short operational time, 
In view of the fact that most shoes made today in modem factories require 
less than two man hours of labour, an^i that the manufacturing process re- 
quires some 100 or more operations, one can see how little time is devoted 
to each individual operation. 

As was outlined above, the number and qualifications of management, 
technical and supervisory personnel will depend on such variables as factory 
size, automation, modernity of equipment, raw materials, process, end 
products and available work force. In a country such as the United States, 
the high cost of labour, the use of specialized machinery and the keenly 
competitive nature of the industry are the essential factors. Ot'er factors 
also, such as national and local legislation, or the existence or non-existence 
of unions, are obviously of vital importance. In plants such as that of the 
first company mentioned above, the training of new workers is relatively 
easier on account of the high degree of labour specialization and th« fact 
that the work process is broken into many small segments. This peculiar 
characteristic of the industry also makes it easier to establish individual 
incentive wage rates. At the same time, incentives based on reasonable 
work norms are also helpful in decreasing the amount of supervision required. 
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United States shoe factory labour force 

Table V.Í) gives job descriptions of the various operations performed 
bv workers in a United States shoe factory producing approximately 7,200 
pair** of men's, women's and children's low-cost shoes per day, coded by 
degree of labour skill required. (50 percent of the plant's production Is based 
on the remen: sole process;   50 percent on the vulcanizing process.) 

The s hoc industry potential in developing countries 

As we have attempted to show throughout this report, both the leather 
and shoe industries are extremely complex, and extensive feasibility studies 
should be made in depth before moving into these competitive fields. How- 
ever, it must also be pointed out that the relatively low labour rates in some 
developing economies may provide the dynamics for the development of a 
shoe export industry. 

Klgure V.9 shows that there is a direct relationship between imports 
made by developed countries, such as the United States, and the level of 
work wage rages. 

Productivity 

It should iot be assumed, however, that low wage ratos alone can assure 
success in the shoe industry. Productivt^ In this Industry is measured in 
terms if "pairs per man hour" (P. P. M. H. ). As regards shoes made by the 
Goodyear welt process, which is used for most dress shoes for men, the 
present production in modern factories In the United States and Europe is 
approximately 1.25 P. P. M. H. This means that one employee produces ten 
pairs in an eight-hour day. For less complicated processes, P. P. M. ». 
may run as high as 2.75 or 22 pairs per employee for each eight-hour day. 

An expert on shoe production, Claude M. Swinney, in a study of the 
actual daily production in the factories of one Latin American country, found 
that the average daily production was only 5.8 pairs per employee. 

As a result of the low productivity of the shoe workers in this particular 
Latin American country í about half of normal), labour costs were high and 
cheaper materials had to be used, which in turn affected the overall quality 
of the shoes produced. 

The following causes were listed as contributing to this low productivity: 

(a) Antiquated machinery and equipment. (Mo new shoe machinery has 
been developed for 'he production of 200 to 300 pairs a day. The new shoe 
machines combine jobs and do two operations in one, and have a capacity of 
600 to 1,poo or 1,200 pairs a day. ) 

(b) Operators had been allowed to develop the bad habit of doing a lot 
of hand work on the shoes.   This reduces the P. P. M. H. 

(c) A great many plants were malting 3 or 4 processes or runs of sizes, 
which lowers the P. P. M. H. (In many cases the same amount of work was 
being dotie on the cheapest shoe as on the better quality ones). 
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TH E LE A TH ER A N D SHOE IN DU STRI ES ÌTA 

TABLE V.  0.     DIRECT LABOUR FORCE IN A UNITED STATUS 
SHOE FACTORY (PRODUCTION:   7.200 PAIRS/DAY) 

Job title Mí! description No. of worken Labour ikilt code* 

CL ring department 

Cm appert (machine) 
CM lining» 
ttckmoe cunei 
Skivei 

16 
8 
4 

10 

C 

a 
c 
B 

Fitting department 

§ 8-1 5 9
1

 

IS 
10 
• 
e 

t» 
e 

C 
c 
s 
e 
c 
c 

Letting dapanineM 

Pullover machia« operator 
Ae»<nMer for palloni 
Laatar 
Htetetat latan 
U« catar 
beote tacitar 
•ale latear (machine) 
Toa letter (automatic « teai-tawflMtic) 

• 
4 
4 
4 
a 
« 

IS 

c 
• 
c 
II 
B 
• 
• 
C 

•«tornir* deperto»« 

Ccraem oataotet 
Cernevi. fc»*fw*mi 
Vntcaaiaer 

8 
• 
3 

• 
• 
• 

Mate fatali dapartmom • 
Ctg* trimmer 
Heater 

• 
• 

c 
• 

»aching aad/or iwirftwg depttimeat 

Traer 
HatJkomt 
SochUoar 

• 
4 
I 
I 

1 
t 
• 
c* 

IfjasallaMOw • 

Upper tarer 
»achate» be? 
•oaawkar 
CM eteatettlar 

Oppar>raia»r 
Canoa tabellar 

a 
4 
2 
ft 
3 

4 
S 
a 
3 

A 

• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
A 

Total m 
=f ' Labour iklti «sia minimal training): A (ttMhilted) • 1 to 3 weeki; • (ieml-*lUed) 

2 to 3 week»; C fattile*) - 8 te 4 month*. 
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(d) Lack of proper equipment. Operatori were sitting at a bench trying 
to hold the shoe and lait between their knees. A special spring Jack has 
been developed for this job. The jack is attached to a high bench so that the 
operator stands up to do this work. Production will double with the use of the 
special jack. 

(e) Most operators were working on a day basis sad weft not paid for by 
the piece, so that there was little or no Incentive to produce more. 

(f) The shoe workers had set a very stow pace to do their work. 

This brief analysis shows the intricate inter-relationships between 
machinery, equipment, work process, planning and worker traditions. All 
these in turn necessarily have some effect on the possibility of alleviating 
such problems by training ana education. 

It must be remembered that training alone cannot overcome serious 
organiEational or policy deficiencies. It is a limited tool - part of the total 
management art - and, like any tool, a good deal of its effectiveness depends 
on the «WH and energy with which it is used. 

J 
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The L^ín'^Mi'lííBag&r'i1! 5IIiLLeçhriicMl staff 
í°i_iL?J}°J Jlì£l9TI 

Once again, it must be stressed that training in this aren depends on tin- 
type of economy in which the industry is functioning, the size of the plant, 
the type of machinery and processes involved, the variety and stvlmg of the 
shot* etc. While it is admittedly difficult to generalize about such a broad 
topic, a brief summary is given hereunder. 

Genßral manager 

Most large companies recruit promising college graduate* and then place 
them in a series of rotational work assignments which give them a broad and 
comprehensive view of the industry. The development of a qualified general 
manager in the shoe industry, as in the tannery industry, is viewed by most 
expert» as requiring a college education and at least five years of all-round 
experience. 

' Management trainees may be moved through the following stages: 

í (a)   First year - Work and supervisory exneri en e in all major factory 
\ departments. 
I (b)  Second year - Customer relations, market research, 
V (c)   Third year -   Sales representation, promotions. 
I («H   Fourth year -  Purchasing, styling, marketing, 
F (e)   Fifth year - General office and business management. 

The consensus is that at this point a normally intelligent and highly 
motivated man should be able to head a small to medium-sisse factory ina 
competitive economy. 

Designing stylists 

The criteria for selecting personnel qualified to occupy this extremely 
important position are rather vague. In general, the requirement« are that 
a person should have a keen business sense, combined with a good knowledge 
of the economics of the shoe industry as well as of the limitations and 
potentialities of factory processes, and a creative, artistic flair. Besides 
a few course« in shoe designing and pattern making, there seem to be 
relatively few opportunities for planning ttp training of such personnel. They 
are accordingly at a premium, and top people are keenly sought by competi- 
tive companies. 

Industrial engineers 

A competent industrial engineer and methods analyst in the shoe industry 
must have a college education and a minimum of three to five years'experience, 
as well as personal interest and ability. 

I 
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Sales and administrative personnel 

The qualification» required of such p«»rsor.tu.'l depend almost entirely on 
the specific market and product which the company is seeking to develop. A 
college education may or may not be required. However, in areas such as 
finance, accounting etc., some formal training is obviously essential. 

Maintenance crew 

A master mechanic who in also a machinist, with at least three to five 
year« of experience in the shoe industry can normally handle the require- 
ment« of «mall to medium size factories. 

Foremen/superviaorM 

Here again, the amount of education and training required is linked to 
the nature of the specific products and processes of the factory. In high 
vo'ume, lew-cost shoe-making, involving a high degree of automation, pro- 
duction foremen may be trained in a period of one to three years. In 
factories which manufacture more expensive shoes, it is estimated that pro- 
duction foremen in such areas as cutting, fitting and lasting, may need as 
much as five to ten years of experience. 

It is appropriate to end this study by pointing out that many of the 
estimates of the education and training time required naturally reflect the 
views of fchoe managers steeped in the traditions of the footwear industry 
during the last 30 to 40 years. New developments in educational and training 
techniques, along with simplifications in the shoe-making process will, in 
all probability, make it possible for the industry to make significant savings 
in time and money in the coming ten years. 
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ANNEX 

PROPOSED TWO-YEAR TANNERY APPRENTICESHIP 
TRAINING PROGRAMME 

The following programme provides for a combination of classroom 
and on-the-job training fortannery apprentices in developingcountries. 

Number 
of hour» 

1.       RAW AND AUXILIARY MATERIALS 

1.    Acceptance of the raw material (hid«« and skit») and its ciassifieetioti with regard 
to deitination (chiome or vegetable, light or heavy leather) 60 

8.   Acceptance of the auxiliary (chemical and tanning) material« and their distribution 
10 tBC WOffcsllOpt ¡g{] 

On     UMING »,...... , ...,,.,<,.,.     TOO 

1. Sowing (a) itet» salted, (b) dry talted, (c) dried hid« and skins 
2. Stretching 
a.   Preparation of lime liquors, execution of the Urning procesa 
4, Mechanical operations by hand («a machine« if available)!  unhairing, fleshing, 

tcadding (splitting if available) 
5. DeUming and bating (pelts for heavy end light leather) and their control 
fi*   Preservation of by-produc tt (fleshing, wool and hair) 

B!.     TANNAGE ...,.,.,, ... ..,..,,,   1,000 

1. Preparation of tan liquors (natural and extracts) 
2. Tannage in colouring pits, layers, drum« and its control (density. pH) 

I. Preparation of the pickle, pickling and its control 
i. Preparation of chrome liquors (self-reduced and powdered) 
3. Taanage and tu control (pH and boiling test) 
4« Netttralintion and in control 
5. Preparation of dyestufft and fat liquors 
fi* Dyeing and fat liquoring 
7. Mechanical operations 

(a) atttJssj out by hand (on machine if available) 
I (b) RoUiaf, of soles 
I (c) Colowsng and polishing of light leather 
i (d) Trimming 
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Number 

<it hours 
.   1. j« 11 • 

IV.     (INCHING  iCunuimcJ'    •  

It.    ('hroHn la inn. J lf.«iin,'f 

I.    IJtyin« pra «net 
¿.    "rtparatiuli of inusités 
,.    Mi-i ' .mu al operai Inni 

\n\   -inn Inn); 01. frames 
<b>  Weiliiiy itawtlusfliiü or dipping 
<o Staking 
<di Coat mg by hand ami by »pfaviH: 
e)  Trimming 

(f) Glatteg 
tg) Buffing, boarding, embowing nf available 
ib> Ironing b> hand >on machine if availab'e" 

(I)  Measuring 

V.     W»tt*AM HON F<» WCWIK AND MAIMTENANCÍ Í* TOOLS, MACHiNW AM) 

tOMMOn     30u 

}V.    MAMWIATKJH Of THE FlMtStNEP lEATHE* IN UA THER STORES       **> 

TOTAL        3, «00 

MAééMHAé||||MHÌ 



Chapter 17 

THE GLASS INDUSTRY* 

PIP PO.SK AND SCOPI: OF THI: STUDY 

The put puse of this study is threefold: 

(a) To develop estimates of the managerial, technical and supervisory 
personnel requirements for the glass industry in countries in various stage« 
of industrial development; 

(b) To evolve organization charts and plan staffing patterns for plants 
of various sizes in the glass industry as regards managerial, technical and 
supervisory functions; 

(c) To determine the education and experience required of the mana- 
gerial, technical and supervisory personnel in the industry, in order to de- 
fine the training implications of such requirements for developing couirtriea 

The study was production oriented and was centred on the managerial, 
technical and supervisory personnel needed at the plant. Asa result, the 
requirements regarding the executive management and sales and financial 
management were not included. 

In order to accomplish the three purposes mentioned above, it was con- 
sidered that the moat proper method would be to base the present paper on 
a study of the glass industry in the United States and Canada. Indeed, the 
glass industry in these two countries is a mature, highly developed field of 
manufacture, which has achieved a high volume of output for given amounts 
of investment in equipment and given amounts of operating costs, and as 
such, it could serve as a standard which underdeveloped and developing 
countries could attempt to reach. It was recognized, however, that the needs 
and limitations of developing countries, both as to the number of personnel 
and the time and kind of training required, should be constantly kept in mind. 
The United States and Canada offered the most readily available sources of 
data because of the sheer size of their glass industry, and the contacts within 
the industry that were already made or could be made. 

The present study was based on: 

(a) A survey made by means of a detailed questionnaire on present-day 
industry practices in the utilization and training of managerial, technical 
and supervisory personnel; 

(bj The knowledge concerning the number and organization of such 
personnel, which was acquired in the plants of clients for whom consulting 
assignments had bsen performed. 

The glass Industry of the United States and Canada may actually he suu- 
divided into three industries - that of glass containers, that of flat class, 
and that of pressed and blown glass.   Each of these divisions uses different 

Tfca Crupte» il bued on m impubi utasd p«pei prepared for UNÜTO by lawenc« M. Matthews, MMiâge- 
11.en» Consultant. 
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proci'ssi'S and has different markets. As regards the two most important 
sectors - containers and flat glass the ownership is différent in every 
known case. The glass container industry, which is by far tin1 largest, is 
represented by many plants spread across the continent, the location of the 
plant being toa large extent determined by market proximity. The manu- 
facture of the flat glass is carried out l>\ a relatively small number of plants, 
each involving a large capital investment. The pressed and blown glass in- 
dustry involves a large amount of product specialization ranging from 
marbles to TV tubes. 

Since there are actually three essentially different industries, they must 
be considered separately. The industry sector which is most likely to be 
of interest to a developing or semi-developed country is the glass container 
sector. Next comes probably the flat glass sector. The present study 
concentrates, therefore, on these two areas, Because of the tremendous 
variety of products in the pressed and blown sector, each having its own 
particular problems, the latter is not included in this study. 

SURVEY OF THE GLASS CONTAINER INDUSTRY 
IN THE UNITED STATES AND CANADA 

The glass container industry produced over a billion dollar« worth of 
shipments in 19&4, the latest year for which estimates are available.1 At 
the beginning of 1966, there were 43 companies operating U5 plants in the 
United States and Canada.8 It was to these companies and to each of their 
plants that a questionnaire was addressed. 

Description of the survey format 

A four-page survey format was developed which asked the responderá 
to fill in the data on blanks provided alongside specific items of information. 
The specific data asked for are listed below: 
(a) Size of plant 

In view of the relationship between the size of the plant and the number 
of managerial and technical personnel used, the responder wa» asked 
to note the number of continuous tanks, the number of forming machines, 
the yearly tonnage produced, the yearly gross produced, and the average 
number of production personnel. 

(b) Management and staff 
Under this heading, twelve specific managerial and staff positions were 
listed so as to elicit responses as to their use. The specific listings were: 
plant manager, assistant plant manager, general superintendent, as- 
sistant superintendent, purchasing manager, personnel manager, training 
director, controller, chief accountant, chief industrial engineer, office 
manager, and traffic manager. Space was also provided to list "other" 
staff functions, if needed.   To determine the extent of the more important 

' Glut Container! 1964, G lus Contain« Manufacture»! institute, New toil«, N. Y. 
1 Glut Fictory Directory luue of American GI au Review, January 1966. 
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staff function«, spai'*'»! were alno provili«'»! to nute the number of people. 
both functional anil clerical, m the areas of prodm-lion planning and 
control, purchasing, industrial engineering, accounting and plant 
administration. 

(c) Engineering 

Hespunders were requested to indicate the number of engineering person 
nel under the following headings: Ceramic, mould engineering, mechani- 
cal, chemical and "other".   Under "mechanical", spaces were provided 
to specify the areas in which this type of engineer was used, 

(d) Technical 

Responderé were requested to indicate the number of technical personnel 
utilized under the following headings: Quality control, mould designers, 
mould draftsmen, mould makers, laboratory technicians, maintenance 
millwrights, maintenance electricians, maintenance machinists and 
other maintenance personnel. In the last category, the indication of 
specific areas of employment was requested. 

(e) Foremen 

Responder s were requested to indicate the size of the foreman group 
under the following categories: batch house, tanks, forming machine«, 
packing, shipping, warehouse, mould shop, maintenance and others. 

(f) Traini ig required 

For all the managerial staff, technical and supervisory (foremen) po 
sitions enumerated above, the responder was asked to indicate his judge- 
ment evaluations on both the academic qualifications  required of the 
incumbents, and the number of years of experience in a glass house re 
quired to take over the position. 

|g)   Plant start-up 

Each responder was asked to express his views on the following specific 
question: "If you were starting a glast container plant in an under- 
developed or semi-developed country, what minimum »hard core' of 

jj experienced personnel do you judge you would need for a small single- 
¡¡.¡j taok plant using automatic forming machines such as Lynch or I.S.?" 

Survey response 

A total of 88 survey questionnaires were mailed to glass container com- 
pany production executives in the United States and Canada. Twenty-one 
replies were received from fifteen different States and from fifteen identi- 
fiably different companies. Although each responder was assured that his 
reply would be held as confidential, some companies from which replies 
were received could not be identified. 
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Siaci' 24 piT cent oí tilt- addressees aiiswiTt'd the questionnaire, it is 
believed that the survey represents an adequate and useable sample of how 
managerial, technical and supervisors personnel are used by the glass plants 
in the North American continent. 

Survey findings 

Size of plant 

The 21 responses represented a wide range of plant size and capacity 
utilization. The plants ranged from one to five continuous tanks. In 
each of these groups,   the following data are pertinent  (see Table VI. 1). 
Table VI. 2 gives a detailed breakdown of the size of the 21 responding plants. 

TABLE VI. 1.     NUMBER OF RESPONSES AND PLANT DATA 

Number of t»nki 

1 Tetti 

Number of re«porues 4 

Numb« of forming machín« 19 

Average MT packed/year 33. 9 

Average M grò» product/y ear 94? 

fi 3 2 4 n 

•0 M it 53 205 

8*. 7 MS. 2 it?, e :05.8 78.0 

149 i. 47» s, sia 2,?» 1,852 

Branch plant versus "independent" plant 

In analysing the findings of a survey such as this, it is important to 
recognize the fact that certain of the responding plants are branch plant 
operations. In such cases, certain staff and technical services will be pro* 
vided either by the corporate headquarter«, by the "home" plant, or by a 
central service group or shop (Table VI. 1). 

Plant line management 

For the purposes of this atudy, plant line management is regarded as 
comprising the positions concerned with the direction of the production and 
handling of the product. Thus, line management extendi all the way from 
the foreman to the plant manager inclusive, and comprises all departments 
from the batch house to, and including, the warehouse. For reasons of sim- 
plicity, mould shop and maintenance foremen are included under line manage- 
ment, though in reality they perform service functions. 

- 
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TABLE VI. 2,     SUMMARY OF SURVEY RESPONSES ON SiZE AND CAPACITY I TII.l/A ¡TUN 

Br inch 
plant 

No. of 
tarila 

No,ai farming 
machine! 

Annul: 4\efâ^f 

''"" """ M  <!.•« 
'*•""" ' 

One-tank pluu 

1 II 1 5 AO.UÙO 4-lo.llOv 

: B 1 3 .....ooo -O«..,... 

•3 B 1 6 3f mi l.nov.uou 

Sub-tyn 3 14 lui. "'> 

If! - 1 J: 60,000 » 
Told i 19 U¡1,775 

Two-t«nk p|«M 

4 • i 4 41,000 Ò3V900 

S I S t «0.000 1.000, Mill 

1 t : 7 «4,000 Ï,000.900 

7 • a t 10,000 I.2M.000 

1 1 t * W.50Í I.6M.MK) 

DA • i 9 4S.M0 1,7». 060 

M-lfMt » 44 3H.400 t.ai 

17 1 t » 78, WO 1 

» R J J. « • 
Tw«i M m 

¡' * TbMS-t«* itMtt 

n » 
L> 1« 

y 11 

h T«tl 

;.] Fow-tMll plMtl 

1 19 

53 
»A 

i «Mil 

! 
# 

•i Fin-link pM»u 

i M 

14 
:•# 

» 

* 
Taut 

CtMplMMl 

'Noi 

3 « «,4U i.Mt.ra» 

» » IOS. 04» 1.H4.400 

I il 140,000 Li-^m 
i   * 3* at 346,810 MS, MO «.»«.»*.. 4.4», »I 

4 

1 
! « 

Ü 

i« 

It 

t '< ».7» 

> U S3,«« 

a M m, o«« 
i« 4* Mi.MS 

5 li mm 
a M «M,»« 

4T »S l.&Ot.Ott 

1,1«, M 

«*. 0*0 s, 3», 000 

146,000 4,7«, 000 

374,0» 374.000      U.OW.OW 11,0» 00« 

i.aea.sM 
l.U?.0>7 

»,«40,000 

».100.491, 

M,4H,«40 

M, 444,440 
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TABLE VI. 3.     TYPES OF RESPONDING PLANTS 

Number of tanks 
Total replies 

Bunch pl*ms                        3 6 3 2 1 14 

Independent plant*              1 8 - - 3 7 

Total               4 1 I î ï M m m m. s * S§ 

Plant manager 

AU the reporting plants had a plant manager. However, In two cases, 
in the smaller plants, the plant manager exercised a dual function. In one 
case, he also served as the "hot-end" superintendent, that is as superinten- 
dent of the batch house, tanks, and forming machines. In the second case, 
the piant manager also served as the purchasing manager. 

Assistant plant mat ager 

Twelve of *he 21 reporting plants had an assistant plant manager. In six 
of the twelve reporting small plants the position was filled, as in six of the 
nine larger plants. In neither of the two cases in which the plant manager 
exercised a dual function was an assistant plant manager used. Three out 
of the four plants using five continuous tanks had an assistant plant manager. 
It follows that, the larger the plant, the more likely is the need of an as- 
sistant plant manager. 

General superintendent 

All but two of the 21 plants had one or more general superintendents. 
One of the exceptions was a single tank plant in which the plant manager also 
served as the "hot-end" Superintendent. The second exception was one of 
the two tank plants. All of the larger plants (three, four and five tanks) had 
a general superintendent. Of these nine larger plants, four listed two 
general superintendents. In su h cases, it is likely that one superintendent 
is responsible for the "hot end", namely the batch house, tanks and forming 
machines, while the second superintendent is responsible for the "cold end", 
namely, inspection and packing, warehousing and shipping. The work of ,. 
general superintendent, in its most widely accepted sense in this industiy, 
is that of a line supervisor who is responsible for all the foremen from the 
batch house through warehousing and shipping. He may or* may not be res- 
ponsible for the maintenance effort, which is frequently a responsibility as- 
signed to the plant engineer, if one is utilized. This common description 
does not fit a single one of the tank plants which reported six general super- 
intendents.   In this particular case, this job title is used in an unusual sense. 
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As-iiatant superintendent 

Eight of the 21 reporting plants used an assistant superintendent In 
only four of the smaller plants was the position filled, and among the eight 
reporting two-tank plants, only one had an assistant superintendent Pour 
of the nine larger plants, three of them the fi ve-tank ones, used an assistant 
superintendent, one having two assistants for the two general superintendents. 
The plant which reported the use of six general superintendents also reported 
having three assistant superiitendents. 

Foreman 

The foreman, in the must commonly accepted sense of the title   is the 
first line of management.   He is responsible to mgher management for the 
effective operation of a production department 01 of a service department 
A line foreman in a glass house is usually considered to be one in charge 
of a producing department such as the batch house, tanks, forming, packing 
shaping or warehousing.   Service department foremen are usually those in 
charge of such aervicea as the mould «hop and maintenance     In practice 
there can be extreme variations in the use of the title.   In one «lass house* 
a foreman may be a salaried person, who is not a member of the bnrgaining 
unit tunion), and who may have under him one or more lead men who are 
spread over three or four shift a.   In another glass house, the title "foreman" 
may be given to a working »straw boas", or lead man. who ia paid on an 
hourly basis, and who may be a member of the bargaining unit.   The manage- 
ment functiona of this second type of foreman can be severely restricted 
and he can, in fact, not be a member of management at all.    A second factor 
affecting the number of foremen reported is that of the operating conditions 
of the plant.   For example; 

(a) Management operating policy may be such that, in certain critical 
areas, and even in specific areas within a department, each shift has a fore 
man, while only one foreman is used in other departments. Thus, the batch 
house and tanks may have one foreman between them to cover all three shifts, 
while in forming and/or packing, one or more foremen may be used on each' 
shift. 

(b) Moat glass houses work around the clock seven days a week, and 
thus have four working ahifts. A few operate at some seasons around the 
clock for only five days, 

(c) The layout of the plant may be such that one plant requires more 
foremen for a given deoartment than another olant. 

Such variations in operating conditions and in tiie use ot the tme at 
'foratali existed in the 21 reporting plants. The number of foremen re- 

ported must therefore be analysed carefully. Fortunately, when the res- 
ponses are considered lai relation to the size of the plant, definite patterns 
ara 1i*cernibl«. Table VI. 4 giver a aummary, by response, of the total 
n .rnbtt of foremen as compared with the number of production employees. 

Batch houses and tanks are so closely allied that they must be con- 
si »ered together. In fact, in some glass plants, they are considered as one 
department. 
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TABLK VÏ.4.     NUMBER OF FOREMEN VERSUS AVERAGE NUMBER 
Of   PRODUCTION PERSONNEL 

Foremen 

esporne 
number Production 

dip».* 
Swvlce 
d*pu.b Tot«! 

Production employee« (average ) 

One-un k pUau 

i 11 2 Ï3 ITO 
% » a 13 M 
Ì 1« t If IM 

1« J » _g UÊL 
Total 40 « m I»J 

Two-tank piana 
4 4 . 4 160 

» SO a M U5 

6 IS s 14 360 

7 7 3 » sto 
I 12 1 li 340 

8A 1» S ti 300 

n 11 S to 350 

it Ji -i ,J§ 81» 

Tom       m y     ic 

Totot-tank pi««» 
1 U g M »M 

IB 14 s il 500 

11 i| -i 4JL UÈfi 

total 1 tt y WÈÎ 

row-tank pltwi 
13 33 7 4e 575 

ISA M _7 SI ÍSSS 

Total y U Ü un 
Five-tank pianti 

13 u a 14 3» 

14 3» 3 33 985 

15 m s 30 •00 

15A M Jl fi isse 
Total m II ill m 

Grand total m II il m 

'production «iepartmaM» are coruidwed to IMI batch houtc. tanto, fot mir«, teloct and pack. ¿tfpeiag, 
watehouae and decorating. 

Service department! we mould »bop «ad maintenance. 
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Among the four reporting one-tank plant«, three different «vstems wen- 
iourid to exist. In one plant, the plant manager, who had uo as.i.u nt. served 
as foreman of these two departments. In a second plant, each of the four 
shift foremen supervised the operation of th* batch house, tanks and forming 
In the two other case«, one foreman had around-the-clock responsibility for 
the operation of both the batch house and the tank. 

Among the eight two-tank plants that answered the questionnaire four 
variations were reported. In the most extreme case, one foreman was in 
charge of all operations for all shifts in the batch house, tanks, and forming 
In one plant, each of the four shift foremen supervised all the departments 
of the plant on his shift. In two of the eight two-tank plants, one foreman 
covered all shift, of both the batch house and tanks. Finally, in four of the 
*4§ht two-tank planta, the batch house had one foreman, and the tanks had 
one foreman, to supervise all shifts. 

In the three plants with three continuous melting tanks, two had one fore 
ma« •«pervi.ing both the batch house and tanks around the clock    In the 
third plant, one foreman directed all ahift. of the batch house and three fore- 
men directed the tank operation over the shifts operated 

ta the two four-tank plant, responding, one had a sing le foreman in the 
hatch house and another foreman ter the fanka. The second plant had two 
foremen to cover all batch houee ahift. and four foremen to cover all shifts 
on the tanks. 

In the four five-tank plante, one plant had one foreman directing all 
shift« of both the batch house and the tanks. A second plant had one fore 
7 cov««-i«§ »»1 «»M*« i« the batch house and one for the tanke A third 
^"lÍT* 0ne ioremma tn th* batch »«"»« Md two for the tanks to supervi.e 
all shifts. FinaUy. the fourth plant had four foremen in the batch house and 
four foremen for the tanks. 

The forming department is commonly conaidered the moat critical of 
all the departments. It is not aurprising, therefore, that all but two of the 

depIrTmTnf " ***"*" having ,OMr or more fweme" *« their forming 

In each of the .four reporting one- tank plant., four forming department 
foremen were used. 

Of the elf ht two-tank plant« reaponding, one reported having a single 
forjan covarin, .11 ahift. of forming. A second two-tank plant, a. noted 
«Oder batch house and tank«", had each four ahift foremen supervising all 
plant department.. A third plant li.ted two forming foremen but also listed 
tight foremen assistants. Two plant« indicated the use of four forming fore- 
men. Finally, two plant, indicated that eight forming foremen were used 
One of theae also specified a i.g. muchine "specialist" a« a foreman. 

Of the three three-tank plants reporting, one used four forming depart- 
ment foremen. Thi« same plant reported using tweH-e shift supervisor«, 
presumably three per ahift. who probably supervi.e specified sector« of 
the plant. A aecond plant had four forming foremen but also a general fore- 
man for forming. The third plant indicated the use of fifteen forming fore- 
men. This was a plant with seventeen forming machines and the implication 
is that each shift had three to four foremen each directing four to five 
forming machines. 
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(i! iM' t«n four tiiitk plants report tug, one plant with twenty one forming 
ii:.nltiiit'S had t'i>/lit forming foremen I'he second plant with sixteen forming 
ti;.a hint's iiiitl twt'he fnrmmg forent«-u. 

OS the four fi\e-tank plant« responding, two had four, one had ten, and 
(cíe li,id twelve forming foremen. 

titf si lee*ion and packing department is the second major and critical 
..-rea of H bottle plant. All of the 21 responding plants used four or more 
fucking foremen. 

\ll of the four one-tank plants reported using four packing shift foremen. 
One also reported uiing a general foreman who also nerved as the head of 
quality control. 

Of the eight two-tank plants responding, one used four, four used five, 
and two used eight packing foremen.    The eighth plant was the one which 
used four shift foremen to direct all plant operations. 

Of the three three tank plant«, one used four packing shift foremen, and 
also had a «election and packing "department head". One plant had five 
packing foremen. The third plant with seventeen forming machines had 
twelve men listed as packing foremen. 

Of the two four-tank plants, one had seven packing foremen. The second 
plant, with 21 forming machines had 28 men designated as packing" 
"foremen". 

(if the four five-tank plants, one with «even forming machines had four 
packing foremen, one with eleven machines had eight, one with eleven 
machines had twelve, and one with 24 machines had fifteen packing foremen. 

Table VI. 3 contains a summary, by response, of the number of foremen 
m these two major departments of forming and packing. 

The managing of the carton assembly operation is the responsibility of 
the packing foreman in most bottle plant». This fact is confirmed by the 
responses. In only two of the 21 responses was a carton assembly foreman 
listed. One cast was a three-tank plant that listed one carton assembly fore- 
man to cover all shift operations. The second case was a four-tank plant 
that listed six carton assembly foremen. 

The «hipping department and warehouse are under the same supervision 
in most buttle plants. This was the case in all but six of the 21 plants. Three 
of the six exceptions were in the five-tank plants. 

Of the four one-tank plants, all had one foreman covering all shifts in 
these two areas. 

Of the eight two-tank plants, four had one foreman covering all shifts 
in the two areas, one had four shift foremen covering both areas. In two 
cases, there was one foreman covering all shifts in shipping and one covering 
all shifts in the warehouse. In the eighth case, as mentioned earlier, four 
shift foremen directed all plant operations. 

Of the three three-tank plants, one had one foreman covering all shifts 
in both areas. One plant had two foremen covering all shifts in both areas. 
The third plant had three foremen in shipping and one foreman in the 
warehouse. 

Of the two four-tank plants, one had four foremen and the second had 
six foremen covering both areas. 

Of the four five-tank plants, one had one foreman supervising all shifts 
in the two areas.   One had two shipping foremen and one warehouse foreman. 
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One had four «hipping foremen ami on«, warehouse foreman.    One had four 
foremen in each urea. 

The mould shop is an essential part, of every glass bottle plant, How- 
ever, the work of the shop varies considerably from one plant lu another 
according to company practice. Home independent plants will make most 
of their own moulds, while others will buy most, if not all, of the mould« 
they use. Again some branch plants will make most of their own moulds 
while others will either buy their moulds or obtain them from a cent ral em-,„,' 
rate mould shop. In all cases, however, a mould shop is on site for .some 
mould repair work. 

Of the four one-tank plants responding, three had a mould shop foreman 
In one case, the assistant superintendent acted as mould shop foreman Smee 
three assistant superintendents were reported, une or all of them could 
exercise this function. 

Of the eight two-tank plants, seven had a mould shop foreman, In the 
eighth plant, all plant operations, including those of the mould shop, were 
under four shift foremen. 

Of the three three-taik plants, one had one mould shop foreman, and 
two plants had twr» mould shop foremen. 

Of the two four-tank plants, our had two and one had tin ee mould shop 
foremen. 

Of the four five-tank plants, three liad one mould «hop foreman, and 
one had four foremen in the mould shop. 

Table VI. 6 gives a tabular summary, by response, of the number of 
mould «hop employees and, where provided, the average yearly gross« 
produced. ' 

Of the four one-tank plants responding, three had a maintenance foreman 
In one of these cases, the maintenance foreman also servid as foreman of 
the carton assembly, in the fourth case, the plant superintendent acted as 
a maintenance foreman. Since six plant superintendents were reported, one 
or three of them could serve as maintenance supervisor. 

Of the eight two-tank plants,   five had one maintenance foreman, and 
one had two.    In one plant, the plant engineer acted as maintenance foreman 
In the eighth case,  all plant operators,   including maintenance,   were under 
four shift foremen. 

Of the three three-tank plants, two had one foreman, and one had four 
maintenance foremen. 

Of the two four-tank plants, one had one, and one had three maintenance 
foremen. 

Of the four five- tank plants, one had one, two had two, and one had five 
maintenance foremen. 

Table VI. 7 is a summary, by response, of the number of maintenance 
foremen,  maintenance men, and the number of forming machines. 

utít!:l£s- Five of t'u! 21 responding plants reported "other" foremen 
in two functions, quality control and decorating. One plant reported one, 
and another plant reported four quality control foremen. Of the four plants 
listing decorating foremen,  two had one,  and two had two decorating foremen. 
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TABLE VI. 5.     FOREMEN IN FORMING AND PACKING 
DEPARTMENTS 

Numb« of foreran Numb« of 
ft**|Wflfff forming 
numbei m«chtn« 

Fotmii^f Picklig Toí«l 

€Em*mtli wfitff** 
t 4 9 S 

t 4 4 S S 

3 4 4 • 8 

« J J J J 
Total 16 17 là Í» 

Twvtwk ptMHt 
4 4 * 4 4 

5 10 » 16 • 
S * fi 19 7 

7 1 3 6 8 

I 4 & * 1 

M • » M • 
17 4 4 • • 
U J J îl _S 

Tot«! *J 49 II Ifi 

TfciM'tMfc nltnti 
t 5 < II > 
It W> S «1 II 

n 1» W $2 îî 
Total 3« S3 w 22 

fwtMk ptMi» 
IS 1« 7 i» M 
»A _• w 1? SI 

Total 25 li §1 II 

ftwtwh pfaMRt 
IS 4 4 • 7 

M 18 U «4 II 

IS 4 « IS 84 

«A IS M £ ii 
Tauri 30 II S 55 

Gnna tau! m ffî 382 M 

*MçM*j Including c«ton »wmbly. 
btocludM 12 Alf t wpetvUot*. 
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TABLE VI. 6.    NUMBER OF MOULD MAKERS.  FOREMEN ANn 
ENGINEERS VERSUS AVERAGE YEARLY GR¿SS PRODUCtfo 

l'U 

(tapóme 
number 

Mould loop 
foremen 

Mould 
maker« 

Aveiage 
yearly M grots 

produced 

Mould 
engineers 
on   site 

One-tank pianti 
1 
S 
3 

16 

1 
1 
1 
a 

7 

11 
6 

440 
600 

1808 
c 

- 

Total 3 28 
Two-tank piasti 

4 
S 
« 
7 
« 
•A 

17 
tt 

b 

1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 

s 
83 
6 

la 
9 
t 

io 

12 

688 
1000 
8000 
1840 
ISO« 
1730 

c 
c 

1 

1 
1 
1 

Total 7 !2 
Thiaa-taak pianta 

9 
10 
11 

1 
8 
S 

14 
83 

1307 
1984 
1136 

1 

8 
Total 5 58 

Four-task piasti 
IS 
ISA 

8 
3 

8« 

IS 
6860 
4776 

1 
1 

Total 6 !£ 
Fiva-tankataati 

13 
14 
IS 
ISA 

1 
1 
1 
4 

9 
11 
8 

60 

1903 
1197 
5000 

c 

8 
1 
1 
1 

TOMI 7 98 

CI and total u m 

bT»t aarttaat »iporimendem «eti at foreman. 
cTh» ddft foreman supervise* aU plant operation. 
No «ata available. 

^ 
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TABLE VI. 7.     NUMBER OF MAINTENANCE MEN VERSUS NUMBER 
OF FOREMEN AND FORMING LINES 

Response Maintenance Maintenance Forming 

number foremen men linea 

One-tank pUnu 
1 1 5 S 

2 »       1 11 3 

3 1 16 6 

16 a iï J& 

Total 3 46 i« 

Twaitftk piasti 
4 b 3 4 

S 1 7 8 

6 1 12 7 

7 % 13 « 

9 
8A 

c 
t 

7 
11 9« 

n 1 18 • 

IS 1 J4 -1 
TuUl 7 M SS 

Three-tank plants 
9 1 IS s 

10 1 14 il 

11 4 li ÎI 
Total tt §§ 2S 

Font-tank plants 
IS 1 SO 16 

ISA 3 J3 lì 
Totti 4 m 37 

Five-tank flan» 
13 3 13 7 

14 * 17 11 

IS 1 18 34 

l&A J JÜ ÎI 
Total IS lis £3 

Grand total 30 m m 

The wpwtmewlent acts ai foreman. 
The thift foreman supervise» all plant operation!. 

cThe plant engineer act* at foreman. 

^Hta^ujujuuuaiÉri 
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I'lant ¡staff múiiu^ITíHüí 

AH noted above, ti»« survey listed oight specific staff management ,,„ - 
sillons and provided room to fill i„ "other" positions. Th.- number of »urli 
staff management positions filled at a given glass container plant will depend 
to some extent, on the number of plants operated by the company. In multi' 
plant companies, some of these staff functions are managed from either the 
home plant or corporate headquarters. As n .ted before, of the 21 res- 
ponders,  fourteen were branch plants. 

Purchasing manager 

Kleve« of the 21 responding plants had a purchasing manager*. A twelfth 
one, one of the two-tank plants, combined tins function with tha- of the plant 
manager. In three of the smaller (one and two-tank) plants, this purchasing 
function was combined with other staff functions. In one case, purchasing 
and personnel were combined. In another case, the purchasing manager also 
served as office manager, in the third instance, the purchasing manager 
was reported to exercise the four staff functions of purchasing officer 
personnel officer, controller and office manager. 

S,ï«n of the fourteen branch planta reported that they had filled this 
purchasing manager position. Three of the seven utilized the purchasing 
manager for more than one staff function. 

Four of the seven independent plants, two with two tank« and two with 
five tanks, had a purchasing manager, and none of the four reported that the 
latter exercised a dual function. 

Personnel manager 

Sixteen of the 21 responding plants utilized a personnel manager. In 
the four one-tank plants, the personnel manager function was exercised by 
the purchasing manager or the chief accountant, or was reported as unfilled 
Of the seventeen other responder«, all but one reported having a personnel 
manager. The single exception was an independent two-tank plant, ir two 
of the sixteen cases, the personnel manager also served as the training 
director. 

Of the fourteen branch plants, eleven had a personnel manager. Of the 
seven independent plants, five had a personnel manager. 

Training director 

Only four of the 2i -esponders reported utilizing a training director. 
There was one each in the two-tank, three-tank, four-tank and five-tank 
categories. In two additional cases, the training function was reported as 
combined with that of personnel manager. 

Three of the four were reported by the branch plants, and only one of 
the sfven independent plants utilized a training director. 
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Cunt roi let- 

Ten of the 21  responderá had a controller.    None of the one-tank plants 
had a controller.    In only three of the ei^ht two-tank plants was this position 
filled,  as in one of the three three-tank plant«.    Both of the four-tank plants 
and ail four of the five-tank plants had a controller. 

Of the fourteen branch plants, only five had a controller, and three of 
the five were in the four and five tank groups. This reflects the usual prac- 
tice of having a di\ .siun or corporate controller service the smaller branches, 
and having a plant controller only when the branch plant is relatively large. 

Five of the seven independent plants had a controller. Two of these 
were at two-tank plants, and three were at the three independent five-tank 
plants. 

Chief accountant 

Nine of the 21 responding plants reported having a chief accountant. Four 
of the nine were among the twelve smaller plants (one and two tanks), and 
in every one of these cases, the position of controller was not filled. In two 
of these four cases, the chief accountant also served as office manager, and 
in one of these two cases, he also served as personnel manager. Five of 
the nine larger plants (three, four and five tanks) reported having a chief 
accountant. All but one of these five also had a controller. In three of the 
nine larger plants, there was a controller, but no chief accountant. 

Of the fourteen branch plants, six reported having a chief accountant. 
In two of these cases, the plant also had a controller. In the other four cases, 
the plant had only a chief accountant. 

Of the seven independent planu, three reported having a chief accountant 
In all three cases, the plant also had a controller. One of these three was 
a two-tank plant, and two of the plants were five-tank plants. 

Chief industrial engineer 

Nine of the 21 responderá reported having a chief industrial engineer. 
Only two of the smaller plants (one and two tanks) had filled the position and 
both were two-tank plants. Seven of the nine larger plants had a chief in- 
dustrial engineer, namely, two of the three reporting three-tank plants, one 
of the two reporting four-tank plants, and all four of the five-tank plant«. 

Six of the fourteen branch plants had a chief industrial engineer, while 
three of the seven independent plants had filled the position. 

Office manager 

Nine of the 21 responders reported having an office manager. Five of 
these were at the small plants and, in three of the five cases, there was 
neither a controller nor a chief accountant. In these cases, the likelihood 
is that the accounting function was carried out by the office manager. In 
four of the twelve larger plants that reported having an office manager, two 
also had both a controller and a chief accountant, one had neither, and one 
had onlv a controller. 
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Of th., fourteen branch plants, four reported having ;... , •;u-.- ,„•„,., .,.,. 
Three of these four wwr at tu,,-tank plant«, a, id on, was at ,, , hrt\. ','"ulk 
plant. 

Of the seven independent plants,   five reporUM having ai. ...Y,,., ,-- .t.t. 
Three of these wer.- five-tank plants,  one was a two-tank plant,  «„d'one'**- 
a one-tank plant. 

Traffic manager 

Thirteen of the 21 responding rómpame» nad filled the position of »raiti« 
manager.    Six of these were amor.« tin. twelve smaller companies at», Bt.vt.,. 
among the nine larger companies. 

Much of the production of a R\atì* plant i8 shipped m truck, and the 
traffic manager is responsible for selecting the carrier and scheduling the 
shipment time so as to co-ordite üK supply with the customer's demand« 
Because of tin. co-ordinating function, the task of planning and controllili« 
the production and gales service is requently combined with M a» of traffic 
management. Two of the thirteen companies specifically mention^ this 
combined task of the traffic imuwi^r. 

Of the fourteen branch plan.«, eight reported using a traffic manager 
Of the seven independent plani«, five reported having a traffic manager. 

Other 

Eleven of the 21 responder« listed one or more additional staff function, 
under the heading of "other". This'heading covered eight different positions 
tilled by seventeen employee« (see Table VI. 8). 

Four of these «..-venteen were in the twelve smaller plants (one and two 
tanks) and twelve were in the nine larger plants. 

engineering 

Ceramic engineer 

n• ? •„ fi responderá specified that a ceramic engineer was vittima, 
ne of the six had two such engineers.   All .ix were among the larger plants 

(three to five tanks) and four of them were branch pianti. 

Mould engineer 

Twelve of the 21 plant« responding utilised mould engineers.    Of these 

íTrVLÍ°\r 7re t!°;tank Plantê* tWO Were *•-** •*•*.. »wo were 
our-tank plants, and four were five-tank plants.   Thus all of the four and 
ive-tank plants responding had mould engineers.   In two cases, one a three- 

?wP\a,;t.,n? the °ther a five-tank Plant- two »»«»Id engineers were on site. 
Table VI. 6 gives these data together with the number of mould makers and 
the gross produced. 
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Mechanical engineer 

Ten of the 21 responders used mechanical engineers. Kight of tin« ton 
were the larger plants (three to five tankst and seven of the ten were branch 
plants. One plant used three, and two plants used two mechanical engineers. 
In nine of the ten plants, the mechanical enginefrin ; talent was utilized in 
the plant engineering and maintenance effort. It thr, e cases, mention wa« 
made of using mechanical engineering talent in ine other areag of production, 
packing and decorating. 

Chemical engineer 

Only one of the 21 responding plants used a chemical engineer and this 
was one of the five-tank plants. 

Technical personnel 

Quality controller 

In the industry, the term "quality control" most commonly implies sta- 
tistical sampling and the maintenance of "acceptable - unacceptable limit" 
charts. Twenty of the 21 responder« listed one or more positions of quality 
control technicians. 

Of the four one-tank plants, two indicated the use of one quality control 
technician. One plant had four, and one plant had ¿A such technicians. In 
the latter case, a five-machine plant, the likelihood is that inspectors under 
the quality controller have been classified as technician«. 

Of the eight two-tank plants, three had one quality control technician. 
The next three plants had four, five and six quality control technicians res- 
pectively. The seventh pi ant had twelve quality control men, and the last 
plant had no person assigned to this technical position. 

Of the three three-tank plants, one had one, one had two, and one had 
four quality control technicians. 

Of the two four-tank plants, one had one, and one had four quality control 
technicians. 

Of the four five-tank plants, two had one, one had four, and one had 
fifteen quality control technicians. 

Mould designer 

The difference between mould engineering and mould design is not always 
clearly definable among glass plants. However, seven of the 21 responderá 
who listed mould designers on their technical staff also listed mould engi- 
neers. Six oui of the seven were the larger plants (three to five tanks). Only 
one of the two-tank plants had a mould designer. In three of the seven cases, 
two mould designers were listed, and aP the rest had one. 
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Mouki draftsnian 

As indicateti above, of the 21 responded, twelve had m->uld engineers, 
and seven of the twelve had mould designers. Of the twelve vriich had mould 
engineers, nine had ii<mk! draftsmen. Two of the two-tank plants, one of the 
three-tank plants, both of the four-tank plants, and ill four of the five-tank 
plants had mould draftsmen. Seven of the nine had one draftsman, the one 
three-tank plant had two, and one of the five-tank pla'-is had four mould 
draftsmen. 

Laboratory technician 

AB in the case of mould design and draftsmanship, the larger the plant, 
the more common was the use of laboratory technicians. Of the four one- 
tank plant«, only one had a laboratory technician. Three of the eight two- 
tank plants used such technicians, two of them having one each, and the third, 
four. All three of the three-tank plants had laboratory technicians, two 
having four each and one having thirty-two employees so designated. Of the 
two four-tank plants, one employed one laboratory technician. All four of 
the five-tank planta had laboratory technicians, one having one, another two, 
another four and another eight. 

Mould maker 

In a glass plant, mould making is a special technical skill. Normally, 
a mould maker serve» an apprenticeship, after which he is qualified not only 
to repair but to make moulds. In some plants, men qualified to repair 
moulds are designated as mould maker», even though they are not fully quali- 
fied to make moulds. A complete tabulation of the number of mould makers 
reported by each of the 21 responderá is given in Table VI. 6. 

Maintenance skill 

The most important technical maintenance skills reported as being used 
by the 21 responderá were those of millwright, machinist, electrician, and 
forming machine repairman. To a far lesser degree, the other skills indi- 
Miad were those of welder, sheet metal worker, plumber, instrument re- 
pairman, motor mechanic, compressor repairman and tank repairman. A 
complete tabulation of the number of maintenance personnel, by skills, for 
each of the 21 responderá is given in Table VI. 9. 

Training arid experience required 

As part of the survey questionnaire, the responderá were asked to give 
their estimate of the formal training and years of experience needed to take 
over certain designated positions in line and staff management. The con- 
sensus of opinion was that a college degree was needed for the positions of 
plant manager, assistant plant manager, personnel manager, chief industrial 
engineer and industrial engineer,   plant engineer,   mechanical   engineer, 
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TABI.H VI. !«.     MAINTKNANCK SKILLS 
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TABI.K VI. 10.     BHfcAK-UP OF RESPONSES ON FORMAL 
EDUCATION REQUiHtiMENTS FOR VARIOUS POSITIONS 

Non« 
High High school 
ichool       and) technical training 

College      Total* 

Lim management 

Plant managet - 

Auiftam plant managet 3 

Cenarli wper intendant 9 

AMütant wpulMendent 7 

Pom man 

talca bom«                    1 1» 

Tankt                            1 w 
taming                        1 19 

Packing                          1 » 

Shipping                       1 1ft 

Warehoute                     1 t» 
MoaMatop                   1 t         16 

Maintenance                   3 Ï» 

Staff managoment 

Pwcaaiing manager               1 L           < S 

Pwnonel managet                1 

Chief industrial engine« 

Indueial engine« 

Production plannet 1         1» 

Warn engin« 

Mechanical e\: new 

Catamic ongineet 

Mould eagineet 

Mould doatgMi 

Mould draftsman 1         11 

n 21 

14 17 

6 16 

4 12 

4 «0 

- 19 

- » 

• SO 

• to 
- to 

- M 

• » 

6 M 

»4 M 

14 IS 

14 If 

4 1» 

IT IS 

IS IS 

IS 13 

• 13 

6 IS 

1 14 

*Not all tetponded to each petition. 
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ceramic engineer and mould engineer,    (-'or other positi,-,,!!,  then- „p»,,,,,, 
was that a high school  education,   sometimes with a.h.ir llimi    , ,, , 
training,   was sufficient.    Table VI. 10 tfi\ es a  surnmai \     u¡   :..i- ..,.....! .'. 
on formal education requirements for the various posit'...i.»   ist«,/ 

On the question as to how many years of glass In.-.-,. ,-^„ , ,, .„ , ,,. 
needed to take over the various positions, the opinions wer i -lu' 'e, .. .--. - 
of plant manager and general superintendent reo;.: i red the Imites! iAlll.|-l(.,„ »• 
Next in the order of glass house experience required wer.- ih.- loi-núr,*, •. ¡, 
man, assistant superintendent, mould shop foreman, tank furemai., assLst.ru 
plant manager, packing foreman ant1 maintenance foreman. I ah!. W.ilgn.* 
a frequency distribution of the responderB' opinions concerning the years 
of glass house experience needed to take over the various positions. 

Plant start-up 

The final question on the survey was the following: "If you were startin« 
up a glass container plant in an underdeveloped or semi-developed country, 
what minimum 'hard-core' of experienced personnel do you judge you would 
need for a small single tank plant using forming machines such as Lynch 
or I.S.?". 

Am might have been expected, the views of the responder* varied con- 
siderably as to the size of the "hard-core" group. Six out of the 21 suggested 
less than ten men. Six recommended ten men, seven recommended from 
twelve to nineteen men, and two recommended over twenty men. Table VI.12 
contains a list of the variety of positions proposed by the 21 responder». 

SURVEY OF A GLASS CONTAINER PLANT IN TURKEY 

A questionnaire was sent to the General Director of a representative 
glass plant in Istanbul. The plant has eight tanks, feeding ten automatic 
forming machines, producing 56, 000 tons a year. A break-up of the trained 
plunt staff is given in Table VI. 13. 

Table VI. 14 provides a comparison between the 21 responding plants 
and the Turkish plant as regards the non-clerical and clerical staff in various 
functional areas. 

THE FLAT GLASS INDUSTRY 

The flat glass industry may be sub-divided into two sectors - plate 
glass and sheet glass. The plate glass industry has been undergoing a major 
technological change owing to the introduction and increasing use of the float 
process. This process is now used by both major producers in the United 
States. Since the industry is at present in full evolution, it is not included 
in this study. 

The major product of the sheet glass industry is window glass, which is 
drawn continuously by drawing machines from a melting tank. Two res- 
ponses were received from companies manufacturing such glass.   A third 
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TABI.E VI. 11.     BREAK-UP RESPONSES ON PLANT EXPERIENCE 
REQUIREMENTS NKRDED FOR VARIOUS POSITIONS 

Year* of glass house ex pet iene e 
needed Total 

response*1 

Average y eat s 
arithmetic 

mean 
Mode'* 

0 1-2 3-4 S-« 1-8 9-10 10+ 

Line Management 

Plant Manager i e 3 9 2 81 1 10 

AïftàflËMMË B^ftftt (ElftmftiìÉS^ i ft s ft 1 M 5 S 

Ge4».»l .upenmemkm 1 s S 6 3 17 9 10 

A Mitt tilt super intendent 1 2 5 S 2 Í 13 7 ô 

F<n*m*n 

tack tome 4 6 » 1 1 » 4 6 

Tastai 2 S 6 1 4 1 19 G 5 

3 10 S 3 81 8 S 

Packing S e 3 S 4 81 S 4 

»H*|p^«llgl                      A 3 • 3 S 1 81 3 a 
Warehouse 3 » 3 6 1 81 3 2 

Mould *op • 4 e 2 8 81 7 10 

Maintenance 1 S 9 l 3 80 S s 

Staff Management 

Purchasing mann« 10 4 i 3 l 80 S 0 

Personnel manager 10 2 6 2 1 81 8 0 

f^jfiejf tsAuffiai ea&i^ser 7 1 S 4 l IS 3 0 

IliitMHiIll engineer 8 3 5 16 1 0 

Production piai»« 8 » S 3 l ao » 2 

Mam engineer 2 4 & e 1 18 4 4 

Mechanical engineer S 4 4 i IS 1 0 

0«amie engineer S 3 a 8 13 2 0 

Mould tMtiw 1 4 s I 1 8 14 4 3 

nuda éalenai 1 6 4 3 1 1 18 4 4 

Mould draftsman ft 8 1 14 1 1 

Not all responded to each posato». 

Calculated on the bail» of data in retponaea, net on that of the frequency distribution. 
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TAHLI-: VI. 12.      BRFAK-UP OF RKSPONSKS ON PEHSONNM. ("HAHD COHF   ) H FOUIR F - 
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Clint management 

reiputtier 
in favour 

No. .if 
response« 
in f avow 

Plani menage» 19 

Aiiisun' plant manager i 

General supefWteBderu ; 

General »uoeruuendeiit »nil forming «upe» intenda»« 1 

Hot-efldfoatsh, lank «ntf Totm) 

Hatch foreman 

Tank lupumrerjent or foreman 

Batch and tank roreman 

Beten, tank aad form supevintandent 

Forming superintendent 

Forming *•("• ,,,lft lufeman 

tkii-enu fottmao 

Forming foreman and upkeep 

Upkeep man 

Forming m »clune operaie* 

Maintenance sttpeMr.iendent 

Plant engineer 

Plani eng, anil batch and tank superinreiuler» 

Plant eng. and industrial crç. 

Maintenance man 

electrician 

Inntuinent technician 

Moulds 

4 

3 Mnuld make» ;, 
11 Mould shop tuperiniendani -, 
li,* Mould engineer 

1 Mould eng. and ihip. super intendem I 

1 

•i 

S* 

Hrafnmen 1 

Administration 

Cold-end (»eke», pack, warehouse and «hip) 

Sek« and pick upetlnrendem ja 

rack, wsehsuse »n< ihip superintendent 1 

Pack, nerton astemtttv and ihip superintendent 1 

Pack  quality control and ihip superintendent 1 

Peek and carton assemMy superintendent ¡ 

Pack, carton anembly and warehouse lupciintcndstoi 1 

Select and pick ior»man 7e 

Watehouie and shipping fore nun 4 

Wart!ii use foie man g 

shlpptng foreman I 

Pecking inspect«» 1 

Quility contrai loreman g 

if (Ice manager and accountant 

i Iff ice aad purchasing manager 

Controls«» 

1 Jmnoltar end personnel manage! 

Industrial relations manager 

Pe»so«n«l manager 

PernmMl end pwchesing manager 

FefKHtiwI and training manager 

Tiatmng director 

Purcfcaahif and ptenoing manager 

Planning and scheduling engineer 

liiauatria) engmeei 

Catante äug man 

» of it» t« rwpondetl recommended 4 »Sift latenti«,. 

r> 
3 of the S respondéis recommended ü, B and 12 operators tctpecitvety. 

â of the 7 Faint»***1" tmt-aírttnmB¿md A *Jki£i fr»«m«H v v* u<w  * «-m *^'hai 1 wut* «is*.wiiiiijfj#àij|i>H *# MISI ïtannInpBt 

Recommended 3, 3 and S mes rtipeciively. 
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TA ULK. VI. 13, 
l'LHSONNLL 

ESTIMATION OF MANAGERIAL RBQUKEMENTS 

HHl.AK-l i» OK MANAGERIAL AM» TIX'HNICAL 

Number 

Line management 

Pl«m iftanager 
General superintendent 
Foreman! 

batch haute 
tankt 
forming 
packing 
»hipping 
warehouse 
mould shop 
maintenance 

Total 

Staff management 

Penonnel manager 
Training director 
Chief accountant 
Chief indulti ta! engineer 
Plant engineer 
Administra'tv e engineer 

Total 

Engineering and technical naff 

Mechanical engine« 
Mould engineer 
Chemical engineer 
Electrical engineer 
Laboratory technician 
Mould designer 
Mould draftiman 
Mould maker« 
Maintenance electrician! 
Maintenance inachiaittt 

Total 

1 
1 

4 
a 
8 
3 
3 
3 
1 

_2 

38 

1 
11 

1 
1 
S 
8 
2 
I 

-i 
34 

Grand total 
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.•.si.o-.He was r,c,ivW] from a plant manufacturing roil,,! ¿IUKS    include 
wu-H8l„8. huttliatrC8poilBl.h„liotbt,.nlakenin     * it:Z^2 
•h, n«,n ,,r o   ,,.«,„„„,,,„ ri,.,ivpi, frimi tht, Utuu>d stat *     -   *• 

«• -»-'--I - constituting a representative sample of th, wh,„,   „2   " 
-»«« II»- r...ullB can only b, used a8 indication- of the ,•,*,.„•„„,.,*„ üf   ,o 
MH-ulu- c.,„,pa,»„H fur mu,iaK,rial Bn„ tt,lmical , ü   ^" 
a,7,7,V,,î f•" U-  r-'k-" ^- ind»„tr.v.    Thr nu,„.„.r o X^ 
a».   tecl„«caJ personne, un,d at th, two North African plani. 2 u 
i urk .„ plant are ehown in Table VI.13.    The plant data   excluding 
«erial and technical staff, fur these three factorie. are a! followl- 

North American plant No. 1:   continuo«» tank 1, drawing machine. S.'.vcrage 
annual production 19, 750 tons,  average number of production pers3 

North American plant No 2:   continuous tank 1, drawing machinée «. av,ra«e 
annual production 70, 000 tons,  average number of production person 

TUrkduÌtfòr3« ZT"" tank '*  draWÌn8 ,,mChin(?S 7'  ""**** —l Pro- duction 36 ooo ton«, average number of production personnel not avail- 

riu,H        ' ÌOW n^' the flgUreS glVen für Piant ^ministration and pro- 

•Í^VlT\FrnT * ClerÍCal 8ta,f" and "tier"al f—"   i» »awe VI. I», Column 3). 

MTIMATKD MANAGERIAL AND TECHNICAL MANPOWER N.EDS 
IN GLASS CONTAINER AND SHEET GLASS PLANTS 

Glase container planta 

Glass container plants present as many individual characteristics as 

otTbaT8;   HOWeVer* fr0maca-^-aiysisof the 21 res on8fc.? a 
n U   m **P«•*e "quired in th, industry, the managerial and tech 

crrated66"8 of glr piante °f various Bi•* «-> - ««««¿•. 
Plant« of öi   ere! ranagerial *"' ^^ neW,B f°F th• «la« "*"»*»" plants of different sizes are given in Table VI  16 

i fullTvhon,r,mt
ber °î Pe0Pln 8hOWn abOVe con8t"ute »he estimated needs for 

at th"Ir T ST",       " d0eS n0t mean that the fuU 8taf£ i8 -1--d at the start-up.    The start-up needs will be discussed in a later section 
Moreover   the organisation (Tables VI.17-10, do not show the totalworlc" 
orce, bu   only the managerial and technical positions required     Finally 

'recoiled asTo t
ÍUrd in the 8en8e °f a P08iti0" Which 1S -iarlTa?d' recogmZed as a part of management. The number of people needed in spe- 

cie departments will vary,  of course, with the size of the plant     How an 

eôl     11 %T  i61" Per80nalit^    Organization is concerned with 
Z lì       !        y-    rhe three or«anizati°" tabi., that follow show only three 

ndWedPatb    "8-    Alth0Ugh gla8S COntainer Plants have b"» organised as indicated, there are many variations possible. 
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•££*L PS• AND TECHWA!' "ERSONNEL USE«, IN 

2»)7 

Number o! perionnel 

Ninth A met Kin pimi 
No, 1 

North Amemín   iMI 

No, 2 1 urkuti (.¡mi 

Lin« mtntgemira 
H«H mtnigai 
Alumni fiant manag« 
Product!« manag« 
Geo«*! lupaliitendani 
Attutarti lupcclmitKfem 
wtrtkom wp«im«id*w 
Foreman 

anca ROOM 
t«nta 
«rawing machina» 

bo« »Vip 

Tout 

Î 
1 

S 

J 
S 

SM» 

Patronnai manage i 
TtMttat «Met« 
Contrattar . 
CWtl KCIMMHalll 1 
Ckttf iudutuial «ngiMw t 
Ofiati manage* 1 
Turtle manager 

Total ? 
Technical naff 

NaM engineer 
MKhiolcil «ntn««i 
cmmit «mimn t 
Clacirlcel erfiaeet 
Chamica» engineer 
Quality control I 
L«bor««y mhiitcMa a 
Malmenate« nun 

nUttwlghu 
elactrtciae» 
mKtlÌBUM 
cupeniar 
«•MM 

Tew ï 
fuociWiul - clerical mff 

P>°*KI ion prion IT* i 
*iitcn.iln| » 
m*wml iBjimatm 1 
Acaxwt«! t 
Ment mémnla***am*à*.Ê* i 
Pro*icitoti 

Tom » 
CÍ« teil («« 

•le**«*« >UMtBg 
ftMlettej 
i«*»m*i «fl|ta««ii»j 
Account lag l 
ttM ttatajattattari 
Produci Mm 

Total i 
arene: iota! ft 

i 
1 
I 
1 

J 
13 

1 
I 
1 

I 
a 
i 
a 

4 
If 

a 
i 
i 
« 

« 
3 
3 
! 
1 
1 

J 

I 
1 
1 
1 

1« 

« 

1 
t 
1 
4 
4 

u 
8 

a 
1 
S 

IS 
3» 
« 
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r.\H) i: \ l. H.       KSI'iMATKD MANAGERIAL AND TECHNICAL MANPOWER REQUIHI  Ml 
¡OH mi*i:i: CLASS (OMAINEH PLANTS OF DIFFERENT SIZES 

NTS 

Number uf perionnel 

1 tank 
-i mack. 9-13 mack. 

UM intatgciwoi 

Plálit niedriger 1 
A&iiitam pUnt : .«tut;» . 
tremerai iuji«tMiief.ü4Mi 1 
Aiiitiam supertiifc Klvut - 
fM eiitì «tip», fha.ili, ta.ik, furmí * 
1 >>l<J-tHit! supvritMcnilpiii fpack, warehouse, thlp). • 
BátCti ht»»« ruflflTiJUi                                                            1 
T¿:tli foU'nan                                                              í" 
Fiïtnniig internan 

¿ 

4 
telaci ¿mi paik dni'l, imun .ii«iriN)j fonmm 1 
Milppuig lineman                                                   1 
tvatehoitte foreman                                                F l 

Te»4« 1« 

Suit management 

PcfKHincI manager 
Chief accountant 
Pun basing manager 
Office managet 
CilllUdU«! 
t:hief m'iuitfut c ^gincer 
Proauttion planning inarjger 

Toni 

1 
4 
* 
4 
1 

_i 
lí 

_•} 
Sfi 

Hat» «agine« 
M*tnj#oâu£e foreman 
EngiRectine; ataftiman 
Maintenance man 

machinist 
elect/iciau 
MlíUwtlght 
furming machine repairman 
general and laboratory 

Mould« 

Total 

4 
3 
3 
1 

J 
M 

l 
S 
1 

« 
4 
4 
S 

_2 
«7 

Mould eogmtwr 
Mould (hup foreman 
«.Inaili 41 «fumín 
Mould repairman 

rotai 

t 1 
1 
1 

1 1! 

It 

t 
» 
t 

S» 

Quality conno! 

Quality control foreman 
Lahoteioty luhmuan 

Total 

Stana total 

1 

1 

il 

1 

i 
» 

ti 
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TABLE VI. 17.     PROPOSED PRODUCTION ORGANIZATION OF A 
ONE-TANK GLASS CONTAINER PLANT (3-4 FORMING MACHINES) 

Plant manager (1) 

— Personnel manager (l) 

Produca«» planning and control manager (I) 

Office manager (accounting «mi Butchajing) (1) 

— Quality control (1) 

General superintendent (l) 

— latch houie and tank foremen (S) 

— Forming foremen (4) 

— Select and peck foreman (luci, carton ttMtnMy) (i) 

' Shipping and warehoute (1) 

— Maintenance foreman (1) 

MachinUti (2) 

—      Electricians (y 

MiUwrighu (2) 

Gener.il and labour (3) 

J—    Mould ihop foreman (l) 

f—      Mould repairman (7) 

Total managerial and technical perayinei   31 

The three glass container plant organizations that have been outlined 
are baaed en the following two considerations: 

(•) In any plant, the basic task of the plant manager is the effective 
operation of the plant as an entity. He must plan, direct and control all the 
various functions involved. Hence, the day-to-day management of production 
is delegated to a general superintendent or a production manager, while the 
plant manager controls and co-ordinates not only the work of the production 
manager but the activities of the personnel, planning, administrative, pur 
chasing, accounting sections and others. 

(b) Quality controlling even in its simplest form, is a function that 
should be independent of production management. Therefore, no matter how 
small the plant, it has been placed directly under the top plant executive, 
namely, the plant manager. 

^J 
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TABLE VI. IB.     PROPOSED PRODUCTION ORGANIZATION OF A 
TWO-TANK GLASS CONTAINER PLANT (6-8 FORMING MACHINES) 

Plant managet (1) 

Personnel manager (1) 

Production planning and control manager (1) 

Office manager and purchasing i,,inoger (1) 

[— Chief accountant (l) 

Quality control (1) 

|— Laboratory technician! (2) 

— AiiUtam plant manager (production manager) (i) 

General superintendent (1) 

- Attutar» tupertntendent (1) 

Batch boute foreman (l) 
Tank foreman (4) 
Foroin| foreman (4) 

h 

— Select and pack foreman (4) 

— Shipping foreman (I) 

- W»:ehoute foreman (1) 

Plant engineer (1) 

|— Maintenance foreman (1) 

Mould 

- Machiniati (4) 
— Electrician» (3) 

- MUlwrifhu (3) 
— Farming machine repairman (1) 

- General and labour (4) 

ft) 

- Mould drafuman (1) 

- Mould (BOB foreman (1) 

im 

Total managerial and technical penonoal        M 
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TABLE VI. 19.     PROPOSED PRODUCTION ORGANIZATION OF A 
THREE-TANK GLASS CONTAINER PLANT (9-12 FORMING 
MACHINES) 

Want manag« (l) 

•— Perionnel manag« (1) 

- Purchasing manag«; Cl) 

— Chief Industrial engineer (l) 

• Production planning managet (1) 

Controller (1) 

Chief accountant (i) 
Office managet (1) 1= 

- Quality contro» manag« (l) 

r~ laboratory taduiician (4) 

— Assistera plant maoag« (productkm nianag«) (1) 

Genwal sup«tntendeat (l) 

Hot-end superintendent (1) 
- Batch home foreman (2) 
- Task foreman (4) 
- Forming general foreman (1) 

— Forming shift foreman (4) 

— Cold-end superintendent (f) 

t Select and pack general foreman (1) 
— Select and pack shift foreman (4) 

Shipping and warehouse shift foreman (4) 

•law engin«« (1) 

Engineering draftsman (1) 
Mnnt maintenance foreman (1) 

— Millwright (4) 
— Electrician (4) 
— General and labour (6) 

I— Maintenance shop foreman (1) 

- Machinist («) 
- Forming machine refait man (2) 

— General and labour (2) 

Mould engine« (l) 

t Mould draftsman (8) 
Mould shop foreman (2) 

I— Mould repairman (20) 

Total managerial and technical personnel   89 
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Organization of the um*-tank plant 

A personnel manager has Leen provided even in the smallest plant be- 
cause of the difficulties inherent in manning a glass plant to ensure an 
around-the-clock operation. Recruiting ami screening personnel is time- 
consuming and requires a full-time effort. 

A production planning and control manure: entrusted with the additional 
duties of recording and controlling inventory is considered to be necessary 
even in the smallest plant because of the time and machine savings that can 

be achieved by close planning. 
The office manager of a small plant can jerve both as an accountant and 

a purchasing manager. 
The general superintendent in the suggested one-tank plant organization 

is, in fact, the production manager. His overall span of control is quite 
large -  ten men - but,   functionally,  he controls only six. 

In a small plant, it is perfectly possible to treat the batch house and 
tank as one department.    However,  two foremen are proposed so that one 
should be available at all times, in the event of separations, vacations, etc. 

One of the two might be made the head foreman. 
Four forming shift foremen are provided to cover around-the-clock 

operations in the most critical of all the operating department«. 
One select and pack foreman is used to cover all shifts. Only three or, 

at the most, four packing lines will be run with normally a limited variety 
of moulds as compared with a larger plant. However, he will need good 
lead men trained by himself on the various shifts. Furthermore, because 
of the size of the operation, he and his shift lead men should be able to direct 

the carton assembly operations. 
A single shipping and warehouse foreman is provided to operate the main 

and shipping shift, with lead men on the other shifts. 
The mould shop foreman must serve as the working mould engineer and 

direct all mould cleaning and repair. 

Organisation of the two-tank plant 

In this larger-sized plant, the staff management group is increased by 
the addition of a chief accountant to relieve the office manager of book- 

keeping duties. 
As capacity is doubled, the variety and complexity of the product line 

will presumably increase and require a more refined and sophisticated quality 
control performance. Two laboratory technicians have therefore been added 

to the quality control staff. 
The major line management change is the addition of an assistant plant 

manager and an assistant superintendent. The duties which the plant 
manager will entrust to his assistant will depend on his own preference and 
his assistant's skills. In the organization suggested, the assistant plant 
manager is used as a production manager directing all production and pro- 
duction service activities. This leaves the plant manager free to direct staff 
management and to co-ordinate all the diverse functions involved. In the 
absence of the plant manager, his assistant would fill the top plant position. 
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The general superintendent is provided with an assistant who manages 
the operation of the hot-end of the plant, i.e. batch, tanks and forming, while 
the superintendent himself remains responsible to the assistant plant manager 
for the production effort as a whole. 

The batch house is here regarded as a separate department having its 
own foreman who directs the activities of the shift lead men. 

The melting tanks now have lour shift foremen who report to the assis- 
tant superintendent. 

On account of the increase in the variety of products, four select and 
pack shift foremen have been suggested instead of the one foreman in the 
single-tank plant. 

As the number of customers increases, the shipping problem becomes 
more complex. Hence a warehouse foreman has been added to be in charge 
of warehousing. 

A plant engineer is now on site to assume responsibility for the mainte- 
nance of all plant facilities. He directs all maintenance work and super- 
vises the maintenance foreman who manages the various maintenance skills. 

Since the number of forming machines has increased, a forming machine 
repairman has been added,  together with two additional machinists. 

As doubled capacity will require more maintenance, the number of men 
in other maintenance posts has been increased. 

Because of the greater variety of products made, a mould engineer and 
mould draftsman have been added. While mould making is not involved, 
mould design changes are likely to be necessary, which accounts for the 
addition of the mould engineer and draftsman. The moult) engineer is asked 
to "double in brass" and to serve not only as an engineer, but as the manager 
of the moulding operation. He thus directs the work of the mould shop 
foreman. 

Organization of the three-tank plant 

This might now be regarded as a relatively "large-sized" plant, and 
some major changes have been made in the management and technical de- 
partments. As the amount of money and effort involved and the number of 
problems increase, so must the number of specialized managerial positions 
be increased. 

A purchasing manager has been added to ensure sound buying practices, 
proper purchasing controls and consequent economies. 

A chief industriai engineer ina plant of this size should produce operating 
improvements worth many times his cost. 

A plant controller now directs the administrative accounting department. 
Four laboratory technicians have been added to the quality control de- 

partment because of the increase in product variety and hence in the number 
of problems relating to product quality. 

An assistant plant manager still serves as a production manager direct- 
ing all production and production service activities. However, the general 
superintendent has now been given two assistants, one for the hot-end and 
one for the cold-end. 
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Two batch house foremen have? been provided to ensure availability in 
tin- fvent of absence dur to illness or wicatioiiK. 

In the critical fornmm machino department, a general forming foreman 
has been added to direct the efforts of the four shift foremen. A competent 
and aggressive man in this position can achieve uniformity of operations and 
obtain results from the various shifts, In fact, he becomes a forming 
specialist. 

A general foreman has been added in the select and pack department 
to direct the four shift foremen. This addition has been made on account of 
the increase in product variety and in the number Oí product quality problems. 

Two foremen have been added ru the shipping and warehouse department. 
They may or may not be needed at this stage of growth, according to product 
and customer variety, the layout of the plant, the operating policies of the 
company, and the skills of the men at hand. If four-salaried men are uti- 
lised, two may be a shipper and his assistant, and iwo a warehouse foreman 
and hi« assistant. 

The maintenance department has been expanded. While still under th.. 
plant engineer, it now has an engineering draftsman to work on methods, 
changes, layout, maintenance requirements etc. In addition, there are now 
two maintenance foremen, one for plant maintenance, and one to supervise 
the maintenance shop itself. Since there are more forming machines, an 
additional forming machine repairman has been added. 

Sheet glass plants 

>\ sheet or window ; '?«"; plant normally produces a limited range of 
products cut in an infinite number of sizes. The facilities it must have and 
its managerial and technical manpower requirements will vary with the extent 
of its product line, which in turn will depend on the demand of the market 
area it serves. 

One possible production organization has been drawn up for a single- 
tank, six drawing-machine window glass plant. This wae established on the 
assumption that such a plant was the most likely one to be considered by a 
semi-developed or developing country. 

Proposals for the special manpower needs and organization of such a 
plant are given in Tables VI. 20 and 21. 

Start up work force for a glass container plant     ' 
in a developing country 

A developing or semi-developed country wishing to set up a glass in- 
dustry would in all probability be first and foremost interested in a glas* 
container plant. This sector of the glass industry offers the greatest oppor- 
tunity of meeting the needs of many other industries, such as the pharma- 
ceutical, foods, beverages, and cosmetic industries. The manpower re- 
quirements for starting a glass container plant are therefore coraidered in 
detail. 

In the previous section, the managerial and technical manpower require- 
ments for fully operational plants were estimated.   Fortunately, however, 
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TABLE VI. 20.     ESTIMATED MANAGERIAL AND TEC HNICAI 
MANPOWER REQUIREMENTS FOR A ONE-TANK 
WINDOW GLASS PLANT (6 DRAWING MACHINES) 

Section NO. of petwnnel 

Line management 13 

Staff management 7 

Maintenance }3 

Quality conuol 3 

Total 36 

a smaller core of personnel, of which an estimate is given below, is enough 
to start a plant.   As the plant becomes a producing operation, additional skill» 
can be trained and added, in order to make maximum use of plant capacity 
and reduce scrap losses as far as possible.   It is assumed that the design 
and construction of the plant is contracted for,   and that key operating 
personnel will participate in the design and be on site during construction. 

The plant manager, who should preferably be a national of the country 
in which the plant is to be located, should have a college education a« well 
a« experience in the application of management principles.   He should have 
had a minimum of six months, and preferably a year, of intensive training 
in glaas house operation, both in the production and the administrative level. 
His function will consist in co-ordinating and directing the effort« of other 
nationals and of foreign experts.   He must therefore be at least bilingual, 
and must possess the required depth of understanding and personality to put 
such staff to the best possible use.   Being a national of the country in which 
the plant is located, he should be able to facilitate the work to be done by 
solving the local problems that inevitably arise.     Above all,   he should 
possess the tremendous energy and drive necessary to start any manufactur- 
ing operation. 

Accordingly, it is suggested that, as far as the plant manager is con- 
cerned, glass house experience is less important than a high degree of 
managerial ability. As the position entails great responsibilities, it may 
be necessary to supply the plant manager temporarily with experienced 
foreign help to work with him in an advisory capacity. Such an assistant 
could be an experienced glass house production executive, temporarily avail- 
able or even retired, but still active in the field. Whether or not such an 
assistant is needed will depend on the skills available within the country 
itself. 

The general assumption is that there will be no experienced glass pro- 
duction talent within the country and that, if such talent exists, it will al- 
ready be fully utilized and not available for the new plant.   Certain glass 
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TABLE VI. 21.     PROPOSED PRODUCTION ORGANIZATION OF A 
ONE-TANK WINDOW GLASS PLANT (6 DRAWING MACHINES) 

Plant manager (1) 

- Periomwl manag« (1) 

- Production planning and control (and traffic) (1) 

- Purchasing manager (1) 

- Chief industrial engineer (l) 

— Controller (1) 

Chief accountant (1) 
Office manag« (1) 

Quality control (1) 

I— Laboratory technician (2) 

Aiiiitant plant manager (production) fi) 

General superintendent (1) 

— Batch house and tank foreman (1) 
Drawing machine foreman (4) 
Packing foreman (2) 
Shipping foreman (1) 

—- Warehouse foreman (1) 
Box shop foreman (1) 

Plant engineer (1) 

— Engineering draftsman (1) 
— Maintenance foreman (1) 

- Machinist (3) 
- Electrician (2) 
- Millwright (2) 
- General and labour (3) 

Total managerial and technical personnel   34 

container production experta must therefore be imported on a contractual 
basis.   It ia suggested that such experts be obtained from a single country 
instead of from two or more countries, in order to reduce the language prob- 
lem and to improve the chances of uniformity of approach and of the methods 
used. 

The general superintendent must first and foremost be an experienced 
glass container production man. He should have had eight to ten years of 
glass house experience, of which two or three as a general superintendent. 
He should have acquired experience in all phases of glass house operation, 
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including tanks, forming, selecting, moulds, and mamtenance. Ht should 
haVl' aa t'stablishod record of performance and his references should indi- 
cate his ability to obtain results from the people under him. In addition. 
he should be on site during the construction of the plant and should partici" 
pate in its final design. 

The batch and tank superintendent must be an experienced glass maker 
who knows the practical, working details of all the ceramic and chemical 
factors involved in glass-making. His practical exp «Hence is «,f far greater 
importance than his academic background, II«. should have had a minimum 
of five years' experience in the batch house and tank area of glass plants, 
two of which preferably as a foreman. His task will be to assist in the' 
setting up of the plant and in training local labour in the batch and tank oper- 
ation. He should be on site during tank construction so as to be fully ac- 
quainted with the equipmet :. 

The forming superintendent must be experienced in the construction 
repair and operation of the different types of automatic forming machines 
to be used. Preferably, he should have had experience in machine repair 
and rebuilding as well as in set-up and operation. In view of the vital im- 
portance of this area of operation, he should have had seven to eight years 
of experience in bottle-forming machine operation, approximated three of 
which as a foreman or general foreman. He should be on site as the forming 
machines are delivered and should direct their erection on the plant floor. 

Forming shift foremen will be needed to assist the forming superinten- 
dent in the start-up operation and in the training of nationals as operators 
In principle, two or more such forming foremen should be foreigners 
thoroughly experienced in machine set-up and operation. An additional two 
could be nationals who have received previous training in machine operation 
presumably at a foreign glass house. Four trained shift foremen are pro- 
posed. All of them, whether nationals or foreigners, should be experienced 
machine operators capable of training others in the techniques of machine 
operation. 

The select and pack superintendent should be an experienced packing 
foreman, preferably with at least five years of experience, two of them as 
a packing foreman. He should have acquired experience in carton assembly 
the basic techniques of quality control, and warehousing and shipping 
practice. ¡n the beginning, while the plant is in its developing stage, all of 
these functions will be under his supervision. 

The mould shop superintendent will be responsible for the maintenance 
and repair of moulds, which presumably will have to be imported, to begin 
with at least, from foreign mould shops. He must be thoroughly experienced 
in mould repair and should have seven to eight years of experience in mould 
shop operation, two or three of which as a foreman. He should have served 
his apprenticeship as a mould maker. It is assumed that he will be assisted 
by a small group of fairly experienced machinists whom he will train 
m mould repairing. If such is not the case, at least one experienced mould 
repairman must be imported to help the mould shop superintendent and assist 
him in training nationals as mould repairmen. 

The plant engineer should be a graduate mechanical engineer. Since 
he will be on site and involved in the construction of the plant, he must have 
a broad knowledge of glass house operations.   He should therefore have at 
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least five years'expérience in glass house engineering ami maintenance. 
Since he wili also be responsible to the general superintendent for plant 
maintenance,  he will have under hin» the maintenance superintendent. 

The maintenance superintendent is needed to assist the plant engineer. 
He should be the ''master mechanic" type of craftsman who can a*--'ime the 
responsibility for the maintenance of plant and plant facilities, and the 
training of nationals in the various maintenance skills, He should have had 

at least five \ear» »,i glass house experience and an additional five years it: 
general ma.utemtncc work. Two or three years of experience as a mainte- 
nance foreman should he included in his background. 

Maintenance skills needed in the start-up phase of the new »lasa con 
tainer nl?nt may or may  nut be found among nationals.    If they are not avail 
able le the country,  it is estimated that the following skills .vili have to be 
imported at ¡east temporarily until nationals can be trained: 2 machinists, 
1 electrician,  2 millwrights. 

The administrative manager should be a national, preferably with a 
.. •<:'.•>%' t-U'.íí-.iT;on a:<i¡ ( \¡>i ru ¡ite o, administrativ e manage in i ..i ,iiid,ici MUiiti.ig. 
He should also have received an intensive training, for at least six months 
»iui preferably a year, m .«dtmniftrai,. e problems and pra .tices at a foreign 
glas» plan!. He will bi responsible for the supervision of the purchasing, 
pel son.iei, production planning, aid accounting services, ami will undoubted- 
ly ha»" ¡..ib*»!- nali«»imi« ansi«:*.'»";: ¡uni. Ir the performance of these functions, 
'M- »ilj i>v r*-»pw»i»ibli- in the plant manager ami must therefore possess both 
\iiuU ie:»mimg and dm» \*, ¡v !lie c-'ise ol the plant manager, the adminis»- 
' * -*! ' ' ü.ttitager Mia- • .. • i it- m ¿real *•*-•-• 5 of temporary imported help. Th- 
.',j v IMIü¿ !•• <••>*.*i,itr -i> 'in pt.shilidity of usuu' the same fit-1T-...I1 as assistant 
'•   ••<''•*••• "••<   }>'A)¡í  IM.,¡.... i -,  .«i. . 'he .etminintr <* :   e manager. 

Mi 'stiOiii'i   oi t'.-t   niditdgt-rial ntu\ technical manpower needed at the 
~''*,!   -*l    l! * t''-u-"- < Miii,a:i,.-i  plant m a developing or scm:  developed rminirv 
»..'•..   t .nu-  .]:: 

(hu<  the pun' o» op« rational, an increasing amoun* of time ein be tie • 
•>H-.ä s,. >r«imiit,' »elected national« in the managerial and Uchi.icc.1 skills 

-•¡te.ifi •suofct.quintiv, a*, production increases, the orgr.iii/ation can 
i,;f .(i!u«t v   ii',-t 4»m    a high   utilization and economically- run glass container 

\ ct*v*-l(>oifitf country wishing to start a glass container plant oti an eco 
'""•''i**1 baso* will probably have to import foreign experts and to train a «mull 
turjr« «rf its own nationals at foreign plant*. There »re numerous ways of 
attaining these ends. The specific method used will depend on the national 
policies of the country in question and on how attractively it c«n present its 
case to foreign manufacturers. 





Chapter VII 

THE METAL PROCESSING INDUSTRIES* 

This paper deals with the requirements for staffing enterprises in the 
metal-working industries* in selected countries. The principal emphasis 
will be placed on the needs for managerial and technical personnel, their 
recruitment, training and development, as well as their assignment to 
operating positions in order to ensure optimum utilization of their specialized 
abilities. Particular attention will be paid to methods of organization which 
will enable the developing nations of the world to profit from the experience 
of those countries which have had longer traditions of industrialization. 

A number of countries have found that industrial enterprises engaged 
in relatively uncomplicated operations are the most likely to succeed. Con- 
versely, highly sophisticated products* with a large engineering and techno- 
logical component have, in several instances, imposed an unbearable strain 
on managerial and technical manpower resources. Moreover, plants manu- 
facturing the latter type of products have not done well financially, because 
of limited markets, both domestic and foreign. 

The method which has proved to be most satisfactory is that which con- 
sists in establishing maintenance job-shop plants to repair and produce 
rather simple replacement parts for rail and highway transportation equip- 
ment, agricultural and mining machinery and similar devices. From auch 
smaller plants have grown plants making builders« hardware, home utensiis, 
heating systems and other products intended for local consumption. All 
the foregoing products usually require light metal-transforming operations 
involving a large labour content. They are made out of fairly inexpensive 
raw materials, and even though such materials must often be imported, the 
use of local labour in manufacture tends to reduce the amount of foreign exchange 
required to a level appreciably below that which would be needed to purchase 
the finished goods abroad. Moreover, local manufacture provides industrial 
experience for local labour, and perhaps what is even more important, it 
provides managerial experience for local entrepreneurs. A considerable 
time may elapse before it becomes necessary or desirable to embark on 
the more complex activities of heavy industry. The complexity of manag- 
erial and technical problems and the lack of demand for more sophisticated 
products constitute limiting factors. 

In view of the critical shortage of competent and qualified manpower 
in almost all countries, it is essential that the available supply be utilized 
to the maximum possible extent. One way in which this can be done is to 
develop a plan for sharing managers, engineers and staff people between 
industrial units. Obviously, the individual enterprises cannot be engaged 
in competing activities, but it should not be difficult to avoid conflicts of 

• Thi« chapter is bated on an unpublished paper prepared for WÍ1DO by William W. Waite. Consultant. 

The term includes all methods of shaping metalt (i.e., forging, casting, stamping, cutting, bending, 
pressing, drawing etc.), as well as the assembly of metal or other parts into finished and semi-finished pro- 
ducts and componenti,   It does not include the smelting and refining of oret to obtain primary metals, 
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interest by grouping non-competitive organizations.^ Unless operating units 
are quite large, they can share their specialized managerial and staff per- 
sonnel, the primary consideration being to strip every managerial and engi- 
neering job of all activities which are not essential, or which can be dele- 
gated to subordinates, staff assistants, or clerks. This will leave only those 
decisions and activities which genuinely require the attention of a trained 
and experienced manager or engineer, and the person discharging the respon- 
sibilities of the job will be free to devote all his time and energy to it. 

The concept of the "industrial park" or "industrial estate" has been 
widely adopted in a number of countries.3 It permits manufacturing enter- 
prises, both large and small, to utilize jointly the specialized buildings, 
the utility services and maintenance facilities of the complex, and thus to 
enjoy much more efficient and satisfactory services than they could afford 
to provide for themselves on an individual basis. There is no reason why 
essential but scarce managerial skill could not also be provided on a shared 
or consulting basis. This practice would be most satisfactory if the plants 
in which the manager worked were physically adjacent, but such proximity 
is not absolutely essential. What is essential, however, is that no problems 
be referred to the manager which can possibly be solved at a lower level. 

The provision of staff advice and service functions to a number of enter- 
prises can also be carried out ideally in an industrial park or estate. Engi- 
neering and design activities are minimal in many metal-working enter- 
prises, especially those doing job-shop maintenance work or manufacturing 
relatively simple products. These, like other staff and service activities, 
can be provided quite satisfactorily to a number of enterprises in the park. 
Such a system will result in reducing costs to the individual concerns, en- 
hancing quality and, above all, conserving scarce technical manpower re- 
sources. 

The industrial park concept can facilitate the development of "proto- 
type industries" under the aegis of established enterprises. Production 
difficulties and managerial problems can usually be smoothed out during 
the early, experimental operations in the prototype shop of the park and 
machinery can be shared if neither shop requires it full time. When the 
time is ripe and facilities are available, the off-shoot plant can move out 
of the prototype shop and become a distinct operation. More will be said 
about this matter later. 

MANPOWEH ALLOCA .TON IN THE UNITED STATES 

in organizing and staffing an industrial operation, it must be recognized 
that the span of control limits the number of people any supervisor can over- 
see and direct efficiently. The size of this group of subordinates varies 
with a number of factors, such as geographical distribution, homogeneity. 

An example of this type of sharing of managerial, eng. eeríng and technological manpower to the 
mutual advantage of the participant« I» deicribed in the case-history of a group of small gai and electrical 
utilità« in the northeastern United States.  See "The Tenne y Empire", Färbet 97, 4, 27 (15 February 1966). 

* G. Perei val. "industrial Estates in W ales". inwiuMomtt labour Review 90, 2, 130-149 (Aug. 1964). 
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type and complexity of work, ability of both the supervisor and the super- 
vised, etc. Experience has shown that, in some metal-working enterprises 
competent operatives using similar machines and working in close proximity 
to each other can be directed effectively in groups as large as thirty.4 This 
presupposes, of course, that the supervisor is both a competent cragsman 
in the sectors he directs and is also familiar with the managerial duties 
associated with his job.   If these conditions competence,  proximity and 
homogeneity of function are not met, either the number of operators per 
supervisor must be diminished, or inefficiency must be accepted as the price 
for not diminishing that number. 

In the case of executives, who are responsible for directing several 
dissimilar functions, the normal span of control is much less, generally 
between four and seven subordinate managers. When the efficiency of a 
manager decreases on account of the number of subordinates or the dis- 
similarity of functions, it becomes desirable to relieve him of a part of the 
load. This may be done either by subdividing his job into two or more major 
units, each under the direction of a subordinate manager, or by providing 
him with staff assistants to advise him on the problems ..e encounters. In 
most eases, the executives of metal-working companies have preferred the 
former alternative, because the provision of staff advisors does not narrow 
the span of control exercised by the manager but rather tends to expand t 
by adding a greater number of subordinates. The principal disadvantage 
of increasing the number of supervisory levels is that communications from 
top to bottom and vice versa become more difficult and uncertain since the 
messages must pass through more people. The addition of an intermediate 
managerial level, however, may not be easy, unless competent personael 
are available. 

In the United States metal-working plants, the range of the span of con- 
trol has reached two extremes in the shape of the organization chart. One 
has narrow spans of control and numerous operating levels (Figure VII. 1). 
At the other extreme, where conditions and the qualifications of personnel 
permit (or where short supplies of manpower require), there is a much 
wider span of control and fewer levels in the managerial hierarchy (Figure 
VII. 2). It should be emphasized that the exact shape of an enterprise' 6 or- 
ganization chart will depend on local conditions within any given company 
or area and that the types of organizational structure shown in Figures VII. 1 
and 2 could exist in companies of exactly the same size. 

Staffing averages 

The studies that were made on the allocation of managerial and technical 
manpower in various industries suggest patterns based on type of product 
and size of operation.   These studies covered a considerable number of 

A 1965 itudy «hewed that, m 404 (danti In the United Stat«, the imalt uniti (under 350 employee« 
averaged Î0.7 production employee! per foreman and 9.0 maintenance werken per foreman. In large plant» 
(1,000 or more employee»), thtie figurot «fere 22.0 and 12.0, respectively. The overall average« for the 
entile group of pianti were 20,0 and U. 8. See "Manpower Ratio In Manufacturing" Fietory, 123, 3, 84*91 
(March 1965). 
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President 

Esecutive vice-president 

Vie*-preisideBt <m»nuf«et,} 

General manager 

Super intende ut 

Foreman 

Wölket* 

FIG, VU. 1.   Metal-wodking plant with narrow ¡pom of contivi and numt,rom operating level* 

Prendi »t 

Vice-president 

General superintendent 

Foreman 

Workers 

TtC. W. S.   Mets! - working plant with wide »pant of contati »ad few managerial level* 

plants, and it must be borne in mind that, on account of the differences in 
the details of manpower allocation, any direct, literal translation of average 
figures to a specific situation is somewhat hazardous. Nevertheless, they 
may be used as a uuide to conditions in the United States. 

Tabic VII. 1 will serve to illustrate the influence which product sophisti- 
cation and the size of the enterprise exert on organizational structure. It 
will i>e noted that the more complex the product (rising from primary metals 
to instruments and controls), the higher the proportion of indirect and 
specialized personnel including a significant rise in the number of eng- 
ineers and staff specialists. Conversely, the downward trend of the per- 
centage of direct, producing operators is steady and sharp. Table VII. 1 
also illustrâtes the fact that the propor'ion of management to workers de- 
creases as the size of the operation increases; every enterprise, regard- 
less of size, lias but one chief executive, and his subordinate managers tend 
lo become somewhat more efficient as their jobs become more specialized. 
In addition, as size increases, it becomes feasible to add engineers and 
staff .specialists to replace the jacks of all trades who must function in the 
small plants. 
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Staffing individual companies 

Several examples of staffing in United States plants engaged in a variety 
of industrial operations and covering different aspects of the metal-working 
trades are given in the following pages.*    The concerns in question illustrate 
in their organizational structures,  some of the points just made. 

Figure VII. 3 shows the organization of a company with fewer than 300 
employees. It manufactures a vast array of small metal parts (approxima- 
tely 1, 500separate items) for the use of other companies. A few of the pro- 
ducts might be qualified as "components", because they are assembled from 
two or more pieces, but the great majority are single bits of metal formed 
from sheet, strip, tube or wire stock. The concern makes one "semi- 
consumer   item coaster brakes for bicycles (750, 000 parts a year)  
which may be identified as being its product, although that, too, ends up 
as part of a larger unit. The orders, as received, are for many widely 
varying sizes. Por «orne items, the shop can set up for almost continuous 
machine runs, in the order of 40 to 50 million pieces. Other items are pro- 
duced in much smaller quantities, scaling down to 100. 000. For a wry few 
items, the company will accept orders for quantities of as low as 15 or 20 
urate. The annual value of products manufactured amounts to about $ US 3 
to $ 3. 5 million. The value added by manufacture is quite high, as the con- 
cern uses only about 1, 500 tons of steel stock a year. The customers 
specify tolerances and quality standards to which the company must conform 
and supply the designs and specifications of the pieces they order. This 
relieves management of the necessity of maintaining a sizable force of design 
engineers, but puts a premium on the ability to devise better and more 
efficient ways and means of manufacturing parts. Hence, the technical staff 
»s primarily concerned with methods engineering.   The president and vice- 

ZTiitT01^ COnCern are b0th graduate «ne•*• who hate had long ex- 
Thít ln, r management of »«tal-working operations in other plants. 
The general foremen and first-line supervisors are long-service employees 

tit* c°mPan^and; in l»°*t cases, had been journeyman machante, before 
joining the ranks of management. The about-average ratio of workers to 
supervisors in production (l8.5 to 1) is supportable because the work force 
s both competent and concentrated. There are ten maintenance mechanics 

to one foreman in this phase of the work. 

In contrast to the job-shop just described. Figure VU. 4 depicts the or- 
ganization of a slightly larger firm which manufactures a line of highly so- 
phisticated small valves and precision control devices worth about $US 200 
each. These products have an unusually high engineering and design con- 
ent. They have been developed to meet what the company has found to be 

the up-coming needs of other Industrial concerns. New items in the pro- 
duct line are designed and prototypes are tested under exacting and rigorous 

Z   ZTT°na be,0re they are °ffered t0 -Homers on L basiTthat 
they will do the job better than anything else available.    The result is that 

The ofgamiationi il luti riled have not been identified by name because their executives requested 
anonymity. The »ame policy of anonymity hat been extended to the organüation charts of metal-working 
enterprn« in other countri«, which appear in lubsequent lecttom of thu report. 
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1 M 

President 

-I 1 M 

I Saie« | 
I 1 

He 

1 M 

Vice-president 

1 M 

I ' 1 
I Production control | 

I 1 
l F. 7C, i4W 

Z7   n_.. i i 
|       Pun-h «ding      I 

1 J 
I       Accounting     | 
I | 

5MC 

1 M 

I     Quality control   | 

fr, ÎÔW 

IM 

General Foreman 

Springs 
Eyelets 
Nail« 
Presse« 
Forming 

\     Tojlmaking 
Maintenance 

1 M 

 1 
.        Industrial > 
.        relations ! 

_~" "Ic 

I t M 

I     Engineering       | 

I 1 
4 E, 7T, !<C, 2W 

I M 

General Foreman 

Screw machine 
Coaster brake* 
Heat trer.t 
Rolling and 
elating 

4 F, I T, 61 f 

8 F, 151 W (including 
26 toolmakers and 10 
maintenance mechanic si 

Line 
Staff 
Service 

Number Percentage 
Managers 10 M 
Engineers 4 1.1 
Technicians 10 3.4 
Foremen M 4.6 
Clerk a 15 VI 
Manual workers 238 82.2 
Total 290 1000 

OC. VU. S.   Smeli meM-wotking ptuH (employee,: m, pnductk*. 1. m »/»rare i,em$ of unM met»! 
P*tt$ IncluUng coûta bresJut vtltx, USiS-S.S mlilion/ymër) 

there is a minimum of manufacture to customer specifications.   The com- 
pany produces 35 to 40,000 units a year. 

The company' s engineering and technical force comprises about 20 per 
cent of the total employment. The manual workors, most of them quite 
skilled, are just over 50 per cent, and the ratio of production workers to 
foremen is only 12 to 1. All these data differ sharply from the correspon- 
ding items in Figure VII. 3. The management personnel are «killed special- 
ists, as are also the engineers. On the whole, this company is typical of 
United States companies which cater to other manufacturers for highly so- 
phisticated, precision-built components which the latter have to incorporate 
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n& Va. 4,   Small met»!    orkinf pltnt (employee*: M7,- production; small valvei and pteemon control 
device», 3S-4O000 uníts/yt.n) 

into their own products and which they find it more economical to buy than 
to attempt to make themselves. 

Figure VII. 5 illustrates the organization chart of a company of approxi- 
mately tho dame size as the one shown in Mgure VII. 3. The two charts re- 
veal some interesting contrasts. The company here being discussed makes 
valves, regulators and flow tubes in very large sizes; the units weigh from 
100 pound? to 2 tons, most of them being in the 100-300 pounds range. Some 
7, 500 urc.ts are pi oduced each year, for a sales gross of a little over 
$ US 6 million. The products must meet the exacting standards of the United 
States Government, and hence much more design and technical manpower 
is required than for the wide variety of metal parts turned out by the job 
shop. Even so, it has been found possible and desirable to extend the span 
of control of the president of this company to nine department heads, as 
against four. It will be noted, also, that there is one level of management 
less in the hierarchy,  as shown in the following breakdown of the two charts: 

BSlMiÉ 
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Figure VII. 3: Figure \'1I. •>: 

President President 
Vice-president Plant superintendent 
General foreman Foreman 
Foreman Workers 
Workers 

This illustrates the principles shown iti Figures VII. 1 and VII. 2, since two 
companies el almost identical size have different organizational profiles. 
Furthermore, in the present company, the span of control assigned to the 
first line supervisors follows the same pattern, and averages 2G.4 workers 
in production, as against the figure of 18. 5 for the job shop, which was, in 
itself, slightly above the average. Tht- figures for maintenance mechanics 
per foreman are comparable for the two plants. As mentioned above, such 
a situation facilitates communication, but places a heavier burden on each 
manager and supervisor in the line organization. Managerial personnel 
have to handle a wider variety of tasks and on a more intensive basis than 
in the job shop; hence, there is a higher proportion of personnel classed 
as managers in the total work force. 

Many enterprises in the United States are engaged in the production of 
metal goods which go directly to the ultimate users under the brand name 
of the manufacturer. Among these is the sporting goods company whose 
organization chart is illustrated in Figure VII. 6. This concern is a sub- 
sidiary of a larger company and can, if necessary, avail itself of the staff 
advice of the parent company, although this is not always done. The'product 
lines are fairly well established and require little.upgrading on an annual 
basis; hence, the principal engineering »ffort is directed to methods. The 
proportion of the number of workers to that of supervisors is rather high, 
which reflects similarity of work and physical proximity of workers to each 
other.    Annual sales are currently running at about $ US 14, 5 million. 

Figure VII. 7 illustrates the organization of a company which produces 
small forged parts to very exacting tolerances. In contrast to many forge 
plants, this concern uses no hammers, but relies entirely on presses to 
form its products. The management includes several engineers who, in 
co-operation with employees classed as technicians, perform such en- 
gineering work as is required. However, as most of the parts the company 
turns out are designed in detail by the purchasers, there is a minimum of 
real design work to be done, and the engineering consists principally in de- 
vising methods to achieve the required tolerances in final dimensions. The 
number of workers per foreman is unusually low (12 or so) for a plant of 
this size, but the percentage of workers in the total force is about average. 

Figures VII. 8, 9, and 10 show typically the ways in which small foun- 
dries and forge shops are frequently organized. They are job shops, rather 
than long-run production operations (design changes in the products are fre- 
quent and customers come and go). Such a system causes certain in- 
efficiencies as compared with large plants, but these job shops are much 
more akin in their characteristics to the small plants which ara being orga- 
nized in the developing countries than are the very large operations in the 
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United States. It should be noted that the heater plant (Figure VII. 8) is top- 
heavy with clerks. Management is quite aware of this and of the fact that 
the situation ìB diminishing profitability. Efforts are being ir.ade to re- 
duce the number of clerks by employing more productive people and elimi* 
nating unnecessary paper work.   It is expected that, when these changes 
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are made, the percentages of clerical and specialized employees will be 
more in line with those of the other two companies shown. The concern 
turns out somewhat less than 100, 000 space heaters a year and grosses about 
$ US 2, 550, 000. 

Of interest, also, is the unusually high percentage of specialized people 
in the foundry (Figure VII. a). This is due to the fact that nearly all the 
patterns for the casting t(re «eut in by custoiners, and the company can 
put all its effort into the casting ol products. This plant casts valve bodies 
for plumbing installations in sizes weighing up to about 20 pounds, as well 
as valve stems, small pipe fittings and junction fittings for "thin-wall" 
electric conduit.    Production totals about 1, 500 tons of fittings a year. 

The drop-forge plant (Figure VII. 10) produces camshaft and crankshaft 
blanks for small gasoline engines, as well as forged parts for the aircraft 
industry. The products are designed by the purchasers and the plant need 
only make the dies to proper dimensions. Annual production runs about 
OHO, 000 cam- and crankshafts, plus an unstated number of smaller, miscel- 
laneous parts,  which amounted to a value ol $ US 2. B million in laCa. 

. 
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MANPOWER ALLOCATION IN SEMI-INDUSTRIALIZED COUNTRIES 

After the First World War, a number of countries began to develop local 
industries to balance their formerly agricultural economies; others joined 
the movement attei ü.« 1439-1945 conflict. Still others expanded their in- 
dustries from long-established operations concentrated in certain localities 
to operations covering much larger areas within their borders. In all these 
cases, it lias general! • been necessary for the State to undertake to organize 
and finance the expansion and also to allocate managerial and technical man- 
power resources. Such people have often been the beneficiaries of govern- 
ment-financed education and training outside their country, and have obli- 
gated themselves to perform extended periods of service* in government- 
controlled industry after their return home. 

Among the countries which fall in this general category are Israel 
Turkey and Yugoslavia.   These three nations have certain similar back- 
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ground features; their geographical boundaries and their ethnic composi- 
tion were imposed as a result of the First or Second World Wars or both 
and they have been the recipients of rather large amounts of foreign capitai 
through various channels. They present, also, certain significant difference« 
largely with regard to their political systems and the roles played by labour 
organizations in government and social activities. Their industrial develop- 
ment is, however, typical of that of the group of countries which have made 
considerable progress in this field in a relatively short time. 

Israel 

Most presently industrial personnel of the country are immigrants 
or first-generation natives. The skills they had brought with them from 
their former homelands were varied and somewhat unrelated, as compared 
with the requirements of this particular industry. Most of the present entre- 
preneurial class came to Israel with a trading background (albeit from in- 
dustrialized countries) or with training and experience as artisans and crafts- 
men They set up small craft shops which, owing to skilful operation, 
tariff protection and increasing demand, have prospered and grown into 
factories. 

Thanks to the existence of a good technical college, a considerable num- 
ber of engineers and technicians are being produced. Efforts are being 
made. also, to develop managerial personnel in the institutions of higher 
learning. However, as the years go by. fewer people with sufficient mana- 
gerial and technical qualifications are entering the country, and the staffing 
of an expanding metal industry is becoming increasingly difficult. It is now 
necessary, therefore, to employ foreign specialists for longer or shorter 
periods. 

The metal-working plants of Israel are mostly small, a few of them 
employing up to 500 people, and one or two more than a thouKand. The 
shortage of qualified managerial personnel has made it necessary to expand 
the span of contrôlât the upper levels beyond that which is found in the 
United States, and the men who fill the jobs must perform a wider rang, 
of duties than their counterparts in medium-sized United States concerns 
In spite of these factors, however, the country as a whole has been able 
to assist other nations in the technical field. 

* 
Turkey 

Despite the rather considerable rise in industrial activity, a large ma- 
jority of the Turkish labour force, proportionately much greater than in 
Israel, for instance, is still engaged in agriculture. The metal-working 
industries of Turkey, as contrasted with the state-owned iron and steel in- 
dustry, are generally in private hands, and plants with fewer than 500 em- 
ployees predominate.« The number of managers and technicians that could 
be employed in Turkish metal-working (and other) plants has been far less 
than in the countries of Western Europe or North America, and the available 

• ftiMd on information wppllcd by Employe»' AsodatioM in different cities in Turkey. 
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entrepreneurial talent has consisted mainly of people whose interests and 
training were commercial. The Government has made efforts to improve 
thi« .situation. Government-sponsored technical universities and schools 
of business administration have been established in Istanbul, Ankara and 
Trabizon. Private organizations have sponsored the establishment of at 
least ten new technical and commercial institutes in Izmir and intheIstanbul 
area during the last ten years. In addition, a large number of students have 
been sent abroad to complete their higher education. 

Partly because there are fewer experienced managers and technicians 
in this country than in the heavily industrialized nations, the distribution 
pattern is somewhat different. In Turkey, the percentages of different man- 
power classifications in a number of metal-working plants7 averaged out 
as shown in Table VII. 2. 

On comparing the above figures with those shown in Table VII, 1 for 
the 404 plants in the United States, it will be noted that, while there is the 
same proportion of managers to total employees, and while the number of 
foremen is not apprciably less, the proportion of both classes of technical 
personnel is ver much lower. There are proportionately almost twice 
as many clerks as in the United States plants and the proportion of manual 
labour is somewhat higher than in plants other than those processing pri- 
mary metals. These comparisons suggest that, while certain managerial 
positions must be filled in any organization, the engineering and design 
content of the product may be less, and that some of the slack is taken up 
by assigning part of the work to clerical employees. It appears likely, from 
other information received, that many of the Turkish managers are called 
upon to assume, as part of their regular work, the transformation of tech- 
nical concepts into applied techniques and operating procedures, a respon- 
sibility which, in the United States,  is generally assumed by specialized 

TABLE VII. 2.   MANPOWER CLASSIFICATION IN TURKISH MFTAl - 
WORKING PLANTS 

Executivei, managen and department headi 

Foremen and other 1 it-line tupervitoit 

Engineer!, naff specialists, technicians 

Clerks 

Manual worker! (operatori) 

Total JOWL 

' These plan», who» executive« requeued that the Individual enterprise! ihould not be identified, 
are located, generally, in wettern Anatoli« and in the Immediate vicinity of Ittanbut. They employ from 
SO to 750 people and use the procedei of cutting, caning, sheet-metal forming and assembly. 
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technical personnel or by lower levels of supervision. This would be parti- 
cularly true in small concerns, which must function as one-man operation's 
as far as both managerial and technical control are concerned. The limi- 
tations of size and, particularly, of financial resources, preclude tin pos- 
sibility of dividing these functions. 

A brief study made in March 196G indicated that, in a group of plants 
with 100-200 employees, the typical hierarchy involves three major divisions- 
production, sales and finance—each headed by one of the owners of the 
business, and that all the typical functions of management are allocated 
among them. The span of control is widest in sales and lowest in produc- 
tion. The organization of the productive operations tends to be along func- 
tional lines, that is, in a plant having both a machine shop and a foundry 
there is a chief in each shop and the foremen report to him. It «as found 
that, in general, the managerial personnel in production were better quali- 
fied, both as regards training and experience, than the other two groups. 
Financial supervisors had some educational background, but the salespeople 
appeared to have little formal training in their specialty. 

The staffing pattern of a typical, medium-sized, Turkish metal-working 
plant is shown in Figure VII. 11. This enterprise, which employs (¡89 persons 
turns out steel wire. Ste* 1 scrap is melted and cast into billets of appro- 
priate size for rolling into rods. The latter arc then rolled and drawn to 
diameters suitable for light reinforcing of concrete, made into nails and 
put to numerous other uses. It will be noted that the overalldistribution 
pattern of personnel approximates very closely the averages just listed. 
Spans of control are not excessive until the first-line foremen in the pro- 
duction shops are reached. Here the men work in relatively close proxi- 
mity to each other, and management claims that no serious problems have 
been encountered in either leadership or control. The organisation reported 
annual sales of about IUS8.2 million. The key managers and top-level en- 
gineers are graduates of scientific establishments in Western Kurope and 
the United States. The other engineers, and most of the technicians, were 
trained in Turkish institutions of higher education. The foremen have risen 
from the ranks because of their greater knowledge and ability. 

Yugoslavia 

What has emerged in Yugoslavia since the end of the Second World War 
is an industrial structure founded on control of the mea is of production bv 
the workers in the various enterprises. The system his produced results 
and, despite periodic setbacks, is still expanding. 

The industries of Yugoslavia are controlled by workers' councils, elected 
by and from among the work force in each enterprise. Ine council is res- 
ponsible for selecting and employing a managing director and four deputv 
directors (production, finance, sales and personnel) who, in turn, manage 
the operation through subordinates. In practically all respects, the workers' 
council functions in a way similar to a board of directors in countries under 
the capitalist system. The organizational hierarchy of a typical Yugoslav 
metal-working enterprise is similar to that of comparable concerns else- 
where, and the same managerial and technical skills are required of the 
people in the various jobs. 
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Much of the Yugoslav industrial effort is in the general field of metal- 
working. The most serious problem encountered here, as elsewhere, has 
been to secure well qualified people in sufficient numbers. There have been 
some attempts to bring in managers from abroad, but they have not been 
particularly successful. The attempt to train local managers and techni- 
cians has proved more profitable, even though the process has been slow 
and difficult, * 

WÊÊÊÊÊ •_•_ 
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The Universities of Belgrade, Zagreb, ami other larue ,•;!,„, ..swell ^a 

number of technical institutes, are turning out technicians ,n various disci'- 
plines. Several institutions have also developed established curricula Lad- 
ing to graduate degrees in business administration. Manv voung Yugoslav 
university graduates have been sent to Western Europe and t'he UriitedStit'.-s 
to acquire advanced knowledge in management and >. chnolog\ Hut in 
Yugoslavia, as in other countries, management personnel has maini-, i,..,„ 
formed under the internal training and development programmes of' l,„-,| 
industry, supplemented by the efforts of productivity councils, chancers 
of commerce and similar institutions, which have offered short out-of hour 
courses for working managers and aspirants.8 In order to attain these .„d- 
efforts are being made to convince the present managers that one of •»„.,/ 
most important responsibilities is to see to the development of then- sub- 
ordinates as future managers. 

The metal-working plants of the country cover a wide range of s, ,,.„ 
but most of them are in the small to medium range, though there are son,,' 
very large operations which can still be classified as metal-transforming 
and product-assembly enterprises. These have grown from modest be- 
ginnings, either by merging with other enterprises, expanding their pro- 
duct lines or by making license agreements with foreign manufacturers 
In the latter case, the local concern was first allowed, under the lictnse" 
to market the foreign product, then to assemble imported parts and final- 
ly, when technical and managerial abilities as well as physical capabili- 
ties had sufficiently developed, to make the components and assemble them 

The smaller enterprises in the metal-working industry turn out a wide 
variety of both consumer and capital goods. Most of these ar» for use with- 
in the borders of Yugoslavia. The larger enterprises have engaged in a 
good deal of export work, but their products are in general considerably 
more complex and sophisticated than those produced bv their smaller fellow 
manufacturers, and have a much higher engineering and technological content 
These products include such diverse items as communication equipment 
large ocean-going tankships and motion picture projectors. 

The establishment and staffing of a new metal-working enterprise follows 
somewhat the same lines as would be the case in Western Europe Once 
the need to manufacture a given product is demonstrated to the satisfaction 
of the planning authorities of a commune, the necessary capital is granted 
and the plant is constructed. Managerial and technical personnel are re- 

j cruited through advertising and by word of mouth.   There are certain limi - 
; tations, mostly of a financial nature, imposed on separation from a business 
3 after one has been affiliated to it, but personnel are not ordinarily "assigned" 

in the obligatory sense of the word.    People who have obtained their educa. 
| tion at government expense are required to wo. k in Yugoslavia, but not nec- 
I essanly in a given enterprise.   There are contractual obligations, however, 
I if a managerial or technical employee of an enterprise is sent to a university 
i to receive a higher education at his employer's expense. 

The 8ta"ing patterns of several Yugoslav enterprises will serve to in- 
dicate some differences in the emphasis placed on various aspects of the 
managerial function on account of size and product type. 

I *  An e*«"Ple of «ie «uch eemre ti described in A. U Jaege and H.J. Stint-Maurice,   The Yugoslav 
I Management and Superviwry Training Centre, Zagreb, 1959. 
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Figure VII. 12 shows the organization of a «mail enterprise which pro- 
duces small tanks for the delivery and us*' of hquefied petroleum gas for 
household heating and cooking, as well as small, rugged pumps for irriga- 
tion and other agricultural use. None of the products is particularly complex 
or sophisticated and very little design work is required; hence only a small 
group is assigned to that aspect of the business. There is a rather large 
number of production workers for each foreman, but the percentage of the 
total work force classed as "managers" is out of line, at least on paper. 
This is due, in part, to the practice of giving each of the penerai director's 
subtirdii. .tes the title of manager. Actually, one of them is really a sort 
of clerk, and another performs some technical work in addition to his ma- 
nagerial duties. The enterprise has adhered to a policy of turning out sim- 
ple meta L products for which there is an established and expanding domestic 
market and it lias been remarkably successful. 
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The enterprise, whose organization chart is shown in Figure VII 13 
produces a wide variety of tooling for lathes, all kinds of milling machines 
shapers and other metal-working machines, as well as many types of steel 
rules.»fixed and movable gauges, micrometers and other precision measur- 
ing dt vices. It is in competition with otrier domestic enterprises, as well 
as with foreign concerns which ship their products to Yugoslavia. It has 
a staff of very competent engineers and technicians, who keep its products 
abreast of market demand. While the proportions of supervisors to workers 
are about the same as in the concern discussed above, there is a larger 
percentage of technical people and proportionately fewer managers; although 
the executive hierarchy follows the same standard pattern, the five mana- 
gers; are spread over a larger number of employees. The somewhat smaller 
percentage of non-supervisory workers is due to the more sophisticated 
product line,  which requires more technical and clerical manpower. 

UHI 
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MANAGERIAL AND TECHNICAL MANPOWER ALLOCATION 
IN DEVELOPING COUNTRIES 

The countries which have substantially no manufacturing tradition arc 
finding it necessary to follow one of two courses with respect to industriali • 
zation. They must either let the industry grow up in a haphazard fashion 
by allowing the citiz'tis to embark on whatever operations they choose and 
with little regard to anything else than the profits they foresee, or they 
must institute some sort of governmental control. Since private capital 
is usually non-existent or strictly limited in amount, the government must 
step in if it is found desirable to establish even a moderate-sized operation 
requiring any sizeable investment; and, for practical purposes, the govern- 
ment has to take some action in almost »-very case. The net result is that 
the government either undertakes the assignment of managerial and tech 
nical personnel to selected government owned enterprises, or exercises a 
rather strict control in the private sector of industry. 

In the former situation, the government not only controls manpower, 
but the allocation of financial and material resources as well. This is most 
likely to occur when planning officials consider that the establishment of 
metal-working plants turning out specific products not currently manufac- 
tured is in the national interest. In such cases, it is advantageous if a 
reservoir of civil servants trained in managerial and technological work 
is available to draw upon. Unfortunately, such reservoirs do not usually 
exist. In some countries, the teennical education and vocational training 
facilities are under governmental control or else persons who have been 
educated abroad are obligated to perform public service in return for the 
education they have received. The question then becomes one of allocating 
the particular manpower resource to that section of industry where it will 
be most effective, but the metal working industry is frequently so fardown 
the priority list that it receives none of this all-too-scarce commodity. 

Since, in most developing countries, local managerial personnel is 
likely to be drawn from among the former trading and export-import groups, 
industrial operations will, in all probability, be mostly directed towards 
marketing. Under conditions of short supply of managerial and technical 
personnel, it is often necessary for people to assume multiple responsi 
biiiües (e.g. , those of line manager and staff specialist, technologist and 
manager, engineer and staff specialist). Such people may or may not pos 
ses« the education and/or experience required ìo perform their dual assign- 
ments satisfactorily but, being the only ones even approximately qualified, 
they will have to do their best on the job and, at the same time, endeavour 
to improve their own work and to train subordinates to take over part of 
the load. The alternative is to call in outside experts in the manufacturing 
area until local personnel can be trained and gain sufficient experience 
to carry on the work efficiently. 

In spite of these drawbacks, when markets exist and money and materials 
are available, these managers can generally make a profit, providing they 
receive what amounts to a government subsidy in the form of a limitation 
of imports of competing foreign goods. Some of the managers of local en- 
terprises may be able to enter into licensing agreements with foreign con 
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cerns to product- the goods manufactured by the latter. If thus can be done, 
it will provide a channel through which foreign technological advice and 
services can flow into the developing country. 

One extremely important aspect of the allocation of managerial and 
technical manpower in industrializing countries is the necessity to develop 
a technological middle class. Full industrial activity requires that design 
engineers, industrial engineers, standards engineers, process engineers, 
planners, tool engineers and tool-makers, all of whom are specialists who 
make up the service personnel of successful industriai enterprises, should 
be available in sufficient numbers. They can be imported in the beginning, 
but,   sooner or later,  local people must take over. 

Metal-working 

In most developing countries, the principal objectives in setting up 
industrial operations, especially in the metal working area, are: 

(a) to build up local production in order to become independent of im- 
ported goods, 

{b} to provide jobs for local citizens *hich are not directly dependent 
on the agricultural economy, and 

(e) to raise the standards of living of the inhabitants of the country 
by making more goods available. 
These objectives can be attained by various means, in varying degrees, 
and with varying amounts of governmental control. Much will depend on 
the amount of private and public capital available for allocation to the metal - 
working industry, on the availability of suitable labour, the conditions of 
the market, and the quantity and quality of managerial and technical man 
power which can be marshalled to direct operations. 

Unless a government adopts a completely laissez-faire attitude, some 
controls and/or assistance will be necessary in order to facilitate the es 
tablishment and initial operation of a metal working industry.   Exemption 
from import duties on necessary machinery and tool«, assistance in the 
purchase of raw materials from foreign sources or in the allocation of do 
mestic supplies, import restrictions on competing products from abroad, 
all these and other actions will be required to help the building up of infant 
industrie«. If such encouragement does not persuade private entrepreneurs to 
enter the metal-working industry, the goverment may decide to enter it itself, 
and place operations under the management of public employees. 

Whichever course a given country chooses, the programme which ex 
perience has shown likely to be most successful is that of step-by step ex- 
pansion, beginning with the least complex products and working upwards, 
as required by circumstances. Initially, the items produced under this type 
of programme will be those which have a high content of laoour possessing 
minimal skills, and which are destined for local consumption at moderate 
prices. The conservation of foreign exchange thus goes hand in hand with 
the development of markets, the raising of the standard of living and the 
absorption of available manpower In nearly all cases, the goods turned 
out by these plants will have been modelled on foreign items, not necessarily 
of the best or most up to date lines, and will thus be quite unexportable. 
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'Io runimaiid interest and attention in foreign markets, manufactured items 
must incorporate both good design and quality workmanship. Until local 
factories can incorporati both of these ingredients m their products, th*'\ 
can hope to serve only local markets. It is essential, therefore, that a 
country which desires to .-¡ell to foreign customers should train design and 
production engineers. 

Mention has already been made of the industrial park as an aid to ef- 
ficient operation. Jn developing countries, tins concept might be given very 
serious consideration for the establishment of a nascent metal-working in 
dustry. The physical proximity of factories turning out different types of 
goods and performing different services has generally facilitated the opera- 
tions of each individual factory. The structures in which the activities are 
to be carried out can be specially designed and built for efficient operation; 
machinery can be more fully utilized; maintenance' services can he shared; 
and planning, organizing, scheduling, quality control, marketing and other 
managerial functions can be offered to enterprises which, because of their 
small size, could not afford to provide such services for themselves on an 
individual basis. 

Estimation of requirements 

Ás markets develop and the demand for products increases,  additional 
facilities can be set up and dispersed more widely throughout the countrv 
It has been estimated that,  per million inhabitants,  initial industrialization 
will require approximately 10, 000to 12, OOOpersons for turning out metal 
products,  machinery and tools, and for the repair and maintenance of trans 
port,  agricultural,  mining and industrial equipment.    These people would 
typically be classified as managers (±5percent),   first-line supervisors 
(±5 per cent) and workers (±90 per cent).    The value of the output which 
may be expected from each person in the industry will vary widely, depend 
ing on the wages paid,  labour productivity, cost of materials and of money 
and services,  the tax situation and protection against competing imports. 
However, a very rough estimate would be that, for each person on the pay- 
roll,  the industry should produce at least two and a half times the average 
annual wage.    This takes into account the fact that the machinery used will 
probably not be particularly sophisticated or expensive, and that the labour 
content of the product will be equal to about one-third or more of the input. 
As the industry's ability to compete with foreign goods and even to begin 
exporting products to foreign markets increases, the number of persons em- 
ployed will rise.   It 1ms been estimated that, when exports reach 5 per cent 
of the total production in metal products, the work force in the industry will 
amount to 25, 000 to 30, 000 per million inhabitants.   The proportions of the 
different labour categories will also change significantly.   Managers,  en- 
gineers and technicians will rise to 8 to 9 per cent (due, primarily, to the 
use of increased numbers of technical people), first line supervisors will 
remain at about 5 per cent, a few clerks (say t to 2 per cent) will be required, 
and the non-supervisory, manual workers will drop to about 85 per cent. 
Of the last-named group, the proportion who must possess a fair degree of 
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skill will mercase sharply,   probably to mon- than half of the total.    As 
greater degree of mechanization and automation is achieved,   the requin 
ments for skilled people will continui  to increase concurrently. 

Mention has already been made of the fact that a job shop type of main 
tenance plant is often the precursor of other and more varied small indus 
trial enterprises. Such operations often grow naturally as markets expand. 
and the quality and quantity of the gords produced increase. Sue!, ¡nl, shops 
have satisfied important ne cd h in countries where the widening use of elec- 
tricity has brought in electrical machinera and appliances, win i. .-xiMíidnii! 
rail and road communication networks are used for an increasing voltino- 
of traffic, where agriculture is being mechanized at an accelerating pace, 
and where more and more sophisticated equipment of all kinds- j* h», ,ik,r!k. 
down or wearing out. The old handicraft ski IN which M« iij4Ve ,Ufr.i . ,i . . 
patch up simpler devices have failed to meet mod. in tl.rrii.ods l'i. < <• i..r 
tools operated by competent mechanics are essential if countries changing 
from handicraft work and farming to mechanized economi, K are t„ develop 
as rapidly a« they hope to do. It has been found, also, that in order that 
these maintenance shops may themselves operati successfully and profitable, 
they muBt be staffed by well-trained mechanics ,"id, above all, directed In- 
competent managen». 

Other studies made by the united Nation« and the Agenev for International 
Development describe the physical equipment of such shops in detail. It is 
sufficient to say at this point that minimum requirements include a couple 
of general-purpose lathes, a millirg machine, a drill press, power grinders 
and saws, a metal shear and break for forming sheet metal, acetylene wel 
ding and cutting and electric welding sets, and a full complement of hand 
tools and gauges for machine and bench work. The direct labour to operate 
such a shop would include perhaps 5 to 8 skilled men and half as many un- 
skilled laboureres and helpers, supervised by a foreman to get the jobs done, 
and a manager to exercise overall direction, bring in new business, handle 
finances etc. The manager is the key person in any operation of this type, 
because he must have both technical and business competence. It is he who 
initiates, when the time is ripe, the expansion of the shop to meet increasing 
work loads, trains subordinate and replacement managers and technicians 
as needed, diversifies the product line and, generally, keeps on the alert 
for opportunities to provide an increasing range of services and products 
to his community. 

A shop like the one described above ran be expanded considerably, both 
as regards equipment and manpower, according to the demand, By adding 
more of the tools already mentioned and some more sophisticated tools such 
as a planer, shapers, boring mills etc., one can handle a much wider va- 
riety of agricultural and factory machinery repairs. In certain cases, it 
has even been found possible to undertake the construction of new machines 
for industry. The personnel requirements Increase somewhat in proportion 
to the physical property of the plant. A typical operation of this type is 
staffed by some 125 men, approximately 20 per cent of whom are skilled 
mechanics, 12 per cent are semi-skilled production or maintenance people, 
and the rest are helpers, apprentices and labourers. Management is more 
numerous but more specialized than in the smaller shop. An organisation 
chart showing the set-up of a plant in Central America is given in Figure VII. 14. 

1 
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It it appears desirable to begin producing, say, nails or screws for 
the local building trade market» it would be feasible to install a nail-heading 
machine and tumbler and/or a screw-header and thread-roller in either the 
small or the large maintenance machine shops just described. One addi- 
tional semi skilled operator for each heading machine and a man to move 
the material have been found to be all the extra labour necessary. Die main- 
tenance and machine repair have been handled by personnel of the larger 
shop. Management and the few incidentali technical services have been pro- 
vided by people from the parent shop without undue extra effort. When the 
demand for products of the prototype shop increased sufficiently, opera- 
tions were moved out of the parent plant and the business was placed on a 
self-sustaining basis. It i:. estimated that one nail machine can turn out 
approximately 250 tons of nails and tacks a year, and that each machine 
can supply the annual requirements of a population of 100,000 to 150,000 in 
a developing country. 

DEVELOPMENT OP M-\N\GKRIAL AND TECHNICAL MANPOWER 

Managers and technicians are in heavy demand throughout the world 
for all kind» of activities—industrial, commercial, agricultural, education- 
al and governmental. The available supply never seems to equal the de- 
mand, and constant efforts a-e being made to increase the quantity and im- 
prove the quality of the supply.   Progress along these lines can be made 
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as- in a number of ways, and it is well to canvass all of thmi in order to 
certain how far they are applicable under a given situation.,J 

Regular instruction in technical subjects and business administration 
has been offered for a long time. Courses in these fields have been esta- 
blished in institutions of higher learning in all the industrialized nations 
and in many countries which are in the process of becoming industrialized. 
But though this method enables potential managers to acquire theoretical know-" 
ledge, it is a slow one, and turns out a limited number of graduates every 
year. It makes use of the knowledge and experience of experts whohave spent 
most of their time teaching and are, therefore, somewhat removed from 
the field of practice. Even in those countries which have a long tradition 
of manufacturing activities and have organized specialized education for 
management, this method produces too little talent too late, and means have 
had to be found to supplement it. 

One alternative to formal education in management techniques is on- 
the-job training by superiors. W This is by far the most widely used system 

and produces by far the largest number of candidates for higher level assign- 
ments in industry. The principle on which it rests is that every manage- 
rial employee or entrepreneur has the obligation to help his subordinates 
to prepare themselves for more exacting and more responsible jobs, by 
precept, instruction and encouragement. The under-study system, rota- 
tion between jobs, out-of-hour study, and coaching are all used effectively, 
The extent to which this type of programme can be applied in any specific 
country will depend on a number of considerations, including the number 
and competence of existing managers, the extent to which they accept res- 
ponsibility for their subordinates, and others. 

The shortage of managerial, entrepreneurial and technical skills in 
a country which sets out to establish a metal-working industry from scratch 
can seldom be solved quickly by the use of local peisonnel. Certain steps 
can be taken, however, in that direction. In order to increase the number 
of qualified managers, it is essential, among other things, to raise the level 
of formal, basic education. Since education is traditionally a governmental 
responsibility, a country which aspires to industrialization must be pre- 
pared to devote a considerable percentage of its public expenditures to that 
purpose. Such expenditures may be considered as an investment for the 
future, with a view to improving the productive potential of the nation. In 
the meantime, while local educational facilities are being established or 
expanded, foreign facilities may be used. Students from developing countries 
have been studying in other countries for years. They have brought back 
with them the latest and best techniques of the industrial societies they have 
visited, but they have also encountered difficulties. 

The problems with which managers and technicians in metal-working 
plants in developing countries are faced are rather different from those found 
in similar operations in highly industrialized countries, and for which the 
students have been prepared by their studies.   As examples of a few such 

__ ^_ ^PoicoinniimionthiiMKlâcMeinnijrlnTurldihinduittyieeR. Koç. "Management Problemi In 
Developing Countrlc**,   A4vneid Management Journal, 30, 1, 32-36 (Jan. 1968). 

» A diacuuion of thi. phaae of the problem will be found In L. R. dark, "Managerial Development 
Through the Superlot - Subordinate ReUtlOnthip",    Advanced Management Journal,  29,4, 70-73 (Oct. 1964). 
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problems, we may mention the following. There is likHv to be a shortage 
of workers who have had any experience at all in the mmufacture of metal 
products, or even a minimum of training m any kind of industrial work; there 
will probably be a Bhortage of staff personnel and of mechanical and electro- 
nic aid« on which manager» often rely for data on whic'i to base their deci- 
sions: domestic markets will be limited and the operating efficiencies of 
the plants will be correspondingly lowered; and the entrepreneurial environ- 
ment will probably be considerably restricted (e.g., there will be import 
quotas on materials, power shortage and transportation deficiencies). 
The wide prevalence of these problems in the developing countries suggests 
strongly the desirability of tailoring the training of managers and techni- 
cians who are to direct operations in those countries \n a somewhat different 
manner than would be the case for German, Italian, American or Japanese 
personnel, for example. Many of the techniques which are applied widely 
in the industrial nations, such as sophisticated types of personnel adminis- 
tration, quality assurance, production scheduling, inventory control and 
others are simply not applicable in a setting such as is found in many coun- 
tries just emerging from an almos* totally agricultural economy, and in 
which materials are in short supply, machinery is partially obsolescent, 
labour is unskilled, customs are non-discriminating and so on. 

It is frustrating to the new manager and wasteful of the time and money 
spent on his education abroad to expect him to utilize the latest techniques 
developed by a highly industrialized society in a situation where they can 
by no means be applied. It would, perhaps, be beUar to train at least part 
of the managerial cadre in techniques which are more realistic in terms 
of immediate application (e.g., inspection of products by employees rather 
than through the use of statistical quality control; manual instead of me- 
chan zed handling of goods and material; installation of multipurpose ma- 
chin* tools instead of automatic equipment etc). However, it is questionable 
whether standard courses in management offered in universities and busi- 
ness schools in the industrial nations could be readily modified to take into 
account the abov»-mentioned factors, and the overseas students are likely 
to continue to receive the fami' training as their hosts. 

There is another problem which has been encountered by some of the 
developing countries that have sent many of their brightest young men abroad 
to learn management techniques. Upon completion of their training, the 
students have been reluctant to return to their own countries. Having be- 
come accustomed to the higher standards of living in the host country, *hey 
look forward with distaste to the less comfortable lives they would lead in 
their own lands. Furthermore, they realize that they could earn much higher 
salaries abroad than at home. 

The provision of managerial and technical instruction by local insti- 
tutions has been moderately successful in some of the less developed nations 
and has served as an alternative to sending students out of the country. 
Because of the difficulty in obtaining enough local cUizens sufficiently qua- 
lified to conduct such courses, it has been found nicessarv to invite faculty 
members of various institutions in the industrialized nations to teach stu- 
dents in the developing countries themselves. This drastically reduces the 
travel costs involved and precludes the loss of students who decide not to 

Basasi 
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return hew. In selecting instructors, however, care must be taken to 
ensure that they are able and willing to adapt their courses to the conditions 
which exist in the developing countries and that they will stress managerial 
practice« which have .u least a chance of being effectively applicable under 
local conditions.!1 It may take some time for the guest instructor to acquire 
a sufficient working knowledge of the local situation to enable- him to teach 
a really satisfactory course, but that will be time well spent if it results 
in better managerial training. 

Another possible method of developing local managerial and technical 
personnel is to encourage foreign manufacturers of metal products to set 
up plants in developing countries. The greatest overall benefits will be 
obtained if the products to be produced by each of these plants are designed 
for the local markets and suit the capacities of the local labour force. The 
more labour-intensive the product line the better, since this leads to a lar- 
ger residue of production costs in the local economy.12 Such operations, 
if carried out under government license, might well be required, as part 
of the contract, to employ an increasing proportion of local managerial and 
technical personnel, with eventual phasing out of foreign nationals from 
the supervisory and specialist ranks. It has been noted elsewhere in this 
report that some countries have succeeded both in setting up industries and 
training managers by means of licensing for product manufacture. Such 
agreements have resulted in the initial importation of managerial personnel 
from the home office and factory to supervise the distribution and servicing 
of the product; subsequently, personnel was sent to supervise the assembly 
of parts and, finally, the manufacture of the components themselves. At 
each step, the home office managers were charged with the responsibility 
of training competent local replacements for themselves as quickly as pos- 
sible. This process has automatically made it possible to adjust the train- 
ing to local conditions. 

A final training device which has been successful in a number of countries 
is the correspondence school. There are many standard textbooks on man- 
agement on the basis of which correspondence instruction can be built. Cor- 
respondence schools in a number of countries have ready-made courses in 
many aspects of technology. The use of home study material is extremely 
widespread, but its success depends almost entirely on the will of the in- 
dividual student; unless he is highly motivated, he will derive little benefit 
from his study. In cases where correspondence courses have been success- 
ful,  it has always been because of high interest and application,  buttressed 

» Some of the universities in the United State« are taking this situation Into consideration in developing 
their international courte». While curricula an designed primarily to orient Américain who are tent abroad 
at pan of the management of concerns operating internationally, the new approach nevertheless indicates sn 
awareness of environmental difference, in managerial piotkms. See I. Fayerweatber, "An Interesting Approach 
to International Business Programmes", Coiitglu« Newt »n4 Vtewi (South-Western PubUshimt Company. 
Cincinnati, Ohio) 19, 3, 3-6 (March 1966). 

» The international Labour Office has set criteria to test :b<; soundness of each new industrial project 
fror» the point of view of labour requirements. These are set fortii in many of the Office's publications but 
are summarised in Croce«« and Problems of Industrialization in Underdeveloped Countries , United Nations, 
New York, 1955, pp. 38 (E/2670 ST/ECA/29). 
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l.\  -,niu>   sort ol" lesson service which permits students to obtain  full and 
nn.t<•¡•standable answers to questions they raise about the material. 

I or information and help in management development, the developing 
countries can turn to a variety of foreign-aid programmes.  "Know-how" can 
be obtained through experts from the United Nations,  from the International 
I ibour Office, the United States Agency for International Development, from 

t Union through the Council of Mutual economic Assistance.   Japan 
¡i.iern.-itional Co-operation Division in its Vocational Training College: 

.. ;n      has an Institute for Development Aid and Technical Co-operation; 
lsr;..-:'s programme is carried out through the Department for International 
Co-operation in the Ministry of Foreign Affairs.   Other countries which have 
provided abdistance in developing managerial and technical ability outside 
their own borders include Yugoslavia,  New Zealand,   Canada,  the United 
Kingdom and Australia.   There is no lack of sources, therefore, from which 
advice can DP obtained on the ways in which managers can be trained. 
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